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Hyperio n So ftware offers th e mo st " can�do"�financial�management�solutions�—
accounting, budgeting, reportin g and analysis. App lications engineered to come
togeth er on co m man d —in o ne p lace and in on e easy to understand form at.
Inform ation is centralized , stored safely and securely. With Hyperion's
enterprise solu tion s, users can easily access and share a com mon set of financial
informatio n to achieve a d eeper u nd erstand in g of th e business.
Interpret what is happening at every level of th e organization . For a global
view of information , get on - line su mmary b alances. Or get up close and focus
on a single en try, look at individual tran sactions, o r highlight important exceptions.
Obtain con sistent an d timely financial informatio n through powerful and
dynam ic reporting capabilities.You�can�streamline�your�reporting�process�—
dramatically cutting reporting time. And handle h igh - volume financial reporting
requirements in a co mpletely graph ical environ men t.
Mo re than 2,500 co mp an ies are wo rkin g and winning with Hyperion Software
right now. A stro ng, pro ven reco rd of financial ap plications expertise has earned
us cred ibility and valued relationships with CFOs, Corporate Controllers, CIOs,
and th eir staffs.
Can Hy perion So ftware do all this an d get you home in tim e for dinner? YES.
Call us to find out how. Or send your own questions to info @hysoft.com.

1- 800.286-8000
h ttp: / /www.hysoft.com
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26FINANCIALREPORTINGONTHE
WORLDWIDEWEB
BY SIMON PETRAVICK, CPA, AND
JOHN GILLETT, CPA
At least 69% of the Fortune 150 have
World Wide Web sites, and most of them
are making financial information available
on their home pages. Management accountants should get themselves up to speed on
this new medium so their company can
place a high- quality financial report "billboard" on the electronic highway.

30CUMMINSENGINECHANGESITS ✓
DEPRECIATION
How fast does machinery become obsolete? Cummins Engine
studied this issue and came up with a new depreciation method.

30

CLAIRM.RAUBENSTINE,CMA,CPA
IMAPRESIDENT, 1996.97
BY ROBERT F, RANDALL
As chair of the ad hoc Committee on Long
Range Strategy, he led discussions on shaping
the Institute's path to the year 2000 and
beyond. Now he will lead the Institute of
Management Accountants with the theme,
"Harnessing the Power of Change."

BY LINDA HALL AND JANE LAMBERT
This company found that using production oriented methods of depreciation instead of
the traditional straight -line method resulted in a more accurate matching of costs
and revenues.

37ENVIRONMENTALDISCLOSURES: ✓
WHATCOMPANIESAREREPORTING
BY JERRY G. KREUZE, CMA;GALE E.
NEWELL, CPA; AND STEPHEN J. NEWELL
Because the total amount of investments
selected on the basis of ethical, environmental, and political criteria probably
exceeds a trillion dollars, companies have
good reason for including a discussion of
their environmental practices in their
financial statements.
Certijicate of91,fent

Cover: IMA President
Roubenstine at country club
near his Pennsylvania home.
See p. 21. Photo by Bob
Grant, NYC.
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This article will be included in IMA's quarterly self -study exam, which you can order by calling
1 -800- 638.4427, ext. 278.
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64% ofCEOs ARE LOOKING toiOU
toSOLVE THEIR COMPANY'S
INFORMATION NEEDS .. .

Isn't it time you had the right tools to do the job?

Accordingto a recent study on the use of financial information
within organizations, the financial professional is being
viewed as the publisher of critical business information for
both internal and external consumption. A tall order without
the proper tools and services to back you up. Well, now you
have them.

Today MetaView technology is already in use by major
corporations worldwide. To find out how MetaView can
benefit your organization, simply call our toll -free number
and ask for the MetaView information pack.
,

IntroducingTimeline's MetaView family of financial analysis,
modeling, and reporting products for Microsoft Office and
Microsoft BackOffice.

By providing financial analysis, management and production
reporting, consolidations, and budgeting within a single
complete suite of tools, MetaView is fast becoming the
accepted technology by which businesses manage their
information needs.

1- 800 - 588 -7632
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44FAIRLYPRESENTED,IN
ACCORDANCEWITHGAAP...
WHATDOESITREALLYMEAN?
BY RONALD M. MANO, CPA;MA RK
ANDERSON, VICKI NYCUM, CPA, AND
KEVIN MCBETH, CPA
A financial report can be in accordance
with GAAP but not necessarily "fairly
presented." These authors illustrate this
paradox by citing some recent FASB
Statements.

50NEWEXPECTATIONSIN
FINANCIALREPORTING
BY ROBERT ROHAN, CPA
Controllers and CFOs say they want to
improve their financial reporting processes.
In this industry analysis, the vice president of
a major financial software company gives them
tips on software that can help them do it.

Columns
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51CASESTUDIESIN
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INTEGRATED EIS ... (page52)

54INSIDEIMPLEMENTATION
BY KATHY WILLMMS AND JAMES HART
In Part 2, vendors at MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTING's roundtable on implementation
and conversion issues offer some advice for
making financial software systems installation
a little easier.
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Most accounting software systems
get stuck on project accounting.

Costpoint puts project accounting
That's why with Costpoint, project
functionality in every module, so you can
accounting t just an add -on module,
track project costs and hours, actuals vs.
project accounting is the entire system.
budgets at all task levels, compute
Don't settle for less than you
project revenue, billings and indirect cost
need. Or for some vague promise about
allocation, report unbilled receivables,
future modules.
project profitability, backlog and purchase
Call 1- 800 - 456 -2009 or visit us on
commitments, and much more.
the World Wide Web at httpJ /wwwdeltek.
In developing Costpoint, Deltek drew
com/, and find out how Costpoint
on its direct implementation experience
can deliver all the functionality
with government contractors, professiona:
you want. Today.
and technical service providers,
engineering & environ0
mental firms, non- profit
organizations, systems
integrators and other
companies operating in
a project environment.
PROJECT
ACCOUNTING
SOFT WA RE
isn

If you've looked at other client/server
accounting systems, you've probably
noticed that project accounting is offered
only as an optional module. Or a not yet- available optional module. Or even
a needs-a- lot -of- application- specificengineering, not - yet - available module.
But at Deltek, project accounting is
our whole focus.
Our Costpoint project accounting
system is here today with all the
integrated functionality you need to
meet the special challenges of a project
accounting environment. Designed from
the ground up, utilizing Windows and
client/server technology, Costpoint is
the most advanced system available
for project accounting.

Costpoint
FROM

,00vDELTEK
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LYBRAND MEDAL WINNERS
his year's Lybrand competition ended in a tie, with two sets of authors receiving Gold Medals for their top -rated articles.
Charles P. Baril, CPA, and Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA,Virginia Skyline, were
presented the Lybrand Gold Medal —the highest award in the 1995 -96 manuscript
competition —for their article, "Managing Risk with Derivatives." Dr. Baril is
Arthur Andersen & Co. Faculty Fellow and associate professor at James Madison
University in Harrisonburg, Va. Dr. Benke is Arthur Andersen & Co., Alumni/Journal of Accounting Education Professor at James Madison University. Their co -author, Gerald W. Buetow (nonmember), will receive a Certificate of Appreciation. In
their article, they describe how derivatives can be used to manage and control all
types of business and financial risk.
James A. Hendricks, CPA, Rockford, received the Lybrand Gold Medal for his article, "Performance Measures — Changes in a Caterpillar Division." Dr. Hendricks is
the Square D Professor of Accountancy at Northern Illinois University. His co -authors, David G. DeFreitas, CPA, and Delores K. Walker, CPA (nonmembers), both
from Caterpillar, will receive Certificates of Appreciation. In the article, they describe how Caterpillar's Wheel Loaders and Excavators Division in Aurora, M., implemented a new performance measurement system and changed from a "functional bureaucratic" organization to a "profit center."
Timothy D. West, CPA, Des Moines, received the Lybrand Silver Medal for his
article, "Applying ABC to Health Care." Dr. West, a third - generation Ph.D., co -authored the article with his father, David A. West ( nonmenber), who will receive a
Certificate of Appreciation. Tim is an assistant professor of accounting at Iowa
State University. Their article describes how ABC is just as applicable to health
care as it is to manufacturing because it can help managers eliminate unprofitable
procedures, contracts, or managed care plans.
Louisa Clark, CMA, Harrisburg Area,senior cost analyst for Pennsylvania Blue
Shield, received the Lybrand Bronze Medal for her article, "Software Piracy: How
to Piotect Your Company from the Software Police." Her co- author, Janet S. Greenlee (nonmember), will receive a Certificate of Appreciation. Their article, which was
published in December 1995, describes how companies can protect themselves and
their employees from penalties associated with software pirating activities.
The medal winners were selected by the Lybrand Awards Committee from
among the 10 top - scoring manuscripts in 1995 -96. Members of this year's committee were Robert D. Boyle, CMA, senior consultant with Deloitte & Touche LLP in
Atlanta; Kimberly K. Constantinides, CPA, systems analyst, Champion International Corporation; Linda V. Ruchala, assistant professor of accounting at the University of Nebraska; Zafar U. Khan, CMA, associate professor, Eastern Michigan
University; Charles D. Mecilnore, CMA, professor, University of North Carolina.
Authors of the 23 other award - winning manuscripts were presented Certificates
of Merit for their outstanding contributions to management accounting literature.
Nonmember authors received Certificates of Appreciation.
Almost 300 manuscripts were submitted in this year's competition, and 65 were
published during the year.
The editorial staff appreciates all authors' contributions to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®. As we begin the 1996 -97 competition year, we look forward to your
editorial comments, recommendations, and submissions. You have a wealth of material and experience to share with us, and we welcome the opportunity to work
with you and benefit from your ideas.
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proven plan for

Information Management, Inc., the world's leading supplier of deduction
and collection solutions.

Call today for a FREE Confidential Deduction Analysis and
a Best Business Practices demo diskette!

1.800.448.8777 x101
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LOOKOUT
M
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On balance, I agree with Mr. Cooper's assessment of the impact of
changes in business and accounting
practices on management accounting
and accountants [ "Look Out, Management Accountants," May 19961.
The traditionally defined role of the
management accountant needs to
change in order to allow for continued contribution to the overall
health of the corporation.
As organizations redefine themselves, both organizationally as well
as in the information they require,
the need for "specialists" with talents
concentrated in a particular discipline (i.e., accountants, actuaries,
etc.) is. replaced by the need for individuals with overall business acumen. These individuals, regardless
of their background and education,
will be able to contribute to the overall growth of business and increase
their value in the process.
While the title of the article implies
that this change is something to be
feared, I believe that this shift in demand presents great opportunities for
advancement and greater visibility for
those in our profession willing to
change. Good -bye, "bean- counters;"
hello, "business managers. " — Brian J.
McNamara, director, budget and cost
accounting, John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

Congratulations IMA! You finally acknowledge what has been obvious for
almost two decades: management accounting techniques are not for ac8
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countants but for the operations and
engineering personnel of an organization. The ability to decipher financial information at the user level redefines the control process and provides a significant piece of the logic

Tired of barking
up the wrong tr ee?

BASSETS Fixed Asset System
for Windows features:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance • Ease of Use
Data Import and Export
Intelligent Data Entry
General Ledger Interface
Complete or Partial Disposal
and Transfer
For ftCg, no obligation
full working demo, call

Decision Support Technology
41 Spruce Run, Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 934 -9259
Fax: (201) 327 -5525
Circle No. 17

behind management principles such
as excellent customer service, total
quality, and rapid prototyping, to
name a few.
Cooper's analysis strips away the
charade that somehow accountants
were an all- important group within
an organization who solely possessed knowledge to manage a
firm. The IMA, through its publications and CMA marketing strategy,
has attempted to portray the field
as reserved only for those possessing an accounting degree. It has ignored professionals from numerous
other fields who can use financial
skills of management accounting
within their daily work effort.
And now, voila! To compensate, the
IMA creates a whole new certification
(with a response card advertisement
conveniently placed within the article)
to see if the genie can be put back in
the bottle. Thousands of people who
pursued the CMA thinking that its design was to recognize someone with financial management skills are being
told that their certificate is not good
enough, and that, instead, a new piece
of paper is necessary.
I71 wait'til next month to see what
Professor Cooper says are the steps
necessary to survive in this new world.
I'll venture to say it might be something like:
1. Develop skills that make one
totally understand the technical
aspects of the production or service process.
2. Understand how customers, product, and resource - consumption
interact.
3. Pursue line- oriented careers rather
than staff.
4. Consider management accounting
and finance skills as part of a tool
set, not a specialty. I'll add one of
my own: Don't expect a professional
society like the IMA to shed its ostrich feathers. — W. Michael Donovan,
CMA, Program Director, Business and
Technology Administration, Southern
Maine Technical College, Portland, Me.

Client/serversoftware
that'sgotyournumber(s),

Corporate finance today goes way beyond record keeping.
Inf inium:Financial Management meets the sophisticated strategic requirements

of the new accounting paradigm. With Infinium's real -world business objects,
such as vendors andaccounts,you can quickly slice through complex enterprise
information and analyze just the details you need — when you need them.

And, Infinium adds up to an excellent number for your bottom line.
Find out how Infinium reduces implementation complexity
and increases the return on your client/server investment.
Call (800) 725 -7668.

C
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Stephen Barlas, Editor

SEEKCOMPROMS
IE
ONN
I DEPENDENT
C
ONTRACTORS
On June 4, Rep. Nancy Johnson (R.Conn.) kicked off a series of hearings
on the independent contractor issue in
the House Ways & Means oversight
subcommittee she chairs. Both small
and large businesses alike have complained that the Internal Revenue Service has gone way beyond the dictates
of the law in assessing companies big
back tax bills for misclassifying independent contractors as employees. "The
common law test is anything but clear,"
said Johnson. Employers theoretically
are in the clear if they meet either of
two standards: first, if their independent contractors fall into the section
530 safe harbor established in 1978. If
not, if the contractors meet the socalled "20- factor" test, the employer is
okay. Rep. Jon Christensen (R. -Neb.)
has introduced a bill (H.R. 1972) which
sets out an alternative to the safe harbor and 20- factor tests. The alternative
can be used only if an employer has
satisfied all information reporting requirements. But despite having more
than 200 co- sponsors, that bill has not
made it out of Ways & Means. That is
because it is seen as one - sided, containing reform for businesses, but no
additional provisions that would force
employers to pay more attention to
such things as information reporting.
There is a much more "balanced" bill,
H.R. 582, introduced by Rep. Jay Kim
(R.- Calif.). For example, it endorses
bigger penalties for companies that fail
to file 1099s. But that bill has only 14
co-sponsors. David Barbee, president of
Hospital Resource Personnel, Inc., a
nurse referral agency in Augusta, Ga.,
10
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and an advisory board member to the
Independent Contractor Association of
America, Inc., told the oversight subcommittee that redesigning the safe
harbor and 20- factor test should not be
its biggest priority. He said it makes
more sense to make it easier for taxpayers to recover all court costs from
the IRS when it files an obviously overreaching employment tax case against
a company.

TAXCUTS
BILLMOVING
A tax cut bill (H.R. 3448) with a few
bennies for corporations passed the
House on May 22 by a whopping vote
of 414 -10. The big questions are
whether the Senate will load it down
with additional, federal revenue- draining provisions that will make the bill
unacceptable to the Clinton administration, and whether there will be a
second tax cut bill later this summer.
In general, the House - passed bill is being "sold" as a package focused on the
needs of small business, for whose benefit there are provisions on pension
simplification, greater expensing of
equipment, and subchapter S corporations. For big corporations, there is a
provision extending an expired provision (lights out was Dec. 31, 1994) that
allows employees to exclude from their
taxable income fees up to $5,250 paid
by their employers for trade school, college, or graduate courses. That exclusion would be made retroactive to Dec.
31, 1994, and extended to Jan. 1, 1998.
But for tax years starting Dec. 31,
1995, fees toward graduate courses
would be ineligible. The bill also resurrects, but renames, the targeted jobs
tax credit, which becomes the "work
opportunity tax credit." Employers

could take a credit for up to 35 % of the
annual wages paid to "disadvantaged"
individuals (whose identities are defined and expanded from the last credit by adding veterans). The entire tax
bill would cost $7 billion in lost federal
revenue over eight years. To make up
that revenue, the bill includes three
revenue raisers, including one that
does away with a controversial section
936 tax credit for businesses with investments in Puerto Rico. That in itself
would raise $4.88 billion over eight
years. Also on the tax front, House
Ways & Means Chairman Bill Archer
(R. -Tex.) and House Majority Leader
Dick Armey (R. -Tex.) signed an agreement in May to push tax reform incorporating a "single low rate to all Americans." Whether it includes corporations is another matter. A spokesman
for the Committee says corporate tax
rates were not mentioned. He adds
that Archer plans to wait until 1997 to
propose a specific piece of legislation,
which would be crafted based upon
hearings he has been holding this year
in his Committee.

WYATTINCHIEF
ACCOUNTANTSOFFICE
Arthur Wyatt has been named senior
policy advisor in the SEC office of chief
accountant. He will be riding herd on
international accounting standards. A
former chairman of the International
Accounting Standards Committee
(1990 -92), and before that a longtime
Arthur Andersen executive, Wyatt will
serve as a consultant spending a "still
unresolved" amount of time on SEC
matters. His attention will be focused
chiefly on one issue: the extent to
which the SEC should accept financial
statements from foreign companies
that are based on IASC —and not the
more rigorous SEC — financial statement requirements. "The SEC from the
chairman on down wants to be cooperative but does not want to give away
the store," Wyatt explains. He adds
that the IASC standards are improving
"fairly fast." But, he emphasizes, "The
quality still has to be better and the
disclosure more thorough." ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.
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It's time for a better solution

Commander FDC
'Fred of saying "Sorry, I can't" because reports from a `70s accounting system can't keep pace with your
company in the `90s? You need Commander FDC (Financial Data Control), the client/server solution for
fin an cial co n so lid atio n an d reporting that sim plifies the m ost com plicated (and m ost urgent)
information requests. With FDC, reorganizations are as simple as changing an on- screen organization
chart and pressin g the "Co nsolidate" button. Com mander FDC helps you collect, consolidate and
analyze financial data with ease. FDC's database keeps all your reports consistent whether you use a
spreadsheet (via FDC's built -in linking) or use FDC's own multidimensional analysis. So, before you
have to say "Sorry" again, call Comshare for m ore information and a schedule of our free half -day
sem in ars where you will learn more about Comshare's financial decision support applications for
consolidations, budgeting and management reporting.
Contort: ChrisKellyat1-800-922-7979orEmailckelly@comshare.com
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Commander is a vademaA and Comsham a registeredtrademark W CamMwa. k¢.
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`How many job hops can I get away withT

In the Four years I 've been in the workplace, I've had two jobs —an entry-level
accounting position with a retail chain and my present spot in the tax department
of a medium -sized CPA firm. Like most people, I have long -term career goals and
am willing to make sacrifices to achieve them. I feel that I need a diversity of job
experiences in a variety of accounting jobs in order to be prepared to reach the sort
of positions of leadership to which I aspire. But that means a certain amount of "job
hopping. "How many job changes can someone make before prospective employers
begin to view them as lacking stability and commitment?

Robert Hal(, Editor

It all depends ...
Twenty years ago, I would have given
you a different answer than I do today.
In the years before aggressive downsizing and merging of companies,
employers often looked askance at job
candidates who had changed jobs frequently. Of course, it's impossible to
define "frequently "; what it mean s to
one employer might not m ean the
same to another.
Today, having held a number of positions isn't viewed with nearly as much

skepticism as it might have been in
previous decades. Going to work for
one company upon graduation from
college, and having that same company
host your retirement dinner, is no
longer the norm.
Robert Half International recently
surveyed executives at the nation's
1,000 largest companies, asking them
how many times you can change jobs
before you're viewed as a "job - hopper,"
thus damaging your career.
Respondents to the study said that if
you've had five jobs in 10 years, hiring
managers might well view you in that
negative light. I suspect that number
would have been considerably less 20
years ago.
But even in this era of job insecurity
and the general acceptance of frequent
job changes, you still could be perceived as being unstable and lacking
commitment unless you can show that
12
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"As you see, Hagerty, recent changes
have left us with a greatly simplified
operational structure."

each change was made for the purpose
of advancing your career.
I'm a firm believer that big success
results from a series of smaller successes. Few people reach their ultimate
career goals in one large leap. You're
right . By amassing a diverse set of
skills and knowledge through holding
different accounting jobs, you position
yourself to be more valuable to future
employers.
But, again, the key is to be able to
show each successive employer that
the job changes you've made were to
advance your career, not to seek more
immediate money or because of dissatisfaction with a current employer.
Those men and women who reach
their career goals generally approach
their professional lives like good chess
players. They see beyond the next
move, evaluating it in terms of where

it will take them three and four moves
later. They view their jobs as more
than just gobs." Each position held is
considered an opportunity to learn, to
contribute, and to build an increasingly
strong foundation of knowledge and
skills to be applied in future positions
of responsibility and leadership.
Building a career in accounting
doesn't always mean that each new job
must result in a bigger and better title
and larger salary. There are many people who elect to take a new job that
represents a horizontal move or in
some cases what might even be perceived as a step back . These individuals make these job changes in order to
gain experience in other areas they feel
will make them more marketable later
in their careers. If one of your job
changes falls into this category, be certain in your own mind that it does, in
fact, fill a gap in your professional credentials and that you 're able to justify
it to prospective employers later on.
I should point out also that it isn't
always necessary to change jobs in
order to learn new things. Those who
develop their careers carefully over the
long term recognize the need for continuing education and pursue it while
employed. This course includes not
only advanced degrees, but the sharpening of such vital skills as verbal and
written communication , understanding
the psychology of the workplace and
the people in it, and delving into
broader subject areas within which
your profession functions.
Building a rewarding and successful
career in accounting—in any profession for that matter—demands skillful
juggling of both short-term and long range goals. Short -term success
involves doing the best possible job for
your current employer. The longer term
aspect of career building, of necessity,
dictates an ongoing evaluation of how
to get to your ultimate goal.
Understand what it will take to
reach your goal, and plot your job
moves carefully, like a good chess player, to give yourself the best possible
chance of succeeding. ■
Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert
[calf International, Inc., the world's largest
staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and information systems field. His
latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons).
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Since July 1994, IMA members have taken advantage of this exciting information
and communication service. All you need
is a PC and a modem to participate. Here
are just some of the services available
now:
J Toll -free 1 -800- 229 -1268 and
24- hour /7 -day availability.
I "How to Use the IMABBS" manual
available for downloading.
.J Job (employment) opportunities.
Service Area #13
J Monthly membership and
competition reports (VPs, NDs
and Chapter Presidents only).
J 1996 IMA Catalog of Publications.
'J CMA exam dates and review course
locations.
J Continuing Education and REAP
course information.
J Syndicated News newsletter in
ASCII, WordPerfect, and Acrobat
PDF formats.
J Extensive message capabilities.
This encourages an open forum for
topical discussions between members throughout the country.
J Late - breaking IMA bulletins and
news items.
J Listings of current Chapter
Presidents, Employment Directors,
and Newsletter Directors.
J IMA Suggestion Box Service Area
( #22).
If you have any questions or problems
connecting to the IMA Bulletin Board
Service, please call Tony Plescia at
1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 256, or e -mail at
imatonyp @class.org.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
CERTIFIEDMANAGEMENTACCOUNTANTPROGRAM
CERTIFIEDINFINANCIALMANAGEMENTPROGRAM

EXECUTV
IEEDUCATO
I NPROGRAMS
FinancialManagement
September 24 -25

Boston, MA

Financial Reporting in the 90s
September 30

New York, NY

ImprovingFinancialReportingand
BudgetingUsingClien!/ServerComputing
September 19 -20

OrangeCounty,CA

FASBAccountingCourses*
September 19 -20
September 26 -27

Boston, MA
Montvale, NJ

SECReportingandComplianceCourses*
September 26-27

Chicago, IL

*These Programs are offered jointly with KPMG Peat
Marwick LLP. For further information call 201 - 334 -4111.

REGO
INALEDUCATO
INASSS
ITANCEPROGRAM
One -day, 8 -hourcourses
LegalIssuesforManagementAccountants
July 17

Tulsa, OK (364)

ManagingCross-FunctionalTeams
July 18

Chicago, IL (371)

Managing the Critical Steps in a
SuccessfulReengineering Project
July 19

Chicago, IL (372)

CreativeProblemSolving
July 17
July 19
July 22
July 24
July 26

San Diego, CA (362)
Orange County, CA(354)
Tempe, AZ (363)
Burlingame, CA(368)
Seattle, WA (369)

Preparing and Delivering
Message-BasedFinancialPresentations
July 25

Portland, OR (370)

Capital Budgeting
August16

Walnut Creek, CA (373)

Financial Reporting forSmall Business
August23

Bellevue, WA (374)

PerformanceMeasurement
September 13

KansasCity, MO

To register for a course, call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, press the pound
key W, then 4, and 1. For automated registration, press the
pound key W, then 4, and 2, then refer to the 3 -digit course
number(s) above. For information or a course catalog,
call your regional executive, 1- 800 - 638 -4427.

TakeControlwith
Accountemps!
When vacation absences threaten to disrupt your accounting
department, take control with Accountemps. We will provide the
right person, from Controller to Accounting Clerk — for a week, a
month or longer. Every assignment receives our specialized
expertise, backed with a liberal guarantee.
So, if you're looking for reliable accounting, bookkeeping or
financial professionals on a temporary basis, call one of our 175
Accountemps offices today!
To connect directly with your local Accountemps office, call:

1-800-803-TEMP
In Canada call:
vs,

accounlm

1- 800 - 268 -1948

Specialized Financial Staffing'
01996 Ro bert Half International Inc. An Equal Opportunity Em ployer.
Circle No. 1
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Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

UNT
IEDSTATESSAVN
I GSBONDS
United States Savings Bonds (also
known as Series E, EE, H, and HH
bonds) are a popular investment for
individuals from all walks of life and
income levels.
Unlike corporate or municipal bonds,
savings bonds are dated with only a
month and year. Series E bonds were
available to the investing community
during the period of May 1941 through
June 1980. Since July 1980, Series EE
bonds have been issued by Treasury.
These two bonds are somewhat, but
not totally, alike. One difference is the
issue price. Series E bonds were issued
for 75% of face value, and Series EE
bonds are issued for 50% of face value.
Both Series E and EE bonds have
two maturity dates: original and final.
The original maturity date occurs
when the bond's redemption value
reaches its face value. As interest rates
may vary, this date is a moving target.
More important, no action is necessary
on the part of the bondholder at the
original maturity date. The bond will
continue to earn interest until the final
maturity date is reached.
At the final maturity date, the bonds
must be redeemed or rolled over to a
Series HH bond. If the proceeds from
the redeemed bonds are rolled into a
Series HH bond, the accrued interest
continues to be deferred until the HH
bond is redeemed. If the proceeds are
not rolled over, or if the bonds are held
beyond the final maturity date, the accrued interest must be reported in
gross income of the maturity year. Also,
the bonds do not earn any additional
interest after the final maturity date.
The final maturity date varies
among the bonds. Series E bonds mature in 40 years, if issued before March
1956, and 30 years, if issued between
March 1956 and March 1966. Series
EE bonds mature in 30 years. With
14
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some simple math, one can readily see
that some Series E bonds from both
maturity classes have reached or will
reach final maturity.
Savings bonds have many peculiar
and, in some cases, attractive tax attributes. One attribute is deferring the
recognition of accrued interest until
the bond is cashed, disposed of, or
reaches final maturity, whichever
comes first [IRC 1.454- 1(c)].
Bondholders, alternatively, can elect
to include the accrued interest in gross
income annually. But the election is irrevocable without the Commissioner's
consent and applies to all Series E and
EE bonds owned by the bondholder. In
the case where a bond is co-owned, the
accrued interest is taxable to the coowners in proportion to the initial investment by each owner. This feature
is especially attractive for the child
owner with little or no other income.
The calculation of earnings for these
bonds has changed. Since 1982, all Series EE bonds that are held for more
than six months but less than five
years accrue interest at the fixed rate
of 4 %. Bonds that are held for five
years or more have a six-month floating interest rate. The interest formula
for the floating rate initially was the
greater of 7.5 %, compounded semiannually, or 85% of the average yield on
five -year Treasury marketable securities. The floor of 7.5% subsequently has
been reduced to 6% for bonds issued after October 1986, 4 % for bonds issued
after February 1993, and no floor for
bonds issued after April 1995, As a result of the change in 1995, all newly issued Series EE bonds (May 1995 and
thereafter) will have a floating interest
rate that is determined twice a year
and will earn interest only once every
six months (previously these bonds
earned interest monthly).

An unfavorable attribute of savings
bonds is that no interest is earned between interest payment dates. Hence, a
bondholder should redeem a bond at
the end of, and not during, the six month interest period.
The earnings from a redeemed Series EE bond may be exempted from
tax under the education savings bond
program. The key words are may be exempt. The general rule is plagued by
several restrictions, which fall into
three categories: limitations, qualified
higher education expenses, and qualified United States savings bonds.
A qualified bond is a Series EE bond
that is issued after December 1989 to
an individual who has attained age 24
before the issue date. In addition, married individuals must file a joint tax
return in order to qualify under Section 135. Second, higher education expenses are tuition and fees that are incurred by the taxpayer, spouse, or any
dependent of the taxpayer for which an
exemption is permitted at an eligible
educational institution, and are not expenses with respect to any course or
other education involving sports,
games, or hobbies other than as part of
a degree program.
Last, limitations may apply resulting
from excess redemption amounts or excess modified adjusted gross income
(MAGI) [IRC Section 135(c) -41. In
1995, phaseout begins with a MAGI of
$63,450 for taxpayers filing as married
joint and $42,300 for taxpayers not filing as married joint. If the MAGI exceeds $93,450 for taxpayers filing as
married joint and $57,300 for taxpayers not filing as married joint, all interest is included in gross income. The
thresholds are adjusted annually for
inflation.
If you or other family members have
inherited these investments, you would
be wise to check the issue date and ensure that the bonds are earning interest and haven't passed final maturity
date. — Anthony P. Curatola and C. Joan
Yang

C. Joan Yang is a graduate student at Drexel
University.
Anthony P. Curatola is the Joseph F. Ford
Professor of Accounting at Drexel University.
The material for this article came from the MicroMash CPE course "Investment Income Taxation" by Dr. Curatola. For more information on
this and similar CPE - related topics, call Micro Mash at 1-800 -272 -7277.
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SunSystems gives you the edge.
It takes thousands of hours of preparation to arrive at this Olympic moment. Now there is only the cold rush ofwater in your head
and the machine -like churning ofrivals' arms and legs in the other lanes, all with one aim -- to beat you and everyone else. The intensity
level is so high, the race can be decided by millimeters.
In 1972, one man did it not once, but seven times -- grabbing a record seven Gold Medals in the Olympics. Mark Spitz found the winning edge and swam away from the competition to achieve a feat unparalleled in sports history.
How is Systems Union like Mark Spitz? We're glad you asked.
Just like Mark Spitz, Systems Union's SunSystems accounting software adds the winning difference in the hyper - competitive international business world.
SunSystems gives you higher functionality in a multi - platform, multi - lingual, multi - currency international accounting package.
Available in 22 different languages and offering lightning -quick currency translation, SunSystems runs on Windows NT, MS SQL Server,
Sybase, Oracle, all major UNIX flavors and dozens ofhardware platforms.
SunSystems offers better system performance, resilience, and the flexibility you need in client/server, providing full integration of corporate data for detailed analysis, on -line inquiry for easier access, and ultimately, the right information for the right people at the right
time. As fast as you need it.
Like the most savvy and successful Olympian, Systems Union has proven its
winning ways for more than 10,000 users in 160 countries. And you're backed by
a dedicated support team at your side from day one.
At the top of the international vanguard of software companies, with ISO 9000
quality standards certification, Systems Union gives you all the right tools to manage your business aggressively and the power to outrace the competition.
To win in the client/server financials race, call 1- 800 -542 -5420 now.
Circle No. 15
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Financial Software for a Competitive Edge
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KathyWiliams,Editor
SURF'SUPFORFINANCE
ANDACCOUNTING
Internet mania may enhance your career. A survey just released by Robert
Half International Inc. found that 61%
of executives polled believe understanding how to use the Internet will
make them more marketable now. Seventy -one percent said that knowledge
would advance their careers five years
from now.
"Employees and job seekers must become literate on the Internet to keep
pace with businesses that are turning
to the Web as a new way of doing business," Max Messmer, chairman and
CEO of Robert Half, said. "People who
adopt Internet skills are more likely to
advance in their fields."
Government finance officers also are
jumping onto the bandwagon. State
and local government access to the Internet and other online services is expected to increase 66% by 1998, the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and MBIA, insurer of municipal bonds and provider of investment services, found in a survey of
more than 1,400 state and local government finance officials.
Half the respondents use online services now to obtain economic and demographic data, state and federal legislation, financial news, and to
exchange information with each other.
By 1998, 83% expect to be online.
Plans are in the works to expand the
application of online technology to other financial functions. For example,
within the next two years:

%n

■ 25% will use online services to inform citizens of debt and capital
program activities;
■ 25% will monitor prices and
interest rates for bond market
offerings;
■ 21 will have online access to their
16
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■
■
■
■

financial institutions or investment
brokerage firms;
20% will send disclosure information to repositories and rating
agencies;
25% will exchange information between parties in online document
drafting sessions;
11% will solicit bids for bonds
online;
12% will have online access to outside investment advisers.

To obtain a copy of the GFOA survey,
call (202) 429 -2750, fax to (202) 4292755, or access the GFOA's Web page
at httpl /wwwfinancenet.gov /gfoa.htm
under "News, Calendar of Events, and
Announcements."

COSOPUBLISHESINTERNAL
CONTROLTOOLFOR
DERIVATIVES
The Committee of Sponsoring Organi
zations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) has published a new information tool to help senior management,
boards of directors, and other end users design and improve internal control systems for the use of financial derivatives products.
The 117 -page document tells users
how they might apply COSO's 1992 report, Internal Control - Integrated
Framework, to risk management activities involving the use of derivatives, especially in the areas of formulating
policies and examining existing policies
and procedures. Two supplements describe the process of developing a policy and give examples of controls over
derivatives activities associated with
the five components of control specified
in the original COSO framework: control environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and monitoring.
COSO members include the Institute

of Management Accountants, the
American Institute of CPAs, the American Accounting Association, the Financial Executives Institute, and the Institute of Internal Auditors.
Copies of the new tool, Internal Control Issues in Derivatives Usage: An Information Tool for Considering the
COSO Internal Control - Integrated
Framework in Derivatives Applications,
may be ordered from the AICPA for
$25 each plus sales tax, postage, and
handling. Call the Order Department
at 1- 800 -862 -4272, or write to Order
Department, AICPA, Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza Three, Jersey City, NJ 07311 -3881. Ask for product number 990010PF.

AREYOUREADYFOR
ELECTRONICBUSINESS
TAX FILING?
Under a new IRS regulation, compa
nies that had payroll taxes of $50,000
or more during 1995 will have to make
federal tax payments electronically via
the government's Electronic Federal
Tax Payment System (EFTPS) beginning January 1, 1997. But more than
70% of U.S. businesses aren't aware of
this requirement, according to a recent
survey by Automatic Data Processing
(ADP). The provider of payroll and related services polled more than 500
businesses of all sizes to determine the
regulation's potential impact.
Companies with 1,000 employees or
fewer are the least aware of the ruling,
ADP found. Even among those that are
aware they have to comply, most still
don't know how they will handle the
electronic payments, and few have
started any preparations. Jack W.
Everett, president, Financial & Tax
Planning Center, says the enrollment
process could take up to 10 weeks, and
businesses that fail to meet the deadline would face IRS penalties.
To help small and mid -sized businesses understand the process, ADP
has put together "The EFTPS Transition Kit," which includes information
on EFTPS, tips on how to comply with
the regulation, answers to frequently
asked questions, and a sample enrollment form. Businesses of this size can
obtain a free copy by calling 1- 800 -2255237, ext. 5032. ■
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tan-dards of
Ethical Conduct
M

anagement accountants have an
obligation to the organizations they
serve, their profession, the public, and
themselves to maintain the highest
standards of ethical conduct. In recognition of this obligation, the Institute of
Management Accountants has promulgated the following standards of ethical
conduct for management accountants.
Adherence to these standards is integral
to achieving the Objectives of Management Accounting.' Management accountants shall not commit acts contrary to
these standards nor shall they condone
the commission of such acts by others
within their organizations.
Competence. Management accountants
have a responsibility to:
• Maintain an appropriate level of
professional competence by ongoing
development of their knowledge
and skills.
• Perform their professional duties in
accordance with relevant laws, regulations, and technical standards.
• Prepare complete and clear reports
and recommendations after appropriate analyses of relevant and reliable
information.
Confidentiality. Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Refrain from disclosing confidential
information acquired in the course of
their work except when authorized,
unless legally obligated to do so.
• Inform subordinates as appropriate
regarding the confidentiality of information acquired in the course of
their work and monitor their activities to assure the maintenance of
that confidentiality.
• Refrain from using or appearing to
use confidential information acquired
in the course of their work for unethical or illegal advantage either
18
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personally or through third parties.
Integrity. Management accountants
have a responsibility to:

bearing on the resolution of such conflict.
If these policies do not resolve the ethical
conflict, management accountants should
consider the following course of action:

• Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of
interest and advise all appropriate
• Discuss such problems with the
parties of any potential conflict.
immediate superior except when it
• Refrain from engaging in any activity
appears that the superior is involved,
that would prejudice their ability to
in which case the problem should be
carry out their duties ethically.
presented initially to the next higher
• Refuse any gift, favor, or hospitality
managerial level. If satisfactory resothat would influence or would appear
lution cannot be achieved when the
to influence their actions.
problem is initially presented, submit
• Refrain from either actively or pasthe issues to the next higher managesively subverting the attainment of
rial level.
the organization's legitimate and ethIf the immediate superior is the
ical objectives.
chief executive officer, or equivalent,
IN Recognize and communicate profesthe acceptable reviewing authority
sional limitations or other constraints
may be a group such as the audit
that would preclude responsible judgcommittee, executive committee,
ment or successful performance of an
board of directors, board of trustees,
activity.
or owners. Contact with levels above
• Communicate unfavorable as well as
the immediate superior should be inifavorable information and professiontiated only with the superior's knowlal judgments or opinions.
edge, assuming the superior is not
• Refrain from engaging in or supportinvolved.
ing any activity that would discredit
• Clarify relevant concepts by confidenthe profession.
tial discussion with an objective advisor
to obtain an understanding of
Objectivity. Management accountants
possible
courses of action.
have a responsibility to:
• If the ethical conflict still exists after
• Communicate information fairly and
exhausting all levels of internal
objectively.
review, the management accountant
• Disclose fully all relevant information
may have no other recourse on signifithat could reasonably be expected to
cant matters than to resign from the
influence an intended user's underorganization and to submit an inforstanding of the reports, comments,
mative memorandum to an appropriand recommendations presented.
ate representative of the organization.
Resolution of ethical conflict. In applying
the standards of ethical conduct, management accountants may encounter problems in identifying unethical behavior or
in resolving an ethical conflict. When
faced with significant ethical issues, management accountants should follow the
established policies of the organization

Except where legally prescribed, communication of such problems to authorities or individuals not employed or
engaged by the organization is not considered appropriate. ■
'Institute of Management Accountants, Statements on
Management Accounting:Objectives of Management
Accounting,Statement No. 18, June 17, 1982.
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Activity -based budgeting
Target costing
Electronic surveys
ABC /ABM modeling
Custom reporting
Data warehousing
Process yield
Database connectivity
&{.,

Profitability
Multidimensionality
Business intelligence
Excel '/lotus' links

0
AB(; Technok)0o Inc.
1.800.882.3141
1.503.626.4895
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/www.aocnet.com
Nowyou can access a database of pre - screened, pre - tested, and pre - qualified
accounting and finance candidates right on the World Wide Web.

Introducing aocNet from accountants on calf
;g

andACCOUNTANTS EXECUTIVE SEARCH`.

UsingaocNet, you can reviewtop accounting and finance candidates
fromevery aoe branch around the world. Submit temporary and
permanent staffing requests online. Get results to candidate searches
via E -mail. Access valuable hiring and career information. Request
our latest Salary Guide. And link up to other valuable accounting,
HR and business - related Web sites. It's a one -stop recruitment, job search
and information resource for the accounting and finance industry.

http: / /www.aocnet.com �
/ /wwwhere great accounting candidates are @
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Clair M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA,
IMA President, 1996-v 7
His theme: Harnessing the power of change.
BYROBERTF. RANDALL
lair M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA,
business assurance partner with
Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P., Wayne,
Pa., believes in harnessing the power
of change, and that is his theme for his
term as president of the Institute of
Management Accountants, 1996 -97.
President -elect last year, he was installed as president at the Institute's
Annual Conference in Las Vegas last
month.
Mr. Raubenstine is well prepared for
the leadership role, having spent a
challenging year as chair of the ad hoc
Committee on Long Range Strategy
with a mandate to develop a detailed
plan to take the IMA into the next century. This committee, comprising both
volunteer and staff leaders, met many
times and discussed the critical issues,

goals, and objectives that the Institute
will face in the next five years. It then
presented its findings to the IMA
Board of Directors during a special session in February. Its report was published in the May 1996 IMA Focus.
Out of these discussions came this
proposed vision statement: "Global
leadership in education, certification,
and practice of management.accounting and financial management." It is
designed as a proactive response to the
changes that are sweeping through the
world economy and accounting in particular. President Raubenstine summarizes it this way: "One of the things we
tried to do was look at the major issues
facing the IMA, our members, and
their organizations; set the goals and
objectives so that IMA can get at the

head of the pack instead of following;
and help our members cope with the
ever - changing environment.
"One of the critical issues is looking
at skill sets. What will be the skills
that will enable management accountants to function effectively in the year
2000? I think the organization has to
be much more in front of the curve in
anticipating these rapid changes to
help our members and their organizations meet the ever - changing environment in which they work."
He catalogs some of the changes going on including technological innovations, a growing global market with
changing organizational dynamics, and
economies primarily based on information and service. Accountants, he predicts, are going to rely more and more
JULY 1996
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on the computer to record transacsomewhere else to help them. If
tions, which means they cannot
we're serving the needs of our
continue to function as historians
members, membership will autobut must become business advimatically increase."
sors. In public accounting, where
He is aware that participation
he has spent his career, he points
in chapter activities has declined
out that computers now are doing
but insists that chapters still have
more of the work that entry level
a vital role to play as a vehicle for
people once were doing. Those
continuing professional education
young people planning careers in
and networking. "I think chapters
public accounting must do more
ought to start thinking out of the
analysis and become advisors to
box because many of them still fothe client just as management accus on having nine dinner meetcountants must become advisors
ings a year, and people with other
to management.
commitments are not necessarily
This shift has led to a change in
going to attend nine dinner meethiring patterns by accounting
ings. They have to have other
firms. Public accounting firms are
types of activities that will be of
not hiring as many entry level
interest to the members. There
people as in the past and have bemay be special interest groups in
come more selective in the people
each chapter that decide to get tothey do hire. Frequently, they will
gether for breakfast or get togethmake offers to graduates with
er for lunch and discuss issues.
New IMA President with wife, Jan, and daughter, Amanda. They may start to have meetings
broad liberal arts backgrounds,
not necessarily those who have
via the Internet. Members still
followed the usual accountingfbusiness
designation is going to be sought after
need to network, need to be able to
track. CPA firms now are looking for
by people with different job responsicommunicate with their peers to dispeople with experience in business —a
bilities than just those in management
cuss issues of common concern to
departure from the traditional pattern
accounting."
them. Chapters have to find whatever
of entry level people first obtaining iniHe noted that in his talks at Chapthe mechanism is that is going to aptial training and experience in a CPA
ter Leadership Effectiveness Workpeal to the people who live and work in
firm, then moving on to industry acshops and colleges, "There seems to be
their areas."
counting and finance positions.
a tremendous amount of interest in the
He adds, "What works in one section
CFM program. I am optimistic that it
may not work elsewhere, but they have
is going to catch on and grow quite
THEIMPORTANCE
to be more flexible. I don't see chapters
rapidly." He adds that he believes both
falling by the wayside. I think they're
OFCERTIFICATION
the Certified Management Accountant
still very important. They just have to
en and women embarking on acand CFM programs will grow as acbe more flexible."
counting careers today, he says, have to
countants recognize the value of certifihave different skill sets than those recation to their careers in a highly comGLOBALLEADERSHIP
quired of students 10 years ago. That is
petitive environment.
why new certification programs are behe volunteer leadership and staff
coming more and more important as
carefully
considered IMA's future role
REVITALIZINGPARTICIPATION
an alternative to the CPA examination.
in the international arena during the
One of these programs to meet this
conomic and cultural change are
past year. One of the prime factors in
need, he believes, is the newly
challenging the Institute to come forthe Committee's thinking, according to
launched Certified in Financial Manward and lead, President Raubenstine
President Raubenstine, was that many
agement (CFM) program, which was
believes. Asked what was the one thing
companies of IMA members have operintroduced with an insert announcehe wanted to accomplish during his
ations internationally or sell their
ment and business reply card in the
term, he says: "Revitalize participation
products internationally. He says, "I
May issue of MANAGEMENT ACby members in IMA activities." The Inthink for IMA to serve its members
COUNTING®."The CFM program may
stitute offers a unique vehicle for its
and remain ahead of the curve we have
grow at a more rapid pace than the
members, including accounting and fito focus on international aspects of
CMA. One of the reasons for that is the
nance track students just embarking
management accounting and financial
changing role of the accountant: The
on their careers, to cope with the
management. I think a good start on
accountant is going more into financial
changing environment.
globalization is the pilot project in
management today than pure account"We have to continue to make IMA
Brazil." Under this plan, IMA in cooping. I think the CFM is going to appeal
indispensable to the needs of our memeration with our Brazilian affiliate will
to people who may no longer view
bers and their organizations. If we are
offer a Brazilian version of the CMA
themselves as merely accountants. The
not providing them what they need to
examination to accountants in Brazil.
Certified in Financial Management
meet the challenges, they're going
Moreover, he says, `we're already

M
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IMAIS HIS HOBBY

C lair M. Raubenstine was graduated

&

&

from Rider University with a B.S. degree in Commerce in 1963. He joined
his firm, which is now known as Coopers Lybrand L.L.P., right after graduation in Philadelphia. At Coopers
Lybrand he always has been associated
with the audit side of the business. He
served for five years as Regional Direc
for of Accounting, Auditing, and Securities Exchange Commission compliance for the mid - Atlantic region and
still has major responsibility for reviewing SEC registration statements
that clients are required to file.
He first came into contact with the
Institute —at that time it was called
the National Association ofAccountants —as a college student. George L.
Battista, a long -time member of the
Association and prolific author of articles on accounting topics, was the head
of the accounting department at Rider,
and he urged the students to get active
by attending local chapter meetings.
Clair joined the Philadelphia Chapter and then transferred to the North
Penn Chapter where he became associate director of meetings immediately.
Later he helped to found the Mid -Atlantic Council and was urged to serve
as its first president but declined because he was serving as president of
the chapter at that time.
President Raubenstine says the

Emphasis 1996 -1997
The vision statement of IMA is simple, bold and far - reaching: "Global leadership
in education, certification, and practice of management accounting and financial
management"
Achieving this vision will mean harnessing the power of the massive changes
taking place in our business world and in our professional and personal lives ineluding the impact of the:

C hanging role of management accountants and financial management.
H ighly diverse population,
N ew and changing organizational dynamics.
G lobal village.
E conomies based on information and service.

101Aj°

ojpjp1010
Based upon these fundamental forces of Change,
emphasis will be placed on developing and implementing critical action strategies to make IMA's Vision a reality and to enable IMA to:

pjpjp10

dentify our future customers and members, define our future markets and
services and aggressively pursue membership acquisition and retention, ineluding global opportunities,
aximize our partnering with academia to improve accounting education to
better prepare students for the demands of future practice and continue to
build student membership.
ssume a leadership role in defining, educating, and certifying the new skill
sets and literacies necessary for professional success,

&

V igorously pursue successful alliances with organizations having complementary strengths and skills to more effectively improve and extend our services,
I mplement the Certified in Financial Management (CFM) designation to recognize the changing member certification needs in management accounting
and financial management.
trengthen
and support the continued growth of the CMA.
S
I dentify structural and organizational changes needed to allow greater effectiveness, improved communication, member support, and member input.
ffer
education to members and other organizations, through Continuing Pro 0
fessional Education (CPE), Continuous Improvement Center (CIC), Foundation
for Applied Research (FAR), and Member Interest Groups (MIGS) for global
compliance with varying professional standards and practice.
N avigate towards enabling our members to be ahead of the curve of technological change and its impact on our profession.
All IMA members are recognized as constructive leaders in
and
IMA is indispensable in supporting
changing needs of its members and their organizations.
the

'

giving the English version CMA exam
in 15 international sites, and there is
great demand for knowledge in emerging countries in particular." Because of
the large database of knowledge IMA
has accumulated we can be a key facfor in helping those emerging countries
as they develop their model for management accounting and financial
management.
This objective is part of his emphasis
for 1996 -97 in which the Institute will
focus on developing and implementing
critical action strategies to enable IMA
to "offer education to members and
other organizations, through Continuing Professional Education (CPE), Continuous Improvement Center (CIC),
Foundation for Applied Research
(FAR), and Member Interest Groups
(MILS) for global compliance with
varying professional standards and
practice."

it M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA
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greatest value of his membership has
been the friends he has made during
his years of volunteer service. After
serving as president of the regional
council, he went on to serve as a national director, 1976 -78; national vice
president, 1981 -82; chair of the Finance
Committee, 1986 -91; national treasurer,
1988 -91; committee vice president of
member services, 1992 -94; Planning
Committee, 1993 -95; Chair of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Members Services/
Cross - functional Teams, 1994 -95; and
Chair of the ad hoc Committee on Long
Range Strategy, 1995-96.
Clair, who says IMA is his real hobby, enjoys golf and gardening but
doesn't get much time for those activities, given an average of 55 hours a
week he spends in the office plus the
time he devotes to Institute activities.
President Raubenstine and his wife
have attended every Annual Conference since 1972, and his youngest
daughter, Amanda, who is 15 years
old, also has attended every Annual
Conference since she was born. He
and his wife, Jan, have two other

APICS

No time for golf: Clair hasn't had much
time to play at Huntingdon Country Club
near his home in Pennsylvania.
children, Stephen and Linda.
In thinking about a symbol for the
theme for the year, "Harnessing the
power of change," Clair went back to
his Philadelphia roots. The symbol, as
described by President Raubenstine, is
"a swept wing delta for change represented by the kite. The tail of the kite

includes the words: CMA, CFM, interspersed with the binary code because
of the impact the computer is having
on the changing role of management
accountants and the significance of the
certification program to the future of
the organization and to our members.
The key refers to Ben Franklin's famous experiment, and the lightning
bolt represents power. The key also
refers to CMA and CFM as keys to the
success of this organization." He notes
that the lightning bolt also has been
used as a symbol of the Internet, which
has become a major communication
and marketing vehicle.
During 1996 -97, IMA committees
will follow up on the work of the ad hoc
Long Range Strategy Committee and
develop action strategies to carry out
the goals and objectives of the Committee. President Raubenstine, who has
devoted many years of service to the
advancement of the Institute of Management Accountants, will be leading
this effort to position IMA on the front
of the curve of change where he believes it belongs. ■

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

October 13 -16
New Orleans, Louisiana

This program
meets the continuing
education requirements
for certified management
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Call APICS Customer Service at (800) 444 -2742
or (703) 237 -8344 and request a conference
registration brochure (item #04093).
SponsoredbyAPIfS —TheEducationalSociety forResource Management
An international, not -for -profit society and leader in individual and
organizational education.

accountants.
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More than 175 exhibitors will offer hands -on demos
of the newest technologies you need to know about.
General Colin Powell is just one of an incredible
lineup of speakers. Attendees are guaranteed to
come away with the tools and knowledge they need
to be more competitive. Discover APICS '96 in New
Orleans. Register today!

•

•

•

•

•

You'll discover lots more, too! Attend APICS '96
Conference and Exhibition and choose from more
than 130 sessions on all aspects of your business,
including 24 presentations and case studies
focusing on accounting and finance. Attend
educational sessions on:
Supplier partnerships
Logistics
Financial interfaces
Integrated enterprise management
Materials management
And much more!
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Bes# Tools for
Best Practices...

llz�

Sap li ng 's e nt er pr is e -wid e mo d e li ng s ol ut io ns d el iv er
transformative information that everyone in your
company can use.

�l
/

/

NetProphet

FG-.

60 PTW A R E

P

NetProphet® is the world's first software to combine the
best of all worlds: activity -based costing, capacity planning,
constraint checking, scenario playing, process analysis, and
a�graphical�view�—all�in�one�easy�-to�-use,�integrated�package.
NetProphet allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, process- oriented view that considers financial as well
as operational information. What -if analyses are quick: just
point to the process, change the variable, and the results
are displayed instantly. Flexible reporting, including model
validation, is built in.
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He a d q ua rt e r s :
S ap lin g C o r p o r ati o n
(9 0 5 ) 6 7 8 -1 6 6 1
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DataManager

U.S. Sales & Service:
Sa pling Inc . (e a s t )
VS

(2 01) 944 -4440

QQ

Fax: (201) 944 -4441

T: :! Al

NetProphet business models use many corporate data
sources: multiple databases, spreadsheets, transaction
systems, and text files, all across mixed platforms. Sapling
DataManager'" permits simple yet secure access to and import
from all these sources. DataManager offers enormous power
in cross - platform access, yet always protects the security of
the data sources and data fields themselves. From the user
perspective, data retrieval and re- population of the NetProphet
model is automatic, virtually invisible, and subject to full
reconciliation control.

ui

Sapling Inc. (west)
(503) 297.5330
Fax: (503) 297.5332

Euro pean Sales & S ervice:

Result sM anager

Sapling Corporatio n Europe -

With Sapling's ResultsManager "', you can easily and quickly
access, analyze, understand, and communicate all of the
information contained in NetProphet, as well as other applications. ResultsManager provides clear graphics, tables, audio
and visual alarms, and drill -down to sources. ResultsManager
is a truly integrated tool for monitoring, benchmarking, decision
support, and strategic analysis.

44 (0)181. 995 -1331
Fax: 44 (0)181.7427301
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Financial Reporting o
BY SIMONPETRAVICK, CPA, ANDJOHNGILLETT, CPA

on the
Internet
offers an
inexpensive,

a of May 1996, 103 (or 69 %) of the Fortune
150 have World Wide Web sites on the
Internet. Of these 103, 83 (or 81%) make
financial information available on the sites.
Until recently, this information was distributed
primarily through printed media such as quarterly and annual reports. Current technological developments, particularly those related to the Internet and World Wide Web (Web), are providing
new platforms for distributing financial information. Because management accountants are responsible for the preparation and distribution of
financial information to creditors, shareholders,
potential investors, and other external parties
they should be particularly interested in this shift.

timely

WHATARETHEINTERNETAND
WORLDWIDEWEB?

platform

T he

that wraps
around the
world.
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Internet is an international collection
of more than 50,000 independent communication networks that are owned by a variety of
public, educational, and governmental entities.
These networks are linked to each other, creating a global weblike communications system.
Information passes easily among them because
all connected networks use a common communications protocol. This process works so well
that the Internet functions as though it were
one large computer.

The Web is one method for accessing information on the Internet. Web users employ software
called Web browsers to connect and communicate
with other Internet sites. Because the Web supports multimedia, information can be transmitted
as text, graphics, audio, or animation in an efficient and user - friendly way.
Rather than rely on communications via printed media, which can become outdated quickly,
many organizations are building sophisticated
Web sites. These sites hold a great deal of information, which can be updated as needed. Individuals with Web access can obtain this information
from those organizations that provide addresses
for their sites. The development of high- capacity
telecommunications networks, low -cost computer
hardware, user - friendly software, and a computer
savvy generation have made the Internet an effective option for distributing information. For additional information, see "Connecting Your Company to the Internet" in the September 1995 issue
of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®.

CURRENTSTATEOFFINANCIALREPORTING

I nformation disseminated by the 83 Fortune
150 companies falls within the following
categories: advertisement, limited information, and comprehensive information. Table 1
shows examples of each category and the

Example:No information available directly from the Web.
Users can send e-mail to
order information.
Users are given a phone number to call to order information.

Example:Only certain items are
reported, e.g., total revenues, net
income, or earnings per share.
Reports are limited to a narrow
time period, such as the current
quarter.

Example:Users can obtain:
Full annual reports and 10Quarterly reports and 10 -Q.1
Current stock price.
History of stock price.
Audio and animated messages.

Number of companies using
this option: 3

Number ofcompanies usingthis
option:34
In eight cases, the limited information was supplemented by an
advertisement that allowed
users to order comprehensive information.

Numberof companies usingthis
option:46
In nine cases, comprehensive information was available in for mats such as WordPerfect or Microsoft Word that could not be
viewed by a Web browser.
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Publishing

n the World Wide Web
num ber o f co m p an ies u sin g each o p tio n ,
Three organ izations provide no information
over the Web . Rather, they u se it to ad vertise the
existence o f financial repo rtin g in fo rm atio n. Interested parties can e-mail requests fo r th e in formation and have it delivered by regular mail. Another option instructs the users to phone in
requests for th e information.
Within th e next category are 34 o rgan izatio ns
that provid e in formation that is lim ited in one of
two way s. The first limitatio n co ncern s th e time
period covered by th e rep orts. For exam ple,
through th e Web, users may find information
about the previous q uarter only. Info rmation
about other quarters or annual periods are not
available. Th e second limitation relates to th e
amount of inform ation provided. Here, only certain elem en ts o f finan cial repo rts are available,
such as total reven ues o r net incom e. Co m plete
statem en ts of o p eration s or finan cial position
are not sh o wn . In eigh t o f t h ese 3 4 case s, th e
limited in fo rm atio n was su pp lemented b y an ad
that gave users the option to order comprehensive
information.
Finally , 46 o rganizations make comp reh ensive
financial reports available on the Web. The typical
presentation we saw included the most recent annual report prepared in acco rdance with generally accepted accounting principles, the corresponding
independ en t
au d ito r's
repo rt,
an d
management discussion and analysis. A few organizations presented their an nu al rep o rts fo r two
to four y ears. In so me cases, the 10 -K also was
available. Eight of the 46 organizations provided
com prehensive info rm ation , b ut in a fo rm at th at
could not be viewed by a Web browser. This information had to b e d own loaded an d impo rted into
another application such as WordPerfect or Excel.
Many com prehensive presentatio ns also p ro vide reports for each quarter following the last
annual report. Ty pically, they include quarter -todate and year -to -date comp arative information
supplemented by fo otnotes. It also is comm on to
find copies of the 10 -Qs.

HOWFINANCIALINFORMATION
ISPRESENTED

T he ideal presentation begins b y o ffering lin ks
to the financial reports from the home page. (The
home page is the first screen th at is seen by any-

on e visiting a Web site.) These links are im portant because the construction of quality financial
rep orts is for naught if individuals looking for
them cannot find them easily.
Figure 1 shows Digital Equipm ent Corporation's hom e page. Digital leaves no doubt about
the availability of financial information. Anyone
interested in reaching this information
only needs to point and click his or her
mo use on the words Company Finan® Greeting
cials & Contacts. This procedure is possible because programmers who create
Web pages can link a graphic or text to
ad ditional information about that subDirec to ry " ' " • ' " � "
ject. The linked references are called
hypertext. They appear on the screen in
i r r tree. .� . weer tw
a different color from the regular text.
Figure 1
For example, regular text will use black
letters while hypertext uses blue underlin ed letters. The referenced inform ation might be located on the same commamnomo
0 1, 11.1 Fi . o . , Ne w , s l o c u m . . . w r m . n . n
pu ter system or anywhere on the
WhaYS Newl
,r
Internet. By clicking on the graphic or
hypertext, users leave the current
screen and open the additional information screens. Then they can follow addition al links out and away, or they can
backtrack one step (screen) at a time
Figure 2
to the information they were viewing
previously.
Another common method for referen cing financial reports is to ha ve a
Statement.
"Corporate Information" category listed
on the home page. A click of the mouse
on this category usually leads to another menu containing a "Financial Repo rting" category. It is a mistake for a
designer to use nonintuitive labels or
co n fusing paths to financial reporting
Figure 3
because visitors to the site will become
frustrated. For exam ple, financial reports should
not be listed under categories such as "Products &
Services" or "Service, Training, & Support."
In the actual financial reporting section, it is
useful to have a summ ary of the information
available there. Figure 2 shows how Digital describes its inform ation. As with the home page,
each graphic leads the user to additional information about that subject. For example, after
clicking on Annual Report Online, users can read
either the 1995 or 1994 annual report.
JULY 1996
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ITWON'TPLAY
THEMOVIE,AND
ICAN'THEAR
THESOUND

Text, graphics, and sound

can be presented on the
Internet in a number of
ways. There are many different file formats, and not
every browser (viewer) is
able to interpret and display (play) all the formats.
For instance, graphics on
the Net mayshow up in
.bmp, .drw, ,dxf, ,gif, .ipg,
.tga, .tiff, .wpg, and so on,
formats. Not very convenient. Added to this is the
complication that some
site designers use word
processing, spreadsheet,
or database file formats
that have to be downloaded to the applications
resident in other directories on your hard
drive or network. A final
handful of pepper is added
to this bubbling soup by
those who compress their
files in a zipped format in

order to speed up the
transmission. You have to
unzip these files before you
can use them orview
them.
There are two solutions
to the problem. The first is
to use a browser that handles as many of the different formats as possible.
The most successful
browser, Netscape Navigator, is widely favored
because
of the
Netsnp >• ease with
Na4tor2.0 which it
■
handles
-_
most formats. The
latest version (10)
supports most graphics
formats, five sound formats, several inline plug ins (including Acrobat's
PDF format, Macromedia
Director movies, and virtu-

al reality environments),
and the new interactive
Java applications. Although Netscape Naviga28
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Figure 3 shows how Digital uses hypertext rather
than graphics to create a table of contents for an annual report. Each blu e un derlined phrase is a hypertext link. To get to the statem ent of interest,
users click th e m o u se o n th e statem ent of their
choice. While viewing Figure 3, users can scroll down
and see oth er h ypertex t links to the notes for the
consolidated financial statements and several types
of supplementary information: quarterly financial
data, officers and management, directors, committees of the b oard, corporate consulting engineers,
and investor information.
Hypertext also can be used to make the reading
of financial reports easier. For example, the footno te referen ces fo u n d in th e line item description s o f fin ancial statemen ts or auditor's report
can be linked to the corresponding note. This featu re in d icates th e ex isten ce of im portant addition al in fo rmation an d allows the readers to access it immediately. An other possibility is to link
th e name o f th e au dito r's group or firm with the
au ditor's ho me page, p rovid ing unsophisticated
users with su pplem entary inform ation about the
assurer of th e statem ents.

Clearly, linking is a powerful tool, but this
dependency on another Internet site is not
without the potential for trouble. If the remote
Internet site is busy or not available, then the
information is not available either. Therefore,
the performance of all third -party links should
be monitored and tested periodically. If responses are not received in a satisfactory manner, it may be necessary to obtain the information from another source.
Here's an example of poor monitoring of third party links. Some organizations used this feature
to provide copies of 10 -Ks and 10 -Qs from the Securities & Exchange Commission's (SEC) Internet site. The address of this site changed recently
to httpl/www.sec.gov. Unfortunately, during our
research we found that several organizations
were still using the old address, and users were
not redirected to the new site.
In addition to providing real -time capabilities,
the Web supports multimedia presentations. Visitors to the Ameritech site who have a sound card
and Real Audio 2.0 plug -in (see sidebar) can hear
a guided audio tour with the 1995 annual report
(http: / /www.ameritech.com /news /annuals/
annual-951). Further, the narrative descriptions
MORETHANREPORTS
of an entity's operations can be replaced with anany organizations use the Web to provide imation and video, providing possibly an even
more than just annual and quarterly reports. The richer explanation of activities.
Finally, the Web supports the distribution of
Web can deliver real -time information, audio and
animated messages, and information in formats information in other formats besides hyperother than the hypertext that is viewed through text markup language (HTML), the language
the Web browser.
used to create most Web documents. At IBM
Because the Web is an electronic medium, it ( http: / /www.ibm.com /ibm /ar95 /AR- static/
can be updated at any time, thereby providing Financials /review.html), users can obtain the
information in real time. We found that the financial statements in either a spreadsheet
most common type of information presented in re- (Excel or Lotus 1 -2 -3) or Adobe Acrobat format.
al time is the current stock price. For example, Acrobat is software that can display documents
users can click on the Stock Price graphic (Figure in their original format. Thus, through the Internet, an interested party
2— Digital Financial News & Investor Information) and receive
can obtain an annual report
in the form in which it was
the information shown in Figure 4.
This real -time information compleprinted originally. The user
ments the historical financial
simply downloads the file
from the Internet and, with
statement reports, and it provides
Acrobat, or a similar prothe users with an up -to -date picgram, opens the file in its
ture of operations. It also is more
native application (into his
efficient because it eliminates the
4
or her copy of Lotus 1 -2 -3, or
need for the user to go elsewhere
Fig
for the information.
Microsoft Word, for instance). CSX Corporation
Digital provides this service by
linking Figure 2's Stock Price graphic to another provides users with financial statements in
site on the Internet that tracks this information. Rich Text, Word, or WordPerfect formats
Remember, graphics and hypertext can be linked ( http:// www.csx.com/docs /csx95ann.html). Beto any site on the Internet. Figure 2 also shows cause HTML documents are saturated with
another illustration of this linking. After clicking proprietary formatting codes they are not dion the graphic Stock Performance Chart, users rectly transferable to most personal and busican view charts that show the price and volume of ness computer applications. The ability to
Digital's stock over the past 12 months. The download the equivalent word processing and
charts are obtained through a link to another In- spreadsheet documents invests the information
with portability. The downloaded file can be
ternet site that tracks that information.

M
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carried to, read by, or printed from any
computer that is loaded with the appropriate
program.

Four: Users should be able to use e-mail to request information they cannot find. This service is
useful for the viewer, and analysis of these requests allows the company to identify any omissions from information it is providing. These reSIXSUGGESTIONSFORSUCCESSFUL
quests also may suggest enhancements for the
FINANCIALREPORTING
current presentation.
ne: Avoid software incompatibility. Without
Five: It is important for companies to adverquestion, the software used to create and distrib- tise the existence of their site because the inute information on the Internet will continue to formation is of no value unless users know it is
evolve. It is possible, however, that the software there. Sites can be advertised in two ways. The
used to create financial reports will not be com- first is to list the company in the major Interpatible with the viewer's software. We found that net directories such as Yahoo (http: / /www.
certain tables turned to garbage on the screen yahoo.com) or Lycos (http: / /www.lycos.com),
when viewed with older versions of Netscape These directories serve as online catalogs of
Navigator or the America Online browser. This in- information/services that can be found on the
compatibility prevents access to the information Internet and are a common starting point of
and defeats the original purpose of providing ac- many Internet searches. Also, users can be
cess over the Internet.
mada aware o f t he fact that
Incompatibility
can
be
avoided
information
is available on
by giving users a description of the
the Internet by including the
software they need to view the readdress of the company's
ports. Individuals without much
home page in communicacomputer experience, however, may
tions such as advertiseINK—
ments, letters to shareholdnot understand the differences
among various versions of softers, or press releases.
N O W 1 11
ware. A more desirable alternative
Six: A Web site should count
011111
is to build in guides that direct
Figure 5
the number of times it answers
users to a presentation their sysrequests for the various types
tems can handle. Figure 5 shows how Motorola of financial information it provides. This tracking
addressed this issue.
ability tells a company what Internet users are
In either case, when systems conflict it is interested in and, just as important, what is not
good to point users to sites that allow them to ob- being viewed. These numbers may indicate a
tain the software they need to view or hear a need for corrective action if information that
company's information. Links can be created is expected to be popular is underutilized.
from home pages to Internet sites that offer the
software free. For example, Chrysler Corporation THEFUTURE
provides a software library at http:/ /www.
chryslercorp.com/help/help.html. (For additional
very indication we've seen is that the
help with downloading files and Web sites for phenomenal growth of the Internet will consoftware, see "It Won't Play the Movie, and I Can't tinue. Across the entire Web, there are more
Hear the Sound.")
than 100,000 sites with hundreds being
Two: Financial statements should be designed added each week. In fact, from October 1995 to
for on- screen viewing. A very wide display will May 1996, 37 Fortune 150 companies added home
force users to scroll to the right, moving the left - pages. Decision makers increasingly are using the
hand information off the screen. Because the left Internet as a new source of obtaining traditional
side usually has descriptions of the line items, information. To meet the needs of a computer soonce they are moved off the screen it is no longer phisticated generation and to provide easy, real possible to know what is being viewed. We found time access to information, high - quality financial
this problem was most common when viewing reports will have to be an integral part of every
income statements that presented three years of organization's Internet presence. n
operations.
Three: Financial information should be displayed against a neutral background that facilitates reading. Black letters set on a light gray or
Simon Petravick, Ph.D., CPA, is an assistant professor of
white background work well. Elaborate graphics accounting at Bradley University, Peoria, ill. He can be
should be avoided. For example, at one site, we reached at (309) 677.2286 or simonp@bradley.edu.
struggled to read financial statements printed in
black letters set on a yellow and black herringJohn Gillett, Ph.D., CPA, is an associate professor of acbone background. This choice of graphics made it counting at Bradley University, Peoria, Ill. He can be
nearly impossible to view the in formation.
reached at (309) 677 -2290 or jwg@bradley.edu.
c
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for 2.0 is available free on
the Internet IhttpJ /home.
netscape. com), the pro gram does so much that it
makes sense to have the
best manual you can get
for it and that would be
Ventana Press's Official
Netscape Navigator 20
Book.Bundled with the
manual is the latest version
of the Navigator software.
Circle No. 50
Navigator 2.0 will handle
most situations, but not all.
The second solution covers the rest of the field.
There are free programs
on the Internet that allow
you to watch, hear, download, zip /unzip, encode/decode, and check any file
for viruses. Two popular
sites for the programs are
httpJ/www.jumbo.com
(49,446 titles free to all),
and httpJlwww.shareware.com/. The catch is
that these programs make
handling files on the Internet easy, but to get them
you have to download
them from the Internet, and
manyare compressed (zip
files)and probably should
be virus checked,
and so on, Luckily,
Prentice Hall PTR
has published The
Downloader's
Companion.Sixof
the most useful
downloading and
file managing/
viewing programs
are included on
disks, and with the text you
get something you don't
get from the Intemet —a
manual that includes step by -step instructions for
everything from loading the
programs on yourmachine
to using each of the utilities. The manual is the key,
and it is well written. Circle
No. 51
If your screen often
locks up on the highlighted
request, or charts appear
as kaleidoscopes of code
on yourscreen, consider
one of these solutions. Like
so manyotherthings on
the Internet, the cost is
ridiculously low for what
these programs provide.
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CumminsEngine
Chun9e
Its Depreciation

Equipment usage is a more

significant factor than age.

0

41

BY LINDA HALLANDJANE LAMBERT
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eneraUy accepted accounting principles require that the
significant investment that the Company would undertake
cost of productive assets be depreciated over their exfor the transition to its new series of engines to meet the
emissions requirements of the 1990s.
pected useful lives in such a way as to allocate the cost
It was also determined that financial statements would be
as equitably as possible to the periods during which services
are obtained from use of the asset. In simple terms, the obmore representative if a consistent method of depreciation
jective is to match the cost of the asset to the revenue generfor the allocation of the cost of all engine families were in
ated by the asset over the period of benefit.
use. Therefore, the Company adopted the modified units -ofproduction method of depreciation, effective January 1, 1991,
The accounting literature does not mandate the method of
at all of its engine plants.
depreciation to be used —only that the method selected results in a systematic and rational allocation of cost over the
asset's service life, which may or may not coincide with its
THEMODIFIEDUNITS-OF-PRODUCTIONMETHOD
physical life. The estimate of service life must take into conT he modified units -of- production depreciation method
sideration physical factors (manner and frequency of use)
and economic factors (inadequacy and supersession by a
evolved in the 1980s in response to the concerns of many
more efficient asset). The judgment of which depreciation
companies, including
that the traditional depreciation methods were no longer
method is best must be made
representative. The modified
in light of the nature of the
units -of- production depreciacompany's operations, not its
tion method is a combination
financial condition.
of the elements of straight When Cummins Engine
line and units -of- production,
Company began production of
and it results in a reliable
its B and C Series engines at
and consistent allocation of
Consolidated Diesel, a modified
units -of- production method was
cost.
The modified units- of -proadopted to depreciate the cost
duction method is based on
of manufacturing equipment.
the premise that depreciation
The company also adopted a
of a productive asset is a
similar method of depreciation
function of both time and usat Darlington, England, when
age.' Within an estimated
the plant transitioned to the
range of production levels, deproduction of B and C Series
How to depreciate: a Cummins Engine employee operates
preciation varies directly
engines.
machinery.
with usage. At extremely low
Using production - oriented
levels of production, depreciation becomes a fixed amount,
methods of depreciation instead of the traditional straight based on time, because the asset is considered to have a maxline method at these locations resulted in a more accurate
matching of costs and revenues associated with the B and C
imum economic or useful life based upon operation of the
Series engines. The experiment demonstrated that a unitasset at its lowest conceivable usage level.
based depreciation method would be appropriate for the
It also is theoretically possible to depreciate at a fixed

FIXEDASSETSMANAGEMENTSYSTEMISASURETHING
ATSANDSHOTEL&CASINO

"The system's flexibility
and dependability are absolutely vital
to our constantlychanin
faciity.
"We're not a typical
company where an asset
is put on the books and
stays there. With 535
guest rooms, a multi -level
casino, restaurants,
lounges, and offices all
under one roof, we
frequently change our
minds, reassess needs,
trade in equipment, and
purchase new equipment."
"The Fixed Assets
Management System
(FAMS) by GBA makes
it easy to recalculate
depreciation quickly,
precisely, and often!"
"Disposals, even partial
disposals - and that's a
frequent requirement are no problem with
FAMS."

Lynda Butler - Financial Controller
The Sands Hotel & Casino, Atlantic City, New Jersey

"We've been very impressed with
GBA specialized
expertise in fixed assets.
their service, training, and
support are outstanding."

"Since it is easily
integrated with most
general ledger systems,
FAMS gives us the
flexibility to change."

a

s

For complete information
about fixed assets, project

Systems
Computer solutions since 1975
PO BOX 19014 • GREENSBORO, NC 27419.910- 668 -4555
800- 422 -3267
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amount at extremely high levels of production, based on a
minimum economic life. This technique is not used widely in
practice because it has the effect of putting a cap or ceiling on
depreciation. To mitigate the risks of obsolescence and adhere
to the principle of conservatism, the ceiling was not used.
The modified units -of- production depreciation method can
be viewed from two perspectives: (1) as units -of- production
depreciation, modified to straight -line at extremely low levels
of production; (2) as straight -line depreciation, modified for
levels of production. Regardless of the perspective, it is necessary to estimate total productive capacity of the asset based
on sales forecasts and physical capacity, a maximum economic
life, and an expected range of production. If the method is to
be applied to groups of assets rather than individual assets, a
designated production level somewhere within the expected
range must be specified. If long -range planning and budgeting is based on standard production, that level might be a rational choice for designated production, but there is no requirement that designated and standard production be the
same.

ILLUSTRATIONOfDEPRECIATION

M odified units -of- production depreciation for an individual
asset can be illustrated through the example below. The hypothetical data include:
■
■
■
■

Estimated total productive capacity of 864,000 products,
20 -year maximum life at the lowest usage level,
Expected range of production, 43,200 to 72,000 products,
Equipment cost of $1,000,000.

each with its own maximum and minimum life, can become
onerous and counterproductive. It is possible to apply the
same depreciation method to groups of assets or processes by
taking the second perspective, that of "modified straight - line"
depreciation, mentioned above.
To illustrate, assume the same total productive capacity
and expected range of production as in the previous example
and that the company designates a production level within
the expected range for depreciation purposes. This designated production level determines the designated life of the
group of assets, calculated as the total productive capacity divided by the designated production level. Straight -line depreciation is calculated for the group by dividing the cost of the
assets by the designated life of the group. This amount is
"modified" for production level by multiplying by the percentage relationship between actual production for the year and
designated production, or the floor percentage if production
falls below the expected range. The floor percentage is based
on the percentage relationship between the bottom of the expected range of production and designated production. Calculations for this example follow:
■
■
■
■

Estimated total productive capacity of 864,000 products.
Expected range of production, 43,200 to 72,000 products.
Designated production level per year, 57,600 products.
Cost of asset group of $1,000,000.
Designated life calculation:
Total prod. capacity or 864,000 units
designated production
57,600 units

15 years

Straight -line depreciation calculation:

1. Actual production = 41,000 units
The floor prevails because production falls below
the expected range of 43,200 to 72,000 units.
Depreciation for the year would be:
Cost of asset or $1,000,000 _
maximum life
20 years

$50,000

2. Actual production = 59,000 units
Production falls within the expected range.
Units -of- production depreciation for the year
would be:
Cost of asset X Actual
total prod. capacity production
$1,000,000
864,000

X 59,000 units =

or
$68,287

It may be desirable to apply modified units -of- production
depreciation to a production process involving multiple assets. Record keeping and calculations with multiple assets,
32
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Cost of asset group or
designated life

$1,000,000
15 years

$66,667 per year
-

If actual production falls within the expected range, depreciation for the year would be calculated exactly like "normal"
units -of- production, i.e., the cost of the asset divided by total
productive capacity, multiplied by actual production for the
year. If actual production falls below the expected range, the
straight -line floor prevails, based on the asset's cost divided
by the maximum life. For example:

Floor production percentages:
Bottom of expected range
designated production

or 43,200

75% floor

57,600

1. Actual production = 41,000 units
The floor percentage prevails because production falls below
the expected range of 43,200 to 72,000 units. Depreciation for
the year would be:
Straight -line amount X floor percentage
$66,667 X 75% = $50,000
2. Actual production = 59,000 units
Production falls within the expected range. Modified
depreciation for the year would be:
Straight -line amount X percentage for year
$66,667 X (59,000/57,600) or $66,667 X 102.4% = $68,287
Before making the decision to change depreciation methods, Cummins conducted extensive research of the authoritative literature, the accounting practices of other companies,
and an evaluation of Cummins' practice worldwide.
During the 1980s, the cyclicality of Cummins' business became more frequent, more pronounced, and longer -lived, to
the extent that straight -line depreciation of production

equipment over 12 years no longer resulted in a systematic and rational
method of allocating cost. The straight line method over 12 years significantly
understated product cost in years of
high demand while overstating costs
significantly in years of low demand.
The frequency of economic downturns/
upturns and the effects of depths and
peaks of the business cycles indicated
usage of equipment was a more significant factor than in prior years.
Approximately 35% of the historical
cost of production equipment at the
plants in Southern Indiana was acquired prior to 1980. This percent is
deflated by the effects of the high level
of investment since 1980 and the effects of inflation. Production equipment that had been retired from use
generally was much older than 12
years at that time. Both of these factors indicated that extension of the arbitrary 12 -year life under the facts and
circumstances was appropriate. Considering the factors listed above, the
modified units -of- production depreciation method was expected to result in a
more systematic and rational allocation of the cost of production equipment to the period of benefit, a better
matching of revenue and expense, on a
worldwide basis.

CHANGEINACCOUNTING
PRINCIPLE
ccounting rules are based upon the
A
premise that, once adopted, an accounting method should not be
changed unless a change in facts and
circumstances calls into question the
continued use of that method. To
change an accounting method, a company must demonstrate that the
change is from one acceptable method
to an alternative acceptable method
that is preferable under the circumstances. To comply with accounting
rules, the adoption of modified units -ofproduction depreciation required the
recognition of a retroactive adjustment
to income for equipment previously
depreciated under the straight -line
method. However, the transition to the
new series of engines, as well as to
more advanced fuel systems, was likely
to result in a higher level of obsolete
equipment than the Company had experienced previously for model
changes. The adjustment to income

Someone lin your company is still typing
G/L numbers into a spreadsheet.

Stop it
It is a tedious error prone
activity. And entirely unnecessary.
But, you say, spreadsheets are the
best place to do financial reporting.
F9 seamlessly integrates
your G/L with your spreadsheet
(Excel, Lotus 1 -2 -3, or Quattro Pro):
no macros, no imports, no exports.
With F9 you can create reports of
any size or complexity, and never
type another G/L balance into a
spreadsheet.
F9 is the perfect tool for
financial reporting. Create a single
period income statement. With a
click of the mouse, you can go to a
multi period comparative income
statement or any financial report
you can imagine. And with a little
more effort, you can create a
complete EIS, with buttons, and
"hot Charts" that change
automatically when the data does.
And the best part is, if you know
how to use a spreadsheet, you
already know 95% of what you
need to know in order to use F9.

F9 also provides tools to
explore your G /L, drill dawn
multiple tiers to your G/L
transactions, prepareconsolidations
and more.
F9 even lets you create and
edit budgets in a spreadsheet
and write them back to the G /L!

F9

"the future of
financial reporting"
800 - 663 -8663 x 332
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RealWorld
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Manila
Open Systems
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SBT
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system on a PC, mini or mainframe. Call for details.
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net of tax on the 1991 financial statements, with pro forma
presentation of the effect of the change on net earnings and
earnings per share for 1991 and prior years. On a consolidated basis, the cumulative effect for 1991 was $26.5 million.

REVIEWOFTHEDECISION

Several issues have surfaced since the adoption of modified

CumminsEngine factoryworkers.
would be reduced by the estimated effect of extending the
lives of assets that might be subject to the product changes
and other obsolescence.
For financial reporting purposes, the change was reported

T he most common depreciation methods are straight line, sum -of -the- years' - digits, declining balance, and unitsof- production. Straight line is based on the premise that
depreciation is a function of time, while units-of- production is based on the premise that depreciation is a function of usage. Sum -of- the - years' digits and declining balance are based on the premise that the utility of an asset
declines significantly over time, resulting in significantly
higher depreciation in the early years of an asset's life.
Straight -line is by far the dominant method of depreciation. The AICPA's annual survey of accounting practices,
Accounting Trends and Techniques, reported in 1992 that,
of the 600 companies surveyed, approximately 75% used
straight -line for financial reporting purposes. However, it
is significant that the other 25% used some other method
of depreciation for at least certain assets.
Until the mid - 1970x, companies generally used a depreciation method (either straight -line or accelerated) for
bookpurposes that paralleled income tax depreciation because they did not have sophisticated systems to calculate
depreciation and track assets, and the depreciation resulted in a rational and systematic allocation of costs for
both purposes at that time.
The tax laws changed in the mid -1970s to permit more
accelerated write -offs (such as Asset Depreciation Range
and later Accelerated Cost Recovery System) to encourage
companies to invest in productive assets and perhaps to
ease the ravaging effects of inflation. In times of extreme
inflation, assets and the corresponding depreciation
charges are understated in real economic terms, causing a
corresponding overstatement in reported income. To provide a cushion against inflation, therefore, many companies adopted accelerated methods for tax purposes while
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units -of- production in 1991. Cummins has a better understanding of the importance of having valid assumptions
about build rates for engines in determining production levels and the useful life of the equipment to be depreciated.
When new technology changes the design of the engine, or
parts used to make the engine, the actual service life of
equipment may be unexpectedly shortened due to obsolescence. For example, if the initial assumption about total productive capacity was 864,000 units but only 259,200 are actually built before the equipment must be replaced due to
new technology, a large write -off will result upon disposal
because 70% of the original cost remains on the books.

still using straight -line depreciation for financial reporting purposes.
Cummins, like most other companies, adopted the ADR
(and later the ACRS) method for tax purposes but made
no change to the depreciation method for book purposes.
In this way, the Company continued to depreciate equipment on a straight -line basis over 12 years, which initially was based upon tax rules. Cummins was affected periodically by cyclical downturns in business at that time,
but the effects were fairly predictable and short -lived.
In recent years, inflation has stabilized at relatively
low rates of increase. Economic downturns also are no
longer periodic. Downturns and recessions are more uncertain and are more far - reaching because they are affected by events and economies worldwide. Since 1980, several companies have recognized that the traditional,
conservative methods of depreciation that were appropriate in the 1970s are no longer relevant and reliable.
These companies realized that a better matching of revenue and expense could be achieved by changing to a production- oriented method of depreciation.
Several major corporations that changed depreciation
methods in the early 1980s are Asarco and Inland Steel,
which changed from straight -line to units -of- production,
and Bell & Howell, Burlington, Cone Mills, and McGraw Edison, which changed from an accelerated method to
straight- line.2 However, production - oriented methods
have the effect of slowing depreciation and extending the
lives of productive assets when production cycles are
down. Slowing depreciation is not without its risks: A
company could find itself in the difficult position of
trying to replace under- depreciated and obsolete
equipment!
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Determining the total productive capacity and maximum
economic life of new equipment is problematic. A question
that might be asked is: When is it feasible to change the assumptions on which the model is based? Are one or two
years enough time to form a basis to change the assumptions and refigure the model? Companies also may experience questions regarding the "units" upon which the model
is based. Is a "unit of finished product," i.e., an engine, the
appropriate measurement? Or would a usage measurement
such as hours of operation be a better "unit" for depreciation
purposes?
Cummins Engine Company's adoption of modified unitsof- production depreciation in 1991 was based on the need to
find a more rational and systematic matching of the cost of
production equipment to the revenue derived from the sale
of product. Changing business and economic conditions on a
worldwide basis made it clear that usage of equipment was
a more significant factor than the passage of time for depre36
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ciation purposes. In addition, it was initially perceived that
extension of the arbitrary 12 -year life was appropriate. The
modified units -of- production method has not been implemented without some thorny issues, namely problems estimating productive capacity and economic life. However,
these problems are inherent in any allocation scheme. The
critical benefit for Cummins Engine Company has been the
connection of depreciation to usage of equipment, bounded
by lower limits based on estimated maximum useful lives,
together with improved investment decisions. ■
Lind a Hall is the direc to r — ac c ounting p olic y at Cummins Engine C o. ,
Inc ., Columb us , Ind . S he is a memb er o f S o uth Central Ind iana Chap ter,
thro ugh whic h this artic le was s ub mitted , Jane Lamb ert is a grad uate as s is tant at Ind iana Univers ity , P urd ue Univers ity at Ind ianap o lis . She is a
memb er o f the S o uth C entral Ind iana C hap ter.
'Barry P. Robbins, Modiffed- Units -of- Production Method of Depreciation, pp. 24 -29.
'Jill Andresky, " Double Standard,' Forbes, November 22, 1982, p. 178.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DISCLOSURES:

What
Companies
Are Rep ortin 9

It's important because socially
0

conscious investors
are seeking this

0

information.

BY JERRY G. KREUZE, CPA;
GALE E. NEWELL, CMA; AND
STEPHENJ. NEWELL

Cem ficateofMerit
ocially responsible investing is having a major impact on the financial
world. According to Peter Kinder of
Kinder, Lydenberg, and Domini (a leading research firm in the ethical investment field), the total amount of investments selected on the basis of ethical,
environmental, and political criteria
probably exceeds a trillion dollars.1
From a return on investment perspective, vehicles screened in this way have
proven viable alternatives to traditional
investment options. As socially responsible investing does not appear to be a
passing fad, companies have a compelling reason to be environmentally
conscious.
We will look at two issues regarding
environmental disclosures in annual reports. First, there are the environmentally relevant footnotes in financial
statements —those prepared under generally accepted accounting principles.
The results of a survey of the environmental disclosures in the annual reports of 645 Forbes 500 companies is
presented. Second, we will review the
information needs of environmentally
conscious investors and provide examples of additional environmental information not required but already included by some companies in their annual
reports.

Companies that publish details concerning their environmental policies can reap a
secondary benefit —new investors.

FOOTNOTEDISCLOSURES

U nfortunately, the accounting profession is not very definitive concerning
the reporting of environmental information in published reports. When professional accounting standards do address
environmental reporting, it is only in
the context of contingencies or liabilities resulting from environmental contamination. Often these liabilities are
the result of air, water, or soil pollution
from the discharge or disposal of hazardous waste and are related to Super fund cleanups.

SFAS S. The reporting of environmental
liabilities is covered by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 5
(SFAS 5), "Accounting for Contingencies." The Standard requires that a liability be recognized in the financial
statements if a loss is probable and the
amount of the loss can be estimated
reasonably. If the loss is not probable
or cannot be measured reasonably, it
must be disclosed in the footnotes. If the
chance of the loss occurring is remote, it
need not be disclosed.
With environmental obligations,
measuring the amount of a potential
JULY 1996
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REQUIREDFINANCIAL
STATEMENTDISCLOSURES

T he accounting profession

requires
that financial statements disclose all information that might affect users' decisions. Increasingly, the environmental
practices and policies of a corporation
are of interest to investors. Thus, to accommodate these investors, annual reports should disclose environmental
concerns and issues adequately.
Then with the need apparent, do the
majority of corporations disclose environmental information in their annual
reports? To answer this question, we analyzed the 1991 annual reports of 645
Forbes 500 corporations to determine
the extent of environmental disclosures.
Most of the annual reports did not
provide any information concerning the
corporation's environmental philosophy
and/or policies. Seventy -three percent
(or 477 out of 645 corporations) did not
discuss any environmental issues, either in the letter to the stockholders or
elsewhere in the annual report. Thirty four percent of the 168 that did disclose
environmental information (58 corporations) discussed environmental concerns in the letter to the shareholders.
(See Figure 1.) Often this discussion
was only cursory and of little help in
evaluating the environmental philosophy of the corporation. The remaining
110 provided environmental information either in the footnotes or elsewhere

Companies
discussing
?I
environmental informationonlyin annual report.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
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in the annual report.
Environmental footnote disclosures
varied significantly by types of industry.
Companies in energy, steel, chemicals,
pulp and paper, and utilities (129 of the
645) were much more likely to include
environmental disclosures. Fifty percent of the companies in those industries (64) included environmental disclosures, while only 21% (104 out of 516)
of all other companies did, perhaps because of the greater number of environmental problems inherent in the former
industries. Table 1 provides a survey of
the types and nature of the environmental disclosures included by the 168
companies. These environmental disclosures were quite general and limited in
their content. Of the companies, 116 (or
69 %) provided only generic disclosures,
with no indication of either a general or
specific problem.

SECURITIES& EXCHANGE
COMMISSIONCONCERNS

T he study results also are consistent
with Richard Roberts's observations regarding the limitations of corporations'
current environmental disclosures.
Roberts, an SEC Commissioner, noted
that a recent survey by Price Waterhouse LLP indicated that 62% of the respondents had known environmental liability exposures that were not reported
in their financial statements. Also, environmental costs have reached staggering proportions and are one of the critical issues facing businesses today, he
pointed out.
Especially frightening is the massive
amount of acknowledged environmental
costs that have not been reflected yet in
the financial statements.2 Roberts also
stated that some companies
be
drawn and quartered" by the SEC's enforcement division "for inconsistencies
`will

loss frequently is not reliable. Consequently, most companies do not report
obligations in the financial statements
but disclose potential environmental
obligations only in the footnotes until
costs become measurable. Measurements often are not available until the
cash payments associated with the
cleanup are made.

Companies
disclosing
environmental
information
in letter to
stockholders and
1C in annual report.

and lack of disclosure" about environmental liabilities in their SEC filings.3
Failure to include adequate disclosures
can lead to disciplinary action by the
SEC. The sanctions can include stopping the corporation's registration, asking the courts to force the company to
provide more environmental liability
data, and fines up to $500,000 for each
violation.
The SEC also receives information
from the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regarding firms that have
potential environmental liabilities. The
EPA provides the SEC with a list of
companies designated as Potentially
Responsible Parties (PRPs), along with
the associated hazardous waste sites.
This information is used by the SEC to
determine if a specific company is disclosing such obligations adequately.
Moreover, 80% of the corporations responding to a survey of the Washington based Investor Responsibility Research
Center indicated that they conducted
some sort of environmental audit. Only
69/v of the same corporations, however,
release summaries of this audit to
shareholders, and then only on special
request.4

INFORMATIONNEEDSOF
THESOCIALLYCONSCIOUS
INVESTOR
Athough GAAP does not require that
firms report environmentally relevant
information, other than as is required
in the footnotes, additional environmental information is useful to many investors. Prior to investing, socially conscious investors seek information concerning selected activities of a company.
For some investors, a company's involvement in South Africa was (and
may continue to be) of interest. Other
issues include nuclear waste and its disposal, environmental effects of corporate activity, and the health dangers of
products produced and sold.
Corporations can use annual reports
to showcase their environmentally
friendly practices. Innovative environmental programs, product improvement, and waste reductions would be
especially helpful disclosures for the environmentally conscious investor. Annual reports provide companies the opportunity to communicate environmental
policies, philosophy, and obligations.
The medium may be especially appro-

Table
DISCLOSURES IN FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
Typeof

23
29

4
4

116

18

92
22
4
16

14
3
1
2

88
3
2
39

14
0
0
6

Specific dollars disclosed
A range disclosed
measurable

24
13
60

4
2
9

Yes

No

63
7

10
1

Probable
Possible
Not probable

43
7
1

7
1
0

Specific incident
General problem
No incident la generic
environmental disclosure)

Site /landfill cleanup
Air pollution

Spills
Other
I

problem:
Superfund liability
Leaking underground storage tanks
Asbestos contamination
Other

Cost

-

-

Yes amount disclosed
Yes amount not disclosed

2
1
2

10
127
31

2
20
5

1. Do the company's products
or services promote energy
conservation or greater energy
dependence? Alcoa indicates
that "since exhaust emissions
are byproducts of fuel combustion, cars that save on fuel also
reduce emissions. To achieve
this, caretakers are turning to
lightweight aluminum in place
of heavier materials.... The use
of aluminum for high -mass
systems like bodies and engines allows further light weighting in the transmission,
steering system, suspension,
brakes, wheels, tires, and
shock absorbers. The cumulative weight savings reduces
emissions by lowering fuel
requirements."
2. Does the company package
its products in recyclable containers? "JC Penney is a part ner with all of America in
working to improve the environment. Our annual Environmental Packaging Excellence
Award encourages environmental consciousness by recognizing associates who develop packaging solutions that
meet Company environmental
objectives."
3. If the company has used Sty -

rofoam packaging in the past,
is it moving to replace that
packaging with a more environmentally friendly product?
Geo. A. Hormel Company indicates that now "packages
used to protect the quality and
safety of many Hormel prod ucts are made from environmentally friendly recyclable
materials."
&

No

13
8
16

A material effect
Not material
No discussion on effect

-

In 1989, social investors and

1. Protection of the
biosphere,
2. Sustainable use of
natural resources,
3. Reduction and
disposal of waste,
4. Wise use of energy,
5. Risk reduction,
6. Marketing of safe
products and services,
7. Damage compensation,
8. Disclosure,
9. Environmental directors
and managers, and
10. Assessment and
annual audit.

Percentage of
645 Replying
Companies

described:

THEVALDEZPRINCIPLES
environmental groups combined their efforts using a
framework called the "Valdez
Principles" and formed pro ject CERES (Coalition for
Environmental Responsible
Economies). This project resulted in guidelines for corporations to follow voluntarily,
thereby demonstrating their
commitment to the environment. This code of environmental commitments has been endorsed and signed by a number
of companies; the group is designated as the Council on Economic Priorities (1991). The
principles are commitments
tments
to act in a responsible way
regarding:

Number of
Companies
Reporting

Disclosure

-

--

priate considering its wide distribution among the various
corporate user groups. In any
case, whether good or bad,
environmental performance
should be discussed by a corporation in its annual report.

--

two general categories: environmental
Simple disclosure b y a corporation of

its endorsement of the Valdez Principles
is not sufficient. Investors often demand
additional evidence of the corporation's
environmental commitment. Although
these information demands appear numerous, change over time, and vary
among investors, two researchers have
identified 17 information demands
(questions) of environmentally conscious investors.5 These questions, presented in Table 2, are organized by

friend liness of a corporation's output,
and its internal environmental philosophy and actions.
Some corporations already discuss
their enviro nm ental practices and policies in their annual reports. An investigation of recent corporate annual report
disclosures revealed examples of each of

4. Is the company involved in any way
with the production of nuclear energy?
"As part of an environmental safety
team, (Morrison Knudson) won a contract for a portion of the U.S. Department of Energy's $1- billion nuclear waste disposal program in Nevada."

the 17 questions. The responses vary
from cursory to thorough, elaborate discussions of the issue. What follows are
examples of these disclosures.

S. Is the company involved in any way
with the production of energy from alternative energy sources? Commonwealth Edison has "joined several other
JULY 1996 OUGUAWY ACCOUNDNG 39

Environmental Friendliness of Output
Do the company's products or services promote energy conservation or greater energy
dependence?
2. Does the company package its products in recyclable containers?
3. If the company has used Styrofoam packaging in the past, is it moving to replace that packaging with a more environmentally friendly product?
4. is the company involved in any way with the production of nuclear energy?
5. Is the company involved in any way with the production of energy from alternative energy
sources?
Internal Environmental Philosophyand Actions ofCompany
6. Does the company promote recycling and energy conservation on its own premises?
7. Does the company have a history of environmental legislation violations as reported by the
US. Environmental Protection Agency, other governmental bodies, or environmental watchdog
organizations?
8. If comparative environmental studies of its industries have been conducted, how does the
company stand in relation to its competitors?
9. Does the company have any mechanism for monitoring its own environmental performance?
10. Is the company monitoring its environmental performance at the board or CEO level?
11. Does the company use manufactured products containing CFCs?
12. Has the company moved to reduce emissions such as nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide?
13. What steps has the company taken to reduce or recycle the wastes it produces?
14, Has the company actively promoted alternative energy, energy conservation, and efficient use
of energy?
15. Has the company educated its employees and customers about energy efficiency?
16. Has the company consistently opposed conservation, development of aItemative energy, or
other positive environmental measures?
17. Does the company make contributions to nonprofit environmental protection organizations?

utilities in helping to eliminate a waste
problem that's an eyesore and a public
health hazard —scrap tires. Mountains
of tires have collected across the nation;
Americans discard about 234 million
tires each year. The good news is that
we believe tires can be mixed with coal
and burned in coal -fired generating
plants. In fact, they should burn hotter
than coal with lower sulfur emissions.
We are now testing this process."
6. Does the company promote recycling
and energy conservation on its own
premises? Knight - Ridder indicates that
it "will encourage improved energy
efficiency and conservation in [its]
operations."
7. Does the company have a history of
environmental legislation violations as
reported by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, other governmental
bodies, or environmental watchdog
organizations? Although certainly not
the only company with environmental
cleanup situations, GenCorp reports in
40
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its 1992 annual report that "the company is involved in the remediation of environmental damage from previously
accepted manufacturing and disposal
practices that date back to the 1950s
and 1960s. Consequently, the Company
has been designated a potentially responsible party at a number of Super fund sites and is involved in remedial
response and cleanup at a number of
other sites including certain of its own
plants."
8. If comparative environmental studies
of its industries have been conducted,
how does the company stand in relation
to its competitors?Mobil's commitment
to environmental excellence is highlighted in its 1993 annual report. "We
serve as a model of environmental excellence in many places where we operate. In the U.K. North Sea and the U.S.
Gulf of Mexico, our producing operations have won numerous environmental awards, and our South Midway
heavy oil operation in California was
recognized by that state's Conservation

Department. In January 1994 we became the first company ever to win the
EPA's Green Lights Partner of the Year
award for introducing energy-efficient
lighting technology at our facilities. We
have more plants than any other corporation—in any industry —in the Occupational Safety & Health Administration's tough initiative called the Star
Program .... A team at our Singapore
refinery won environmental awards
from engineering societies in both Singapore and the U.S .... In the environmental area,...we're better positioned
than most of our competitors."
9. Does the company have any mechanism for monitoring its own environmental performance?"Chevron's worldwide operating companies routinely
perform self - audits to ensure they are
in compliance with applicable laws and
company policies for safety, health, and
environmental matters. To reinforce the
high standards, the corporation also
conducts compliance audits of its operating companies. In 1993, 23 audits
were performed."
10. Is the company monitoring its environmental performance at the board or
CEO level? CPC International "has long
had a corporate policy on protection of
the environment, overseen by the
Board's Corporate Affairs Committee
and top management, and has communicated this policy broadly and regularly throughout the Company."
Likewise, Knight - Ridder's "ultimate
oversight of [its] environmental activities will be entrusted to a committee of
the Board of Directors."
11. Does the company use manufactured products containing chlorofluorocarbons(CFCs)? "Motorola won the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's
1991 Stratospheric Ozone Protection
corporate award. It recognizes our leadership in developing and sharing technology that enables the elimination of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which are
used as solvents, refrigerants, and fire
suppressants."
12. Has the company moved to reduce
emissions such as nitrogen oxide and
sulfur dioxide? Centerion Energy's "environmental engineering efforts over
the years have placed us ahead of many
other utilities in reducing sulfur dioxide

will

There's a lot more at stake. The puzzle is
more complex. The job is bigger than ever.
"CFM" says you're up to it!
The financial professional of today —and
tomorrow —will have to clear hurdles and
face challenges that were unknown only a
few years ago.
A downsized corporate environment.
A financial arena that is global, not just
national.
A re- defined and evolving financial
management function.
-- A corporate culture that has irrevocably
changed.
The path to career success has become steeper
and more demanding.
The new Certified in Financial Management
Program, developed by the globally - recognized
Institute of Management Accountants,
make
that career path safer, surer, and smoother.
The IMA has created the CFM program to

provide an objective measure of knowledge and
competence in the field of financial management.
The CFM designation provides professional
certification of proficiency and excellence that is
recognized by leading corporations and financial
management professionals.
It has been designed to meet the evolving needs
of business— today, tomorrow, and well into the
21st century. It is an important career asset.
To learn more about the CFM Program, the
Institute of Management Accountants and the
many benefits of I MA membership, call
1 (800) 638 -4427, ext. 141.
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emissions from fossil - fueled units as required by the Clean Air Act. More than
two - thirds of our generation is already
in compliance with existing law or is not
affected by the legislation."

wood waste, Mead generates 57% of its
own energy needs."

capital is heading overseas."

17. Does the company make contributions to nonprofit environmental
protection organisations? In 1993,
Knight - Ridder's "environmental and re13. What steps has the company taken
cycling columns appeared regularly in
to reduce or recycle the wastes it promany of our newspapers. Many of our
duces? Ashland Oil's 1993 annual recompanies helped sponsor local cleanup
port discusses how "Valvoline Instant
activities involving area residents and
Oil Change was the first major quick businesses."
...
lube chain to
solicit used motor oil from
Similarly, Mead indicates that "to
consumers who personally change the
protect unique sites, Mead donates land
oil in their automobiles. In addition,
to others or sets aside acreage on its
Valvoline is the only major brand offerown property. The Publishing Paper diing used motor oil collection on a navisions's donations have helped pretionwide basis at major retailers such
serve a historic logging camp, an 18th
as Wal- Mart."
century mining town, and scarce wetSimilarly, Grumman's in 1993 "conlands that support rare and endangered
tinued a proactive environmental policy
species in Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
that ranged from using reconditioned
The Fine Paper division has designated
toner cartridges in copiers to volunteergeologically and historically significant
ing for EPA - sponsored programs such
tracts on its lands in Ohio as `sanctuaras 33/50 hazardous waste reduction and
ies' for public use."
Green Lights."
Although the extent of the responses
varied, the previous material illustrates
14. Has the company actively promoted
how some companies have provided enalternative energy, enervironmental information
gy conservation, and effithat addresses the concient use of energy? Nip cerns of the environmensco is helping to meet the
tal investor. The 1991,
Clean Air Act of 1990's
1992, or 1993 annual re1. Provide a brief overview of environmental regulations relevant to the company.
provision that 50% of new
ports were the source of
fleet vehicles in Indiana's
2. Provide a general overview of the past, present, and (where applicable) futhe information.
Lake and Porter counties
ture environmental obligations of the firm. This should include court cases
meet clean-fuel standards
brought against the company by the government.
ANAPPROACH
by 1999 by operating "one
3. Provide detailed information related to specific incidents involving environFORTHEFUTURE
of the largest natural -gas
mental obligations.
fleets in the country....
nly a limited number
4. Discuss plans or strategies for addressing these environmental issues.
One of the Company's
of
companies
disclose en5. Estimate the costs (or range of costs) necessary to meet the environmental
strategies calls for convervironmental
concerns
or
obligations. If neither of these is possible, indicate why not.
sions of vehicles to run on
obligations
in
the
foot6. Indicate when, if, and how these costs have been recorded in the accounts.
clean, compressed natural
notes of their financial
If they are not recorded, indicate why not.
gas."
statements,
and few ad7. Describe the insurance coverage in effect related to the environmental issues
dress
their
environmental
disclosed.
15. Has the company eduphilosophy elsewhere in
8. Be specific as to the possible effects these environmental obligations will
cated its employees and
their annual reports. Behave on the financial well -being of the company.
customers about energy
cause a lack of concern for
9. Discuss the environmental impact of the products produced, the raw materiefficiency? Mead, in its
the environment can have
als used, the waste created, and the production process. This includes pack1993 annual report, india devastating effect on
aging, energy usage, waste, and by- products created.
cates that it "consumes
a company's future viabil10.
Discuss the recycling and energy conservation policies in effect and those
2.5 times more post -conity, most corporations
implemented by the company in its internal operations. This need not be only
sumer waste today than
now include environmenabout the production process but may involve other conservation activities.
we did in 1989.... Fourth,
tal impact as a major
11. Discuss any recognition the company received as a protector or violator of
fifth, and sixth graders
element of their decision
the environment. For example, any environmental awards received or any
are learning about solid
process. They neglect,
EPA violation citations received.
waste issues firsthand
however, to report on this
through Mead's sponsor12. Discuss any environmental monitoring done by the company.
concern in their financial
ship of Kids C.A.R.E., an
13. Discuss who is responsible in the organization (position or title) for environstatements.
environmental education
mental policies, actions, and monitoring.
In the future, more enviprogram. By burning
ronmentally conscious in16. Has the company consistently opposed conservation, development of alternative energy, or other positive environmental measures? Although perhaps not as a matter of policy, Phillips
Petroleum Company, in its 1991 annual
letter to shareholders, indicates that "If
our nation's economic temperature has
been falling in recent months, the regulatory chill is downright numbing. Consider the cost of meeting U.S. environmental regulations, which long ago exceeded the limits of reason. Phillips'
environmental cost last year totaled
more than $300 million, enough to meet
our payroll for three months. Our company is strongly committed to preserving the environment, yet many of these
dollars do little, if anything, to make the
air cleaner or the water purer. And they
definitely undermine the competitiveness of Phillips and other companies by
raising the cost of doing business. It's no
accident that more of our industry's
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vectors will expect detailed environmental information before making investment decisions. Already, SFAS 5
dictates that certain environmental information must be included in the financial statements, while other information may require disclosure only in
the footnotes. But corporations may be
well advised to discuss environmental
concerns in other parts of the annual report. Disclosure of environmental policies, practices, and obligations to shareholders is required for a corporation to
satisfy its full disclosure requirements.
While a complete, thorough elaboration of all environmental matters facing
a corporation is impossible, the information included in the annual report
should be expanded to provide more information than is reported. Environmental disclosures in annual reports
should, in part, state whether the corporation is aware of any environmental
issues that might affect the company's
future (see Table 3). For existing environmental obligations, the reader
should be given specific information
concerning strategies for satisfying the
obligation, an estimate of the cost (if
possible), how the cost is being accounted for, and any applicable insurance
coverage.
Environmental issues are and will
continue to be a major concern to many
consumers, corporations, investors, and
the public. As corporations are providing only limited environmental discloBures now, we suggest that they use the
17 environmentally conscious demands
and the other proposed annual report
disclosures as a guide when they expand their environmental disclosures. ■
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Circle No. 8

"Fairly Presented, in Accordance With

What Does It Really
Experience has shown that a standard may be GAAP but not necessc
BY RONALD M. MANO, CPA;
MARK ANDERSON, CPA;
VICKI NYCUM, CPA; AND
KEVINMcBETH, CPA
airly presented, in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles," or "GAAR" The meaning of
this phrase has never been clearly defined. There are two distinctly different
possibilities.
1. Fairly presented and also in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
2. Fairly presented because it is in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.'
For decades, there had been no authoritative pronouncement as to what
"fairly presented, in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles" actually meant. Finally in 1991,
the American Institute of CPAs issued
a Statement on Auditing Standards
(No. 69) titled "The Meaning of Present
Fairly in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles in the
Independent Auditor's Report." The
Standard requires adherence to five
criteria for an auditor to claim that the
financial statements are fairly presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The five criteria are:
1. The accounting principles selected
and applied have general
acceptance.
2. The accounting principles are ap44
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propriate in the circumstances.
3. The financial statements, including
the related notes, are informative of
matters that may affect their use,
understanding, and interpretation.
4. The information presented in the financial statements is classified and
summarized in a reasonable manner; that is, it is not too detailed nor
too condensed.
5. The financial statements reflect the
underlying transactions and events
in a manner that presents the financial position, results of operations, and cash flows, stated within
a range of acceptable limits.
Based on the above criteria, the
AICPA seems to have opted for the second explanation, that financial statements are fairly presented because
they are in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles.
If the financial statements are presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, however,
there is almost a guarantee that they
do not fairly present the financial information of the company issuing
them. We will look at a number of issues that illustrate this paradox.

PENSIONACCOUNTING

T he Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) and its predecessor, the
Accounting Principles Board (APB),
wrestled with the issue of pension accounting for more than two decades. At
issue was whether unfunded pensions

promised to current and retired employees were actually liabilities, and, if
so, how were you supposed to report
such liabilities and recognize the associated expenses.
In 1966, the Accounting Principles
Board issued Opinion No. 8, "Accounting for the Cost of Pension Plans." That
Opinion was superseded in 1985 by the
FASB's SFAS 87, "Employers' Accounting for Pensions." SFAS 87 recognizes
that the promise of future pension benefits that have not yet been funded
constitutes an actual liability and requires accrual of that amount (paragraph 35). Due to intense public pressure, however, the Board allowed an
offsetting asset to be recognized (paragraph 37). Companies then were allowed to amortize this asset (thus deferring expenses) over a period of up to
15 years (paragraph 77).
Thus, while the FASB recognized
that promised pensions were a true liability and, as such, should reduce owners' equity, it allowed a 15 -year period
in which to correct the financial statements. Using the 15 -year amortization
period guarantees that the financial
statements are not "fairly presented"
for 15 years, even though they are "in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles."

HEALTHANDLIFE
INSURANCEFORRETIREES

M

any companies have promised to
pay health and life insurance premiums for retired employees. This
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promise has created a major obligation
for those companies. In SFAS 106, issued in December 1990, the FASB
clearly recognized this as a true liability and required that it be reported. But
consistent with its approach regarding
pensions, it again allowed for "delayed
recognition" (paragraph 112) and provided a 20 -year period over which this
obligation could be amortized. Adherence to this Standard would certainly
allow a company to claim that its financial statements are "in accordance
with generally accepted accounting
principles." If we agree that a promise
to pay all future health and life insurance benefits is actually a liability, and
the company chooses the delayed
recognition method, it would be difficult to argue that those financial statements are "fairly presented" until after
the 20 -year delay.
When General Motors Corporation
announced a $20.8 billion charge to
recognize this obligation, that charge
reduced General Motors owners' equity
from $27 billion to $6 billion (The Wall
Street Journal, February 12, 1993,
pages A3 and A5). It is difficult to believe that all of this liability suddenly
popped into existence on December 31,
1992, but that none of it had existed on
December 31, 1991. Yet the 1991 financial statements were in accordance
with the generally accepted accounting
principles of that date, and thus the financial statements would have been
reported as "fairly presented." Had
General Motors elected "delayed recognition," owners' equity would still be

repo rted at $27 billion. Thus, given the
exact same set of circumstances, General Motors could be reporting owners' equity of either $6 billion or $27 billion, and both might be
reported as "fairly presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles."

MARKETABLEEQUITY
SECURITIES

S hortly after the formation of the

FASB in 1972, the Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped from a high of
1,052 at the end of 1972 to a low of 579
at the end of 1974. The FASB realized
that many companies owned stock in
other companies whose stock had experien ced significant decreases in market
value. Recognizing this situation, the
FASB proposed that companies write
these marketable securities down to
market value and recognize a loss on
the financial statements. Should the
secu rities recover their value in the future, the FASB proposed that a gain be
recognized. Many executives who had
bonus arrangem ents tied to reported
income objected to this proposal.
The FASB reconsidered its position
and proposed that the loss be charged
directly to owners' equity rather than
to expense. By so doing, income and
bonuses would not be impacted. The
Board again suggested that any recovery be recognized as a gain. About this
time, the sto ck m arket was beginning a
sharp recovery. It moved from its low of

I 579 to almost 900 in
about six months. Executives realized that they
could recognize their losses at the end
of 1974, by charging owners' equity,
and then recognize the recoveries in
1975 by crediting gains. Thus, with a
journal entry at the end of 1974, and
another journal entry about six months
later, they could increase their bonuses
substantially. This kind of accounting
maneuvering led boards of directors to
complain to the FASB.
As a result of the politicking surrounding this issue, the FASB issued
SFAS 12, "Accounting for Certain Marketable Securities," in Decem ber 1975.
That Standard only requires the writedown of marketable equity securities
while allowing m arketable debt securities to be kept at original cost. If a
marketable equity security is a current
asset, then income is to be charged for
the loss in market value. If the marketable equity security is a noncurrent
asset, then owners' equity is to be
charged directly. Every accountant
knows that the only criterion used to
determine whether an investm ent in
marketable securities is to be classified
as current or noncurrent is the "intent
of management." The question for all
auditors reading this article is, How do
you audit intent of managem ent? The
obvious answer is that it is impossible
in most circumstances.
The FASB concluded that if an investment in marketable equity securities was classified as a noncurrent asset, and the decline in value was "other
JULY 1996
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than temporary," the loss was to be recognized as a charge to income. It is curious that FASB used "other than temporary" rather than "permanent."
Because of the manipulation that
SFAS 12 allows, it is almost guaranteed that when accounting for market
losses in equity securities, "in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles" does not provide "fairly
presented" income statements. The balance sheets might be fairly presented,
but the income statements probably
are not.

MARKETABLEDEBTSECURITIES
Recall that SFAS 12 only applied to
equity securities, and companies were
allowed to report investments in debt
securities at cost, regardless of
whether their market values had decreased or not. During the four years
from 1989 to 1993, the FASB struggled
with an issue it called "Mark to Market." Mark to Market relates to the issue of whether companies should write
down investments in debt securities to
market when market is significantly
less than the price that was paid for
those debt securities. This is the very
issue that the FASB chose not to address back in 1975; thus it has been
faced with exactly th e same issues
again almo st 20 years later.
A fam iliar scen ario was repeated.
The FASB's first proposal was to recognize decreases in the market valu e of
debt securities as losses. Opposition
arose, and, again , the FASB backed
down.

In May 1993, the FASB issued SFAS
115, "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities."
This Stand ard requ ires th at co mpanies
first classify th eir investmen ts in d ebt
securities. For some reason, the FASB
must have b een uncomfo rtable with
the classifications of "curren t assets"
and "no ncurren t assets" because it
came up with classification s called
"trading securities" and "securities
available for sale." Trad ing securities
are defined as "securities that are h eld
for current resale" (paragraph 12c). Securities available for sale are defined
as "investments not classified as trading securities" (paragraph 12b). That
certainly so und s like cu rrent assets
and noncurren t assets. The ru le is th at
"unrealized hold ing gains and losses
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for trading securities shall be included
in earnings" and "unrealized holding
gains and losses for securities available for sale shall be excluded from
earnings and reported as a net am ount
in a separate component of shareholders' equity" (paragraph 13). The FASB
again said that, "If the decline is
judged to be `other than temporary,'
the cost basis of the individual security
shall be written down to fair value...
and the amount of the write -down
shall be included in earnings" (para-

graph 16).
Here we are almost 20 years after
the enactment of SFAS 12, which ignored the issue of differences between
market value and cost for debt securities. Had the FASB dealt with debt securities the same way it did equity securities in 1975, there would have been
no need for the new Standard on marketable debt securities. As SFAS 115
now requires the write -down of marketable securities, SFAS 12 must have
resulted in "unfairly presented" financial statements for almost 20 years,
even though all of those financial
statements were purported to have
been "fairly presented, in accordance
with generally accepted accounting
principles,"

INCOMETAXES

A recent example of changing ac-

countin g standards, and a source of the
question about what even constitutes
generally accepted accounting principles, is the accounting for income taxes. Never in the history of accounting
stand ard s have we struggled quite as
much as we did to develop new stan-
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dards relating to income taxes.
The standard - setting body that preceded FASB was the Accounting Principles Board (APB). That board issued
what it called "opinions." In 1967, it issued APB Opinion No. 11, "Accounting
for Income Taxes." That Opinion was
the rule governing the reporting of federal income taxes. It stood for 20 years
until 1987 when the FASB issued
Statem ent No. 96. SFAS 96 originally
was scheduled to become mandatory
for all financial statem ents for periods
beginning after December 15, 1988, although early implementation was encouraged. Many companies, in fact, did
implem ent the Standard early. However, the rule met with unprecedented
opposition, and its implem entation
date was thrice delayed: once for one
year (SFAS 100), followed by an additional two -year delay (SFAS 103), and
then an additional one -year delay
(SFAS 108). Finally, it was superseded
by SFAS 109 in 1992. SFAS 109's effective date is for financial statements for
periods after December 15, 1992.
When SFAS 96 was issued in 1987,
companies were allowed to implement
the standard early or wait until its effective date. That effective date was delayed to December 15, 1989, then to
December 15, 1991, and finally to December 15, 1992. Thus from December
1987 (the issue date of Statement No.
96) to December 31, 1991 (the issue
date of Statement No. 109), companies
could implement the provisions of APB
11 or SFAS 96, and, either way, the financial statements would have been
"in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles." From December
1991 (the issue date of Statement No.
109) until December 15, 1992 (the effective date of Statement No. 109),
companies could employ the provisions
of APB 11, SFAS 96, or SFAS 106 and
effectively claim that the financial
statements were "in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles." It is a difficult leap of faith to expect that the very different provisions
of APB 11, SFAS 96, and SFAS 109 all
equally could provide "fairly presented"
financial statements.

PROLIFERATIONOF
NEWSTANDARDS

I
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f one is to believe that the set of accounting standards currently applied
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results in "fairly presented" financial
statements, then one also must believe that no new standards would
ever be needed, except, of course, to
accommodate new business or economic developments. A look at the titles of the new standards issued during the past four years reveals this is
not the case. There have been 14 new
ones WAS 109 -122), but none of
them concerns issues that are new
and have come into existence since
1992.

Careers
at Mayo

WHATSHOULDBEDONE

R ecommendations go to three separate groups. They are the FASB, corporate accountants who prepare financial
statements, and auditors who attest to
whether those financial statements are
"fairly presented in accordance with
...accounting princigenerally accepted
ples." First, the FASB must take a firm
stance and insist on the standards that
most likely will result in fair presentation. Accepting public input is fine, but

Mayo is an internationally respected health system providing
comprehensive clinical, research, and educational programs in
Rochester, approximately one hour SE of Minneapolis /St. Paul
metropolitan area. Rochester has been consistently rated one of
the "Best Places to Live Now" by Money magazine. Mayo
Medical Center consists of Mayo Clinic Rochester, Saint Marys
Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, which together form
the world's largest private medical center.
Mayo Medical Center, a healthcare facility of 17,000 employees
is seeking a Management Accountant with 4+ years experience
in a corporate environment. A bachelor's degree in accounting or
business is required and a CPA /CMA /MBA or auditing experience strongly preferred. The candidate must be PC- proficient in
current spreadsheet and word - processing applications and
possess knowledge of accounting systems. Mayo's Management
Accountant provides analytical and financial support to medical
and administrative departments. Management Accountants
are key members of the leadership teams of the department
they support, and their offices are physically located in those
departments in most cases. Qualified candidates should possess
strong problem solving and analytical skills and the ability to
work with all levels of management and staff.
This position is a part of an environment which places a
very strong emphasis on team performance, customer service
excellence and principled leadership.
As a leader in healthcare, Mayo offers a very competitive
wage, benefits and relocation package. Qualified candidates are
invited to submit resumes in confidence to:
Mayo Medical Center
Amy Brown • Personnel Services-0131
2001st Street SW • Rochester, MN 55905
Fax: 507-266-7766
Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator
and employer.
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the Board must not allow such input to
sway it away from the standards that
would result in the most accurate presentation. Unless the FASB is willing
to take difficult positions, it will continue to see itself visiting the same issues
every 20 years or so, just as it did with
marketable securities.
Second, corporate accountants and
auditors must take the lead to ensure
that financial statements are fair and
accurate. They must not simply take
the position that if the FASB allows it,
then it must result in the most "fair"
presentation just because it is "in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles." Auditors must be
willing to consider the possibility that
even if financial statements are "in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles," that does not necessarily guarantee that they are "fairly
presented." If the FASB is to move toward more meaningful and accurate
financial presentations, it will be the
corporate accountants and auditors
who will be most influential in that
effort.
"In accordance with generally accepted accounting principles" does not
guarantee that financial statements
are "fairly presented." Just the opposite
is often true. "In accordance with generally accepted accounting principles"
often guarantees that the financial
statements are "unfairly presented."
Users of financial statements must
evaluate the fairness or unfairness of
presentations when using financial
statements that are in accordance
with generally accepted accounting
principles. ■
Ronald M. Mano, Ph.D, CPA, CFE, is professor of accounting and Willard L. Eccles Accounting Fellow at Weber State University, Ogden, Utah. He is a member of IMA's Salt Lake
Area Chapter, through which this article was
submitted, and can be reached at (801) 6266730.
Mark Anderson, CPA, is a staff accountant
with Hansen, Barnett, & Maxwell, CPAs in Salt
Lake City, Utah. He can be reached at (801)
532 -2200.
Vicki Nycum, Ph.D., CPA, is associate professor of accounting and department chairperson
at Weber State University. She can be reached
at (801) 626 -7111.
Kevin McBeth, Ph.D., CPA, is assistant professor of accounting at Weber State University.
He can be reached at (801) 626 -6989.
'Geraldine Dominiak and Joseph G. Louderback
III, "'Present Fairly' and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles," The CPA Journal,January 1972,
pp. 45-49.
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

New Expectations
in Financial Reporting
BYROBERTROHAN, CPA
ecent independent surveys by
firms such as Price Waterhouse
LLP and Deloitte & Touche LLP
have revealed that many controllers
and CFOs see a significant need and
opportunity to improve their financial
reporting process. A full 8O%ofthe respondents in one such survey indicated
they were dissatisfied with their current financial reporting tools. What
that means is there are new expectations for financial reporting in today's
enterprise, new functionality required
of the reporting tools themselves, and
new technology from vendors that is focused on addressing the specialized
needs of financial reporting. These
needs include such functions as end user reporting, distributed processing,
electronic report distribution, multicurrency issues, and information consolidation that are changing the financial
reporting process dramatically.
Like any other business process, financial reporting is subject to new
user expectations as business practice
and technology become more sophisticated. In the past, financial reports often were programmed by information
systems (IS) resources. Today, the expectation is for end -users to build their
own reports. The report process itself
has changed, moving away from static,
after -the -fact paper snapshots of the
business activity to dynamic, on -demand information views. A wider audience of information consumers expects
to participate in the financial reporting
process and see the quality reports designed for easier assimilation of information rather than reams of densely
packed numbers. Also, financial reporting must accommodate data outside
the general ledger, such as data housed
50
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in spreadsheets or other desktop databases, to encompass areas of business
activity that may be managed outside
the accounting department.
Enlightened organizations are realizing that a financial report should be
regarded not as the conclusion of a
transaction process but as the beginning of an information analysis
process. A great deal of data is accumulated in the average financial report, and these data can be "mined" to
uncover more valuable business intelligence than can be delivered by a paper
printout. "Data rich" financial reports
allow users to drill down from summary report data to more detailed transaction data for further investigative
analysis. "Level sensitive" reports ensure that the same report format can
be reproduced easily for any level in
the organizational tree or even permit
the use ofdifferent formats by specific
levels in the tree to tailor information
to the needs ofeach reader. "What if"
analyses allow users to evaluate the effect of business restructuring alternatives quickly and easily.
The audience for financial reports
has grown to include managers, analysts, and external business partners
who should not have, and do not want,
access to the underlying accounting
system. Such users want their own
personalized view of the financial data
in a format they can use for their own
localized needs. To address the needs of
this audience, financial report writers
must be able to deliver tailored reports
to any nonaccounting user, at any time,
whether he or she is locally or remotely connected. Broader Internet access
only increases the demand and repositories that can be accessed worldwide

through browsers and other tools.
Many organizations attempt to meet
these diverse requirements with approaches that include spreadsheets, online analytical processing (OLAP) tools,
executive information systems (EIS),
or data warehouses. While all these
technologies have their particular
strengths and focus, none is designed
specifically to perform and improve financial reporting.
As with any other task, the key to
successful financial reporting is to use
the right tool for the job. The best tool
for handling the complexity and diversity of financial reporting in today's
global enterprises is one that is independent of the underlying accounting
systems and structures, is focused on
the financial reporting task, and is
flexible enough to deliver the functionality to support today's "best practice"
reporting processes. Vendors such as
FRx Software now are delivering a single financial reporting solution that
can be deployed enterprise -wide to service any type ofbusiness unit, irrespective of the accounting system, database, and currencies. Consequently,
companies can select the appropriate
accounting systems to meet their
transactional recording requirements
and view their financial reporting application as a "best of breed" decision
that is separate from the accounting
application decision. ■

Robert Rohan, CPA, is vice president of FRx
Software Corporation, based in Denver, Colo.
He holds an MBA degree in accounting and taxation from Golden Gate University. He also
spent six years with KPMG in San Francisco
and was director of taxation for a large oil and
gas firm.
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TIME SAVED FOR HARBOUR. GROUP,
LTD.- TEWELINE'S METAVIEW
K eeping track of the finan- Harbour Group is that the
cial performance of one company is a tough job. Imagine
having to keep track of 13 individual companies. For
Frank Loveland, CFO of Harbour Group, Ltd., it's all in a
day's work. Financial performance is a core part of Harbour Group's business. This
fast - growing investment and
holding company routinely
acquires companies in Europe, Canada, and the United
States; modernizes their operating technology; regenerates their systems; and manages them at a profit.
As Frank Loveland puts it,
"We're a private company
that acquires and develops
manufacturing companies.
We pool institutional money
into partnerships and use
that money to go out and acquire businesses. We've been
doing it for the past 20
years —we've made over 80
acquisitions so far, which
we've consolidated into 13
businesses."
Typically, Harbour Group
looks for an industry that is
fragmented. Then it does
multiple acquisitions within
that industry and consolidates the acquisitions to form
a larger company. The aim is
to take the larger entity public at some point in the future. In the last four years,
Harbour Group has taken
four of its companies public.
One of the key concerns for

newly aquired business have
a sound infrastructure. If it
doesn't, it can't be grown
quickly. As a result, Harbour
places a high degree of reliance on having good, integrated manufacturing and
management control systems
in its businesses. If the acquired company does not
have such an infrastructure,
Harbour Group immediately
puts one in.
Managing a range of businesses that have a multitude
of accounting and financial
reporting systems was something of a headache for
Harbour Group. The
company wanted a consistent set of reports
from all of these different businesses. To
achieve this goal, Harbour Group chose to
work with Timeline®,
implementing its
MetaView Server'"'
technology. The software
allowed Harbour to go
into a company and map
the account structure from
existing systems into the
Timeline software. This, in
turn, enabled Harbour to
transfer data out of the acquired company's system onto a network running
MetaView Server. Using
MetaView, Harbour was able
to generate a consistent set
of reports at all company
locations.

d

k

Harbour Group started
working with Timeline in
1994 following a period in the
mid 1980s when the company
acquired small manufacturing businesses that really
had very little in the way of
good operating manufacturing systems. At that time,
Harbour Group standardized
on a hardwarelsoftware platform and a hard -coded reporting package. This scenario meant throwing out
any existing systems and
putting in an HP3000 with
custom software.
In the late'80s to mid -'908,
however, the businesses Harbour Group was acquiring
had better systems, and it be-

came very expensive to throw
out what existed simply to
get the necessary financial
reports. The company needed
a way to de -link the operational systems from the financial reporting system. It
was at this point that Harbour Group started looking
around for something to do
just that. With a previous
company, Loveland had used

Lotus Symphony with file
transfers over modems. He
knew Harbour needed something more sophisticated and
robust. He looked at technology from several leading vendors and chose the Timeline
solution because it offered
flexibility and open systems.
"The other systems were
essentially extensions of a
flat file concept that made it
very difficult to do the kinds
of sophisticated reporting
that we were looking for, primarily in the area of sales
analysis, and we knew with a
relational database we could
do the kinds of things we
wanted to do," says Loveland.
"That was a very significant
hurdle we had to get
over, and it took us a lot
of time and effort to
find one package we
thought could do it."
Today the company is
still in the process of
moving its 13 companies to the Timeline
system. "It takes time
to get the mapping
process down and getting just the pure financial balance sheets and
cash flow statements out, but
we've done that now in at
least 10 locations, so we're to
the point now where we can
show up and if they've got the
right resources time wise,
hardware capabilities, and
the right configured PC, we
can go in and do it in probably three to four weeks. It
doesn't take long at all,"
Loveland says.
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The most visible benefits of
moving to MetaView are the
style of reports, their formats,
and their presentation. With
Timeline's MetaView every
report looks the same, making it easier to find the data
you need and to compare data
from company to company.
The other major benefit of
using MetaView for reporting
is that it doesn't involve a lot
of people or many hours to
produce the reports Harbour
Group needs. "We ask the
companies for a lot of information every month. If they
had to put it in a spreadsheet
manually every month, it
would take a person a full
month to do so. This is a very
cost effective way to approach
the problem," says Loveland.
Above all else, the major
benefit the company has derived by moving to the Timeline software has been the
amount of time it saves.
"We've put together a book
that's generic with all the different reports that we need.
It's probably an inch thick. To
get this from every company,
[with] each [having] its own
system, would have taken forever. The Timeline software
gets around this because it
maps the data in the existing
system to the data in the report. When you've mapped
the data once, you're there.
Today we've got one business
that has Oracle, one that has
Manman, one with BPICS,
and another with Mapix. If
you had to go into each of
those and format reports
[from] each of their unique
systems, you'd spend all your
time formatting the reports.
That's the time savings."

Timeline is a registered trademark, and
MetaView is a trademark of Timeline,
Inc.
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BANCORPSOUTH
TR.ANsFERs ITS
COMPOUNDED
GROWTHINTO
HYPERION
ENTERPRISE
B ancorpSouth, Inc., for-

ing an in -house system.
"We needed a system powerful enough to let us offload
any amount of information
from the mainframe to our local area network — including
both general ledger and product- specific data. Hyperion
Enterprise fit the bill."

merly Bancorp of Mississippi, is a regional bank holding company with two subsidiary banks, Bank of
Mississippi and Volunteer
Bank of Tennessee. Before
1988, BancorpSouth was a
medium -sized banking institution with relatively
simple management information requirements. By
1993 all that changed dramatically after a series of
acquisitions resulted in the
addition of 100 offices, encompassing two states.
Explains Will Newcomer,
vice president of MIS, "Our
rapid growth, along with
monumental changes in U.S.
banking laws, heightened
competition, and an expanding customer base created extraordinary demands on the
bank's information resources.
It was my charter to implement a management information system so we could respond more effectively to the
information challenges
brought on by this new banking environment."
Newcomer says be wrestled with the buy versus
build decision. "Quite frankly,
I didn't think we could find a
cost - effective system with the
high- performance features
we needed."
Seeing a demonstration of
Hyperion® Enterprise client/
server financial management
system changed Newcomer's
mind. "Hyperion Enterprise
is simply a much better value
to our company than develop-

AWEALTHOF
INFORMATION
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"More than 125 branches
book their own expenses, so it
is imperative that we understand each unit's profitability." With Hyperion Enterprise's built -in financial logic,
the accounts are preprogrammed to roll all branch
data forward. "All we have to
do is set the data and run
with it."
Newcomer describes Hyperion Enterprise as "exceeding
expectations" in the following
areas:
■ Fast installation,
■ Ability to handle changes
quickly,
■ Automatic roll -up
capabilities,
■ Flexibility— especially in
adding companies to the
database,
■ Ease of use.

Newcomer recently implemented Hyperion® OnTrack.
This graphical information
access tool delivers critical
performance information to
the bank's existing network
of branch offices.
"With Hyperion OnTrack
we are able to provide more
than 40 community bank
presidents and executives
with across- the -board access
to what's happening at every
branch office."
Newcomer continues, "This
is an incredible asset in
maintaining our competitive
edge in an increasingly
crowded marketplace."

INVESTINGINTHEFuTURE
With Hyperion Enterprise,
Newcomer continues to fulfill
his charter to provide comprehensive management reporting to bank managers at
every location. Plans are also
under way to use Hyperion
Enterprise to create a new
productivity -based analysis
application slated to be ready
before year -end.

Says Newcomer, "Hyperion
Enterprise is the first software application that actually does more than we had
even hoped for."

THE GRASSIs
GREENERATTORO
WITHFASTER
CONSOLIDATIONS
ANDATIGHTLY
INTEGRATED EIS

THEPAYOFF

Few companies are as con-

Hyperion Enterprise has
turned out to be a great investment for the bank's accounting staff and tax auditors as well. And it has
helped streamline external
audit reviews because everything is readily available in
dynamic reports. The closing
cycle has been cut from 10
days to three.

cerned about changing climates as Toro. Dry spells in
the weather or sudden chills
in consumer spending send
shivers through the Minnesota -based manufacturer's lawn
mower and snowblower business. In recent years, however, Toro has taken aggressive
steps to shelter itself from
seasonal and economic

volatility. One way the company is weathering the
storms is by using Comshare's Commander FDC and
EIS solutions.
"With Comshare, we can
consolidate data and distribute reports much faster than
we could in the past," says financial analyst Diana Van
Moorlehem. "That helps our
management spot trends and
respond to them sooner." According to Van Moorlehem,
that's exactly what Toro CFO
Jerry Knight had in mind
when he joined the company
in 1992. "Jerry's objective was
to improve our financial reporting. He wanted to give
management more flexible
ways to look at the business
and [to] get them information
faster."
The root of Toro's reporting
problems was in the mechanics of collecting and consolidating the financial data. "We
were consolidating data from
different locations in one system, and our plans and projections were in spreadsheet
applications on other systems," explains Diane Virnig,
supervisor of general accounting. "To develop reports,
we'd have to rekey data into
spreadsheets, print out
dozens of documents, and distribute them in thick binders.
That took time and introduced a greater chance of
error."
Virnig and Van Moorlehem
led a corporate -wide effort to

find a new system
for consolidations
and financial reporting. Their
main requirement?
"We wanted to
have a single database where all of
our consolidation
information would
be integrated with
our reporting systems," says
Virnig.
In September 1992, Toro
purchased Commander FDC,
Commander EIS, and several
related applications. The
company began implementing the software in November, used FDC for its April
1993 close, and started reporting through the EIS in
August.
Today, Toro's financial information system, known internally as "KEY" (Knowledge Empowers You), tracks
data from 175 different units,

breaking down the company's
eight divisions by product
line, geographical location,
and, in some cases, distribution channel. Diane TverbergBina, senior customer analyst
at Toro, is in charge of supporting the KEY system. She
says, "The FDC software is
being used by about 40 people
at our corporate office in
Bloomington, Minn. The EIS
software is used by more
than 125 people at sites in
California, Minnesota, and
Mississippi."
Users are quite satisfied
with the KEY system's performance. In 1994, Moorlehem, Virnig, and TverbergBina received a companywide award for their roles in
defining, implementing, and
maintaining the KEY system.
"It was nice to be recognized
for our involvement," Tverberg-Bina acknowledges, "but
the benefits that the compa-

MORESOFTEXIN
ACCOUNTINGANDFINANCE
The next SoftEx in Accounting & Finance
event will be held September 11 -12,
1996, in Chicago at the Chicago Palmer
House Hilton. In keeping with the SoftEx
tradition, there will be a master class on
the day preceding the show and then
two days of exhibits, individual vendor
demonstrations, and industrial tutorials.
For further information, contact Interactive Information Services, Inc., in Palo
Alto, Calif., at (415) 842 -7373, phone;
(415) 842 -7377, fax.

ny has received from the system are reward enough."
"We've reduced the length
of our close from eight to four
days, and FDC was a part of
that," Virnig reports. "But the
greater impact is in the distribution of information. FDC
and EIS have helped us cut
the time between our close
and the distribution of reports by two weeks. Reporting information used to be
available on the eighteenth
day of the month; now it's out
the fifth day." And the information is better, too.
"Speeding the availability
of reports forces controllers
and analysts to look at information even before the formal close," observes Virnig.
"Management is getting the
numbers so fast, and asking
questions so soon after close,
that the divisions want to see
the data as early as possible.
With FDC, we're running preliminary closes every night so
people can identify issues and
resolve them before the numbers are final."
Speed and quality aren't
the only ways information delivery has improved. "We never distributed anywhere near
this much information," Van
Moorlehem says. "Before
Comshare, people just didn't
ask certain questions because
they knew they couldn't get
the answers. It would take
too much time and effort to
put the information together.
Now the information is there
for them when they need it,
and they can ask all the questions they want. "This system
has had a huge impact on our
working smart," Van Moorlehem adds. "People are dedicating more time to the
things they should be doing...
the things they really want to
do. And I think they're happier for it. I know I am."
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nside
mPlementation
Some helpful advice can

make the process easier.

BYKATHYWILLIAMS ANDJAMESHART

Chris Foote, Systems Union:Two areas are critical. This
might seem a bit ironic, but one is knowing the software.
The people I speak with in the planning stage often have
not been involved in the selling stage or in the selection
stage. When I'm talking with them about time frames,
they don't even know the software they purchased. So
we've added a management overview to tell them what
the software can do for them.
Richard Dance, Soft Resources: A preinstallation re -demo?
Chris: It's more than that. It's from the services group and
gives users a simple one -day, two -day overview of the
strengths, weaknesses, what they need to think of when
they are looking at their requirements, and how those
requirements are going to fit with our software.

up,

Adam Thier, Computron: We put one or two conference
room pilots right on site. If employees can play with the
equipment while the systems are being set
they can
understand how interfaces are going to work and what
functionality is buried inside.
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Chris:The more your client knows, the better the whole
project will go. If they're kept in the dark, they get scared.
They've all been through bad implementations. This is
your opportunity to tell them that you've done it before,
done it correctly, and you have good methodology.
Another point is knowing their requirements. Often I
come up against controllers who think they know what's
going on in the company, but they don't. When you get
down to the fine detail of how a process works, they have
no clue. Take statutory requirements. I know we're talking
domestic here, but in the international arena few people
know how difficult it is to extract statutory requirements.
Clients should be aware of the amount of effort they need
to put in up front to get their requirements —not just for
the Request for Proposal [RFP] but their requirements for
the actual computer software.
Jim Hart: Chris, you just said as statement of fact, something which everyone seemed to agree with: They have all
been through bad installations. [General agreement]
a

s anyone who has purchased a software system
knows, there's a big gap between selecting the software and getting the system up and runnin g. To
have a smooth implementation of the new system and
conversion of the old one takes a great deal of planning,
time, teamwork, and follow- through on the part of the customer and the vendor.
To gain some insight into this critical issue, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® conducted a roundtable with financial software companies at a recent SoftEx in Accounting
& Finance. Participants were John Calahan, Timeline;
Adriaan Theron, SQL Financials; Bill Walker, QSP; Dana
Larson, J.D. Edwards & Co.; Chris Foote, Systems Union;
Richard Dance (moderator), Soft Resources; Jim Hart,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®; Susan Beyer, Comshare;
Karen Steckler, Microsoft; Tom Brennan, CODA; Adam
Thier, Computron; Ron Crowe, Deltek Systems; Robert
Deshaies, Solomon Software; Kathy Williams, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®.
Participants shared their experiences and philosophies
about implementing software systems. Part 1 of the discussion, published in April, ended with suggestions on
how to get customers up to speed before implementation.

Chris:Yes. We are greeted with a certain level of insecurity or suspicion, I think, when we tell a client, we have the
methodology for you. The client says, "We've been through
that before." We vendors have to convince them that our
methodology is proven and that now we have a standard.
Ron Crowe, Deltek: I liked your use of the word "extract." I
hadn't heard it used in that context before... "extract the
requirements." It reminded me of somebody pulling a
tooth. Often one of the most frustrating issues I face in
extracting requirements is to get past the `we've always
done it that way."
Chris:There's also an element of reengineering. Should
we be involved in financial reengineering or business
reengineering?
Tom Brennan, CODA: I was just thinking the same thing as
we were talking about client/server and its complexities
and people not having the skills. Not only do we go
through a whole massive change in technology, but throw
BPR [Business Process Reengineering] into that formula
and you've got one heck of a cocktail!
What's worse, there are about 50,000 definitions of
BPR, and people don't always know what type they're
going through. We need to get our customers to define

what they mean by BPR and their role in it. If you can get
a handle on that, you can help the customer and understand their framework. Some of the BPR projects are just
like runaway trains, and in many cases we're the caboose.

person we sent to the client is still around, he or she continues with that life cycle. That continuity becomes
invaluable because the client has a single point of contact
within the organization.

Dana Larson, J.D. Edwards: We go for the quick wins
where we try to limit reengineering. Obviously you don't
want to create the same problems the customer had
before, so you change their system enough to make it
work great, but then you teach them about the software to
show: "Now, as you're getting used to it, as things work,
look how easy it is to change. Make your changes later."
But get those quick wins. Otherwise you get no momentum for the project, and it dies partway through. You have
to get something going so that the train is actually moving. Even if you are in the caboose you've made some
progress.

Dana: We've taken the approach where the sales rep is the
owner forever because the sales rep is the one who made
the promises. They also are the ones who are going to try
to sell upgrades and more products, so it gives them a
feeling of ownership. They have to face the music when
that product goes in, and they have to live up to what
they sold.

John Culahon, Timeline: Dana, your firm's large. Do you do
BPR studies and similar things for people?
Dana: We try to get in and out and get the software going,
so we work with [Big 61 partners like Andersen and
KPMG and Price Waterhouse. Our expertise is with the
software.
Richard: We could interject here that we need a good system life cycle to use as an educational tool. After the initial implementation a company gets the greatest benefit
from the software because users start to know more about
it, they start to know how to use it, they start to tweak it
to do their jobs. As an industry, we need to show that
implementation doesn't end right there. Quite a bit after
the software is installed and, so to speak, implemented,
there's a period where perhaps its usefulness grows, then
stabilizes, and then perhaps meets users' requirements
less and less so they think about changes. Maybe we need
to tell buyers that implementation is a three - month, two month, whatever window, not a finite, concrete deal.
Adriaan Theron, SQL:You mentioned life cycle. All of us
are in the business of developing software, and all of us
have a clearly defined life cycle —from the idea to the
obsolescence phase —with our product. In the development
process, we use the concept of a virtual team. One or two
people own the technology, usually a development senior
individual and a product management senior individual.
Then they surround the team with people from sales, marketing, finance —every functional group within the company. I don't see why the process of installing, implementing,
and bringing to life a line of business applications should
be any different. Maybe the process should be team driven. On a monthly /quarterly basis the team sits down
with the people who own the implementation and review
the impact it's having on all parts of the organization, not
just accounting.
Susan Boyer, Comshare: We're partnering with our customer companies. One of the things we try to do during
the implementation cycle is assign a consultant to a client
for life. Even two years down the road the client's going to
do some reengineering, and well need to help. If the first

Chris:We tend to take a conservative approach and have
two people owning it. Both the account manager and the
services manager own it because there are certain cases
where —and I hate to say it for marketing people —the
client only believes the services manager.
A year after the implementation if the customer is
reengineering, it's the services manager who's going to be
providing the answers. The account manager comes in to
sort out the commercial issues. The client, however, must
know which person to contact for information.
Susan: That's why our implementation services people are
in on the sale. I don't think the client or the prospect ever
truly believes 100% of what the salesperson says. It lends
credence when somebody who has done a lot of implementations comes in and helps out in the sales cycle and
answers detailed questions about the implementation. He
or she can offer a perspective from experience.
Ri (hard: Any more on the first phase of implementation?
Bill Walker, QSP: Richard, let's go back to one of your
points about abolishing RFPs. Because of the complexity
of the software decision and how scared people are about
it, the sales cycles lengthen out. I think one of the things
that frequently leads to disappointing implementation
cycles is the fact that maybe the customer originally had a
deadline they wanted to meet. The sales cycle stretches
out, and the process doesn't start when planned, but the
customer still wants to get it done by that date. The vendor is starting with a no -win situation. That's where the
planning process becomes very important as a way to educate customers that even though they want the software
by a certain date, are they prepared to do what it's going
to take to get there? Is it realistic to do that?
Adam: Coming back to project management, when we talk
about implementation cycles and effort, the client's talking about duration. How long will it take to convert the
GL data? Well, we know the dates, we've got the matrixes,
how many interfaces, so 22 days. That's 22 days of consulting time billable at X dollars a day or whatever it is. Are
there people available? For how many days? Who's on
vacation, who isn't? For a year -end implementation, that's
22 billable days over a 40 -day period.
John: Everybody's talking about the same problem. Has
anybody thought of outsourcing? If you're responsible for
the system, why not just go sell the customer the system,
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then hire the controller. Andersen Consulting is getting
into that in a big way for large companies, creating an
opportunity for vendors to go into a company and say,
"Well outsource your routine bookkeeping." Maybe it's a
VAR [value -added reselleri opportunity, too.
Karen Steckler, Microsoft:John brings up a good point.
There are some challenges you'll be faced with soon with
PC LAN moving up in your space because they sell
through an indirect sales channel —their VARs. And their
VARs are accounting literate. Their VARS are able to take
on those functions.
Robert Deshoies, Solomon: At Solomon, we use an indirect
channel of VARs, consultants, and developers. We believe
no one company has the ability to plan, sell, implement,
and support today's client/server technology. In the consulting phase, we use several resources to determine the
best alternatives for a customer. A VAR or consultant will
work with a number of strategic partners for services such
as networking, systems management, and development
while using their expertise in financial solutions to give
the client an overall perspective. The VAR or consultant
will be the project coordinator. So we use a variety of
focused experts to target specific needs of the client.
That approach also allows us to coordinate and implement the next phases more easily because we have used a
team approach, even if some of the members are from the
outside. We're not using our own resources on a full -time
basis for one particular project. We, the vendor, can focus
on software enhancement, support services, and working
with many channel partners. The vendor's reach becomes
a vast knowledge base, providing the customer the best
opportunity for success.
Richard: Moving on with installation and implementation,
how do we make sure the customer is prepared for us to
install the software on the date we set? How can we help
educate them as to what they need to do in preparation
for installing the software we sold them?
Susan: I believe that starts with the sales cycle also. We
have a general implementation outline we present during
the sales cycle. It includes resources expected from both
sides. One of the first things it covers is a needs analysis
for installing the software. That's number one. It gets presented as a kind of a working model. We also have a document that I give to every client that says, "These are some
of the issues you can consider before we ever walk in your
door. If you can start thinking about these issues, it's
going to make the implementation design a lot easier." I
spent a day and a half with a company trying to answer
the basic question: To what level do you want to budget?
Jobe: How many of you do a complete prototype, a working prototype, before installation? I think the client/server
environment lends itself to that. For example, well put a
complete consolidation system together for somebody on
Microsoft Access that through our client/server technology
can be moved into SQL Server, Oracle, or whatever they
choose. If you try to implement the entire project with the
whole client/server environment, that takes time. But we
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can prove the concept in small environments.
Susan:There's a huge difference in what the software can
do and how the software is used. There's a difference in
the mind set if you're doing implementation as opposed to
a demo and a proof session. A demo and a proof session
show the qualities of the product and where the vendors
differentiate. When you get to the implementation, you
need to figure out how to give them a great implementation and a great software program that they're not going
to be spending months maintaining every year.
John: Our vision and dream are to make those prototypes
real. By making your software more shrink- wrapped, more
packaged, more easily installable, you have to sell the
client on a certain structure. You can't say, "What do you
want? I'll do anything you want when you want it."
Dana: But that's where we add our value. We tell customers, "If you make this choice, these are the ramifications. If you make this choice when you're setting it up,
here's what will happen." There are branches at every
stage.
Tom:There's so much flexibility in the products today.
We're going more toward shrink wrap, but there are still
so many choices, and client/server is also that way, unto
itself, that in some ways it's less shrink wrapped. It
almost has gone the other way in some respect.
John: And the winners will figure out how to shrink wrap
that flexibility.
Dana: We just introduced a new product for the lower end
that we call a shrink - wrapped product. We sell it through
VARs. The buyer goes through an accompanying survey
and answers questions. The answers set flags in the software ahead of time. So customers do a lot of the implementation by answering questions, "Yes," "No," "Check this
box." Then we set it up ahead of time, ship it out, and
their implementation time is shortened. I don't know if we
could ever do that for our major product.
Ron: If we take that approach, aren't we taking some of
the decision making away from the clients and putting it
where it doesn't belong —in our chair?
Adam: But the problem with the old "A:\ >Install" mentality is that it takes away the ramifications, the cause/effect
relationships. There are just so many of the "if you want
to set up your chart of accounts this way and do your consolidations that way, that's going to..." That's the job of the
consultant. The job of the consultant is not to check the
boxes —it's to understand what the check in the box
means.
Richard: Let's jump to installing hardwarelsoftware. Do
most of you have some sort of "train the trainer" or "train
the installer" that occurs up front so a few people within
the client structure know what's going on?
Sill: We went a step further with one of our clients who

had a fairly impressive implementation schedule and who
was moving to an environment in which it had no experience. We had the hardware and database and everything
else shipped to our location, established a kind of a war
room for them, loaded the software for them, and brought
their people in for "train the trainer" at our site so they
could get up and running. We were able to give them more
of a turnkey solution to move forward. But we don't do
that for every client. Not everyone needs it.
Chris: When we moved into the client/server environment
and realized more technical expertise was required, we
set up technology centers. The staff from a center would
make sure a system was set up to its optimum performance level. It's a service the clients appreciate. And it
has almost nothing to do with the software. It's just an
optimization and tweaking of the client/server environment or Unix network environment.
Sawn:Most of the people we've worked with have either
outsourced their IS, or they have people inside who can do
that work. That means a phone call to our internal support group. One company hired us to evaluate all of their
machinery at all of their sites. Our technical person has
been on a whirlwind tour for a month and a half looking
at these sites. Could they have done it themselves? Probably, but the financial community that bought the software
didn't trust the IS staff, which is why we were brought in.
There's always a "point finger" between finance and IS as
to who's responsible for what.
Ron: Frankly it's hard for our clients now that we're in
the client/server environment. It's hard for them to find
experienced database administrators. Often they're coming out of a LAN environment where they have somebody
who's a certified network engineer who thinks he's a qualified database administrator when he isn't.
Richard: Can we say, then, that in the installation process
technical issues should be considered prior to installation?
Adam: Yes. Here's an example from my direct experience.
I arrived at a huge installation with 12 processors loaded
for bear, big network environment, but no transceiver. Our
technical consultants showed up with the tapes, got ready
to load up, and for lack of a $150 transceiver we had
$4,500 a day of consultants who couldn't do anything!
Richard: Down to tables and parameters. It seems to me
we add the most value when we show what's mutually
exclusive or what the options are.
Tom: I think the most value is in the chart of accounts.
One of the reasons people are buying new accounting systems is to get better information and a core of information
in the accounting system's chart of accounts. So if I were
to recommend to anybody to spend time on a step, I would
have a big, long section on charts of accounts.
Richard: What makes the difference between a good and
bad chart of accounts? As critical as that issue is, I don't
think I have seen much on that subject.

Ron:In our environment [project accounting], the chart of
accounts design is almost secondary to the other requirements. We are project accounting oriented. What do they
need out of it? What kind of information do they need
about their projects? What kind of information do they
need about their organizations and profitability? Once
those decisions are made, the chart of accounts almost
falls into place. But it's a subset of data capture.
Dana:Just please tell them not to duplicate their old
chart of accounts. [Lots of laughter from the entire table]
Tom:That's a critical point. Clients are buying a system,
telling us they want better information, they want to use
all these GUI tools and all the toys. But they still want
their chart of accounts the way they've always had it.
Richard:So how can we help them set parameters?
Adam: We start with the chart of accounts at many of our
customers' sites. But the first thing they want to do is
change the screens. That's putting the cart way before the
horse because you're down to the user interface as
opposed to what the user interface is doing. Users need to
be concerned with what they want their system to accomplish. What information do they want in how many levels?
At one client's we had a highly trained business analyst
moving screens when he needed to be dealing with parameters and how the tables were set up.
Ron:I don't think we should allow our clients to get into a
situation in which everything is done by rote without
thinking —point the arrow at block six, and push a button— without understanding that what they're about to do
is compute revenue. And that's what customizing screens
tends to do— promote a roteness rather than a thought
process. We must make sure they think about what's happening with all the numbers.
Adam: I wouldn't even put customizing screens as part of
an implementation.
Dana: But, then, you're not allowing customers to make
the software work best for the user. You have to write the
documentation for going live. If you write the documentation to one set of screens and one set of menu items, and
you change it afterwards, you have to be realistic. You can
give clients the tools, but don't do the work for them. They
need to use our systems and then customize as needs
arise.
We can have the helps available online. They can look
at a field on the screen. If a certain box is checked, this is
what it means, and this is what the ramifications are. If
it's not checked, this is it. Later they can go back and say,
"Oh, that's right. If I uncheck this box, then this is what
will happen." In this whole tables issue, it's the education
that counts.
Tom: We teach them to fish rather than giving them the
fish.
All: Exactly. ■
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THESECOPENSTHEDOOR
On Monday, May 6, the last of the
electronic stragglers lined up to file.
The Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) had insisted that, `Beginning on that date, all domestic registrants not previously phased in
[would] become subject to mandated
electronic filing requirements." The filers were from the group of publicly
traded companies and mutual funds
still unlisted. The depository was the
Electronic Data Gathering Analysis
and Retrieval system, or EDGAR.
Remember the paperless office
promised back in the early days of digital Oz? Well, the doors are open. If
you want to look at the reports Sled by
all domestic public companies, and
some foreign ones as well, you have a
choice —you can scale the mountain
ranges of paper (an estimated 10 million pages every year) in the SEC's
public reference room in Washington,
or you can visit EDGAR on your PC at
httpd/www.sec. gov /edgarhp.htm.
The SEC's rules for disclosure for
the listings are designed for potential
investors. The 16,000 companies listed
on EDGAR must file quarterly and annual reports, statements of ownership,
employee benefit plans, income, debt,
legal liabilities, changes that might affect their future, and so on. There are
20 corporation finance forms and 16
investment management forms in the
basic list. Definitions for all the forms
are provided at the site.
Although it was not an inexpensive venture —EDGAR cost $111
million to set up—it is exactly the
kind of publishing for which the
Internet is suited. The information
is public, dynamic, and free. Not
only is the information extensive,
but it can be updated hourly, unlike
printed text, which is locked into
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its most recent edition.
There is a grand irony, however, concerning the SEC's new efficiencies with
the system. While at the Commission's
end the snow covered mountain ranges
of paper have been melted into electron streams that now flow on the

EDGAR site, users downloading the
file s s till have the choice to save on
disk or to print. And unless human nature has taken an unforeseen turn, you
know where the paper is now going to
be generated — especially with increased public access (the EDGAR site
is averaging 80,000 hits a day at
present).
If you are among those who view
electronic files as working versions designed to be turned into paper reports,
there are a few minor problems awaiting you. The form you download from
EDGAR will be raw. That is, it will be
in the SGML format (Standard Generalized Markup Language). The text
will have odd <tags>, misaligned
<tables >, unreadable </ headers>, and
very plain fonts —and it will be printed
as one long, unrolling scroll. Except for
the numbers, SGML is, at worst, inconvenient. The numbers, however, are
difficult to transfer because of inconsistent formatting. If you want to subject them to further analysis, you will
have to type them into a spreadsheet
or database or manipulate the charts.
Luckily, there is a commercial program that reformats the EDGAR form.
Financials Online Inc. of North

Bethesda, Md., has a program, EDGAR
Utilities, that creates presentation quality documents out of raw filings.
The reformatted documents can be imported into standard word processors
and spreadsheets. Utilities strips out
the SGML tags, aligns the text, introduces page breaks, formats a variety of
fonts for heads and subheads, and
parses numerical tables. The changed
files can be converted to a variety of
forms: RTF (Rich Text Format) for MS
Word, WordPerfect, Word/AMl Pro, Lotus Notes; HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language) the format used on the
World Wide Web; PDF (Portable Document Format) Adobe's Web format;
WKS the generic spreadsheet format
for all spreadsheet programs; and
ASCII, which is readable in many formats. The cost of the Utilities program
begins at $400 for an introductory
level. Circle No 48
Financials Online Inc. also provides
a service for file authors as well as
readers. At the cost of $1 a page, Financials Online will convert a company's required EDGAR filings into a format appropriate for a Web page listing.
The company then can fulfill the SEC
requirement for filing and also have a
version to put on its home page. Requests for the filing from its customers
or shareholders can be fulfilled on the
Web, again saving the costs of printing
and mailing paper.
On the other.side of the mountain,
Document Technologies, Inc. of New
York has developed EDGAR Ease, a
program that assists persons filing
EDGAR files with the SEC. The program is Windows - based, and it converts a variety of word processing,
database, and spreadsheet formats into
the proper SEC format. Circle No. 49
In theory, the EDGAR system should
save tons of paper and rivers of ink for
the Securities & Exchange Commission. And those corporations that answer requests for filings by pointing to
their Web site also will print far less.
But are we moving substantially closer
to the paperless environment with
these advances? As always, it's the end
user who will decide. And until the average person feels as comfortable with
a disk and monitor as he or she is with
bond and plastic binders, file cabinets
with reinforced drawer slides will continue to be built.

FINANCIALREPORTINGSOFTWAREPRODUCTS
Alcor for Windows is a strategic planning and evaluation software application for Fortune 1,000 companies, money center banks, and accounting firms.
The software affords chief financial officers, strategic planners, and credit
managers the ability to isolate, test,
and assess business decisions that impact the value of their companies.
Users can determine whether a plan,
strategy, or acquisition is capable of
being funded by internal cash flow or
external financing and to what extent
it changes the capital structure of
their company. Alcar for Windows runs
on Windows 3.1 or higher. Circle No. 52

times. Essbase's open architecture supports direct access using standard
spreadsh eets or leading third -party
query, reporting, and EIS tools. Essbase scales from a single -user version
to an enterprise OLAP solution serving
thou san ds of users with databases that
are hun dreds of gigabytes in size. Essbase allows OLAP applications directly
accessing transaction processing system s, o r it can serve as a data m art in
a data warehousing strategy.
Circle No. 54

FundWare® on Windows by American
Fundware is an accounting solution for
not- for -profit and funding organizations. FundWare's integrated financial
reporting capabilities perform allocations, forecasting, budgeting, and comprehensive financial reporting without
the use of outside spreadsheets, ensuring faster and more accurate business
decisions. The family of products includes WinKit, which permits the running of several sessions of Fundware
simultaneously; Monarch for Fund Ware, which is a data access and
graphical financial analysis tool; and
FundWare Corridor, which is a suite of
applications, system software, utilities,
and files designed to provide open

any bank requested. The last five quarters inclu ded in the report are drawn

databas e conne ctivity. Circ le No. 53

Arbor Software's Essb ase® is a mu ltidimensional database optimized for
business plan ning, an alysis, and managem ent reportin g. Based on a true
client/server arch itecture, Essb ase supports m ultiuser read an d write access,
Iarge -scale data capacity, robust analytical calculations, flexib le data navigation, and consistent, speedy response

American Fundware
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CODA
ent functional groups, CODA also offers Cognos Impromptu and Powerplay
products for complementary online analytical processing (OLAP) reports.
Circle No. 56

The Bank Sum mary Report from

Bauer Financial Reports, Inc. is a one page summary of key financial data for

Arbor Software
from call repo rt data as filed with federal regulators. The information inclu des asset and capital levels and ratios, profit and loss, return on assets,
return on equity, delinquencies, number of emplo yees, other real estate
owned, and so on. Circle No. 55
CODA Inc: s Financials Report Writer
takes ad van tage of the client/server
environment and CODA's unified data
warehouse design to provide desktop
users, from executives to data entry
staff, access to data throughout every
dimension of CODA - Financials. Information can be consolidated across multiple entities regardless of chart of account structures. Period -end and ad
hoc reports can be run on demand, and
a lib rary of standard tem plates and
customized reports can be created. To
cover reporting requirements of differ-

Comps-Share's Business Management
Systems is a provider of interactive
software designed to help make critical
business decisions. The series includes
GL/Rdb Financial Management, Receivables Management, Payables Management, Fixed Assets Management,
Human Resources/Payroll, and Inventory/Distribution applications. All modules update the GL/Rdb, share information, and support enhanced security.
The software is designed completely
with the user in mind. Users have the
ability to design their own forms and
tailor certain aspects of the software
without relying on a programmer. The
series includes guaranteed customer
service, comprehensive training and
implementation, and professional
doc umenta tion. C ircle No. 57

ACCPAC /2000 is a Windows -based financial management and accounting
system from Computer Associates International, Inc. ACCPAC /2000 allows
complete customization of graphical
user interfaces and reporting, along
with easy integration of add-on products. Modules include General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Order Entry, Inventory Control,
US/Canadian Payroll, System Manager, and Lanpak. The system includes
multicompany support, full multicurrency capabilities, an integrated visual
macro pr ogr a mm i n g facility, flexible
SQL -based graphical report designer,
integrated spreadsheet capabilities
that fully support advanced multidimensional statistical and data modeling, and support for Microsoft interfaces such as Dynamic Data Exchange.
Circle No. 58
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Concepts Dynamic
Comshare, Inc.'s Commander FDC supports every step of th e statutory and
management reporting process, from
collection of data through consolidation, reporting, and financial analysis.
It manages multiple, complex organization al structures with con solid ation
to as many levels as req uired, with unlimited reporting locations. Commander FDC captures an d align s actuals
from multiple ledgers and h andles currency translatio ns, journal entries, and
intercompany eliminations. Stores financial data collected from many
sources in a shared , secure d atabase
for reporting, analysis, and decision
makin g. It links to Excel and Lotu s 12-3, and is part of Comshare's integrated suite of client/server finan cial decision support applications. Circle No. 59

Concepts Dynamic, Inc. offers CDI Crystal Financial Repo rts so ftware tool.
With this program users can create
and customize presentation - quality financial repo rts for distribu tion
througho ut their organization. It enables users to qu ickly generate informative, professional - looking database
reports and also to conduct online
analyses of those reports. Crystal Financial Repo rts is fully integrated
with all CDI Financial Con trol System
accounting applications and decision
support tools. Features include pre designed rep ort temp lates, m ore than
150 pred efined formulas for b uilding
the rep orts and analyzing data, user defined data dictio nary views to simplify database tab les, and mail

true co st and revenue of performing
any pro jectlactivity. It can generate
billings for your projects/customers. It
can give managers unprecedented financial information about the company, its organizations, projects, and people. Costpoint integrates project accounting with powerful capabilities in
traditional accounting m odules such as
general ledger, payroll, accounts
payable, receivables, and fixed assets.
It also can be integrated with m odules
in materials management and electronic timekeeping. Circle No. 61

Design Data Systems Corp. has announced the availability of its Financial ap plications integrated with FRx
Software's state of the art report
writer, the Financial Reporting Extender. The combination of an object driven rep ort writer with an Oracle -based
set of Windows 95 and NT accounting
software offers managers a scalable
and fully integrated client/server financial system that requires no programming to produce custom financial
reports. The new software, which uses
Oracle's latest Developer /2000 series of
Windows -based tools, supports creation
of reports independent of GL, links to
external spreadsheets, drill- downs,
drag- and -drop objects, side -by -side
comparisons, and e- mail/Internet.
Circle No. 62
OpenSeries® from the Dodge Group is
a su ite of integrated accounting applications designed specifically for the
high - volume processing requirements
of banks, investm ent firms, and insurance companies. OpenSeries is powerful enough to handle mainframe volumes of data in a client/server environment, and its open, m odular design
permits easy integration with existing
technologies. OpenSeries' multicompany, m ulticurrency capabilities and its
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environment. C ircle No. 64

The Flagship Executive Information
System (EIS) from Flagship Systems,
Inc. provides the next generation of
software environment within which
companies can support enterprise -wide
decision support systems. The power in
EIS is derived from the understanding
that successful business leaders focus
on key facets of their enterprise and
do not get lost in the sea of num bers
created by accounting system s and
spreadsheets. The EIS module is designed to work with your business
and Flagship accounting data to draw
out inform ation on all aspects of the
organization's performance. EIS presents raw data in an easily understood
visual format. Circle No. 65
The FlexiFinancials suite from Floxi-

Costpoint from Deltek Systems, Inc. is

60

SmartStream Decision Support from
Dun & Bradstreet Software provides
distributed client/server solutions for
financial managem ent, procurement,
hum an resources, and manufacturing
needs. Capable of reporting, analyzing,
and distributing business information,
SmartStream provides access to enterprise- wide information —from general
ledger to production to personnel—
with a new level of analysis and reporting capabilities. It provides the
right information to the right people
at the right time in a personalized format. SmartStream Decision Support
provides a comprehensive solution
for inform ation exploration, analysis,
and distribution in the client/server

Internationai Software, IN. offers a fi-

support. Circle No. 60

a fully in tegrated, client/server, Windows -based accounting system for companies in project - oriented environments, including professional and technical services. Costpoint can provide

support of international tax and regulatory requirements are critical for
companies competing in a global marketplace. The OpenSeries Product
Suite includes Financial Data Warehouse: with Financial Data Warehouse,
FDW Report Writer, and FDW Query;
and FDW Procurement: with Accounts
Payable, Purchasing, Travel &
Expense. Circle No. 63

Dun & Bradstreet

nancial reporting tool that provides
comprehensive and customizable financial and m anagem ent reports. The system can perform analyses as well as
produce standard spreadsheet -based
reports. Reports can be generated for
current or historical accounting periods and can include all transactional
detail, allowing drill -downs to detailed

The Certified Management Accountant (CMA) designation
tells your employer that you continue to expand your knowledge
to meet increasing responsibilities,and that you are committed to
growth, and always ready for a challenge. Certified Management
Accountants possess specialized skills and expertise and are
recognized in today's competitive business world as influential
m em bers of the m anagem ent team . Help your future in
Managem ent Ac c ounting and Financial Management by
becoming a CMA. Get the facts on how by filling out and mailing
the postage -paid card today! NOW is the tim e to begin the
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transactions from any row of the report. Reports are designed easily by
combining row, column, and tree definitions. Financial reporting trees permit
organizations to perform analyses
without modifying the underlying data. Reorganizations can be performed
in minutes by dragging and dropping
the reporting unit changes. Circle No. 66
FRx Software Corporation produces
FRx Financial Report Writer for Windows, an advanced, graphical financial
reporting product that interfaces with
leading accounting systems. Financial
information can be consolidated from
multiple databases, platforms, and
servers. FRx for Windows features automatic creation of complex hierarchical financial reports with easy drag and -drop organizational restructuring.
Presentation- quality reports can be
printed, exported to Excel via OLE2, or
distributed electronically for remote
viewing and printing. Circle No. 67
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Hyperion
GEAC VisionShift Accounting is a suite
of enterprise -wide, client/server applications designed for midrange businesses. It provides immediate access to
information, powerful analysis tools,
and paperless workflow management.
Built exclusively with Microsoft tools
and integrated with Microsoft Office,
VisionShift is optimized for Microsoft
BackOffice. It is easy to learn, use, and
install, making the suite a prime candidate for remarketing. VisionShift Accounting adapts to any business structure, then continues to evolve as the
business grows. Its ability to handle
foreign currency and multiple companies makes it the perfect choice for
companies with high -end functionality
requirements. Circle No. 68
Nyperion's integrated financial solutions optimize the flow of information

across the enterprise and deliver consistent information to users. Hyperion
Enterprise is a leading client/server financial management application. Enterprise consolidates data from multiple sources and diverse general ledgers
within an enterprise, providing a consistent, global view of information. Enterprise provides a multidimensional
business model that reflects the way
an organization operates. Fast, flexible,
high- quality production and ad hoc reporting are supplemented by dynamic
links to spreadsheets. Geographically
distributed sites can meet local reporting requirements while ensuring corporate control. Circle No. 69
LEX2000 Financial Reporting Software
modules collect data, create a company- wide financial repository, and provide the ability to retrieve information
and create complex reports easily.
LEX2000 Software can consolidate
multiple ledgers with different charts
of accounts. It integrates accounting
detail with summary budget and forecast information. It is able to perform
complex financial calculations including currency conversions, eliminations,
allocations, and multiple organization
hierarchies. The rules -based LEX2000
environment includes transaction
processor architecture, journal entry
capability, and highly selective security, along with 400 other features. It
can recalculate databases in minutes
and create custom reports in seconds.
Circle No. 70
Perspectives by LIBRAS is a new accounting model that focuses on business processes and activities rather
than traditional accounting functions.
The suite of financial and accounting
applications combines componentbased, object - oriented technology and
open architecture principles to enable
organizations to create workflow -oriented, user - defined activities and windows. The software is designed to empower companies to implement new
business processes in order to achieve
a competitive advantage. Perspectives'
client/server architecture aids executive decision making by providing
quick access to current information
across all applications, regardless of
platform or network. It provides multi company capabilities and is a complete
corporate solution, Circle No. 71

OpenSystems
Lingo Computer Design, Int. offers FISCAL-Groupware for Decision Support,
which is an open client/server architecture for rapidly implementing and
managing a sophisticated decision -support environment for online management reporting. FISCAUs architecture
is a top -down approach to decision support and data warehousing, permitting
financial services units the use of
OLAP and data warehousing for competitive advantage. FISCAL can be integrated with most of the leading financial packages. It has been used successfully by financial services units in
a variety of industries including financial, insurance, mutual funds, pension
funds, telecommunications, management consulting, utilities, and manufacturing. Circle No. 72
Matolo Software's Version 7.0 Progression Series has more than 100 new
features. It includes two new modules:
Bank Book and Currency Manager.
Multicurrency capabilities are provided through Currency Manager, which
also has buy /sell currency code rates, a
complete trading currency system, and
general ledger consolidations of companies with multiple home currencies.
Bank Book provides complete cash account reconciliation functions for multiple cash accounts. Also new is the
Designer module, which gives users
the ability to customize screens —
specifically to move fields on a screen,
hide or show select fields, and print
graphs. Multiplatform for Windows,
NT, Windows 95, and DOS.
Circle No. 73
Novision Software US, lot. presents
Navision Financials for any Windows
system, including NT and Windows 95.
The Financial Series is the latest evolution of the company's proven DOS,
OS/2, and UNIX product, NAVISION
JULY 1996
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(formerly Avista in the United States).
Combined, these products have more
than 25,000 language- specific installations in 75 countries. Navision and
Navision Financials are integrated,
high - performance, client/server cross platform solutions. Offering unparalleled data access, both products feature
a robust database manager designed
specifically for transactional data.
They also offer a fully object - oriented
fourth- generation development
language that allows for easy
customization. Circle No. 74

Open Systems, Ins.'s TRAVERSE Report Generator is a system of programs
for defining and running financial reports. It combines most of the functionality of ad hoc query tools, graphical
client/server report writers, decision support systems, and executive information systems builders. Report Generator is fully integrated with TRAVERSE GL, AR, AP, Inventory and
Sales Order. TRAVERSE is developed
in Microsoft Access, and it gives users
a one -click seamless interface to other
Microsoft Office products such as
Word, Excel, and Mail. The program
has multicurrency and multilingual
capabilities, and offers either mouse
or keyboard navigation. Circle No. 75

RealWor1d® Visual Accounting"'" consists of 13 Windows -based modules, including System Manager with built -in
Report Writer. The Report Writer allows access to data files in all Visual
Accounting Modules. More than 400
report types are predefined. Custom
reports and forms can be created easily
using WYSIWYG design methods. All
reports can be previewed on the
screen, sent to disk, or printed. Access
to reports can be controlled by user, department, and company, with optional
password protection. Subtotaling, accumulation, and percent evaluation can
be controlled by the user, and report
calculations and variables are validated. Comparison or combined company
reporting is available.
Circle No. 76

Software 2000's Infmium: Financial
Management is a client/server solution
that provides point -and -click access to
detail-level strategic enterprise information. Infinium combines its own
powerful financial analysis and report62
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tions, and integration to spreadsheet
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Software 2000
ing features with industry- standard
tools to meet the most complex reporting needs. It produces traditional high volume production reports for complex
man agement reporting. There is a
graph ical financial statement generator for print - quality executive reporting, an d b usiness and financial statement modeling tools, which combine
OLAP analysis with native Microsoft
Excel functionality for advanced what if analysis. Circle No. 77
Solomon Software's Solomon IV for
Windows uses the industry- standard
FRx Financial Standard Edition Report Writer, which is shipped with
every Solomon IV General Ledger.
With FRx for Windows, information is
in pu t an d m aintained with fam iliar
spreadsh eet comm ands and features.
There are no difficult programm ing
scripts or macro languages. FRx estab-

SSOS, Inc. has announced it will offer a
new investment m anagem ent service,
401ko3M, that will manage coporate
401(k) plans over the World Wide Web.
Customers/employees will be able to
conduct all the transactions needed to
activate and m anage their 401(k) investments over the Web portion of the
Internet. They will have real -time information about their investm ents as
well as descriptions of other funds.
Employers will benefit from a reduced
need for service personnel, the elimination of the need to print many of their
documents, an easier method for meeting regulated educational requirements, and the automatic creation of a
complete audit trail. Circle No. 80

State of the Art's MAS 900 for Windows provides virtually unlimited financial reporting capabilities from the
General Ledger. Because many companies require financial reports that are
custom designed, MAS 90 allows the
creation of up to 999 differently defined reports. You select the type of data to be printed for each column. You

ble. Circle No. 78

can consolidate accounts, round dollar
amounts, add or delete text, change
titles or descriptions, change print positions, control underlines, and print
dollar signs and footnotes. It is even
possible to produce multicompany consolidation reports. A custom report
that must be run for m ultiple departments is provided for with a function
that selects departm ents to be
included. Circle No. 81

SQL Financials International, Inc: s Financial Statement Generator (FSG) is
an efficient, flexible, easy -to -use tool
that helps end -users build financial
statements, perform in -depth financial
analysis, prepare executive presentations, and distribute information without duplicate data entry and distribution issues. As an integrated function
of the General Ledger system, FSG enables financial managers to provide information on demand. Unique features
include automated report scheduling
through Task Manager and a centralized report repository through Document Manager. Other key features include unlimited reporting structures,
reusable report line and column defmi-

Systems Union has introduced Vision, a
powerful tool for financial managers to
view, access, analyze, and "slice and
dice" its SunSystems accounting software data in a Windows environment.
Users can drill down through m ultiple
levels of data to obtain additional detail of transactions as they need it.
Transaction -level data in SunSystems
are available via account code or transaction code. The drill-down facility displays full journal details. Vision allows
users to create specified data views for
understanding leverages affecting the
business. Users can create graphical
representations of data, such as waterfall patterns, pie charts, bar graphs,
and line graphs. Circle No. 82

lishes the structure and content of financial reports using three basic building blocks: row format, column layout,
and reporting trees. The row format
determines the description and source
of data for each row in the report, as
well as for any calculations. With 250
columns, a variety of reports is possi-
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PRACTICES
LouisBisgay,CPA,Editor
KINGANDROGEROREAPPOINTED
brand L.L.P.; Peter Jokiel, CNA Insurance Companies; Thomas Kelly, Scher ing- Plough Corporation; Alfred King,
Valuation Research Corporation.
Also, Julie Landfair, Bank of America; John Lordan, Johns Hopkins University; Joseph Martin, IBM Corporation; John Perrell III, American
Express Company; Philip Savas, Johnson & Johnson; John Stewart, Arthur
Andersen & Co., LLP; Norman Strauss,
Ernst & Young, LLP; and Edward
Trott, KPMG Peat Marwick, LLP. ■

Anyone who wants a copy of the
IMA letter may obtain one without
charge by writing to Nora Altavilla at
the IMA or by sending her a fax request to (201) 573-0639. ■

IFACRELEASESNEWSTATEMENTS

e

FRCCOMMENTSON
DERIVATIVESDISCLOSURES
i

A

dfred M. King and L. Hal Rogero,
Jr., were reappointed chairmen by
President Clair Raubenstine of, respectively, the Management Accounting Committee (MAC) and the Financial Reporting Committee (FRC). Mr.
King is senior vice president of Valuation Research Corporation; Mr. Rogero
is assistant corporate controller of
Mead Corporation. Both men chaired
their committees in 1995 -96, the first
year the committees existed as the
successors to the Management Accounting Practices Committee.
Other MAC members in 1996 -97
are Richard Berk, Prudential Corp.;
Sally Claybourn- Evans, Institute of
Biology Research and Development;
Dennis Daly, Metropolitan State University; Dale Flesher, University of
Mississippi; Thomas Huff, University
Associates, Inc.; Edward McCracken,
Americas Polyurethanes Group;
Michael McGranaghan, Johnson &
Johnson/Merck Pharmaceuticals.
Also, Philip Murphy, Ciba - Geigy;
Darrell Oyer, Darrell Oyer & Company; Raymond Peterson, consultant;
Grover Porter, University of Alabama;
Barbara Reilly, Defense Contract Audit Agency; Hal Rogero, Mead Corporation; Robert Sundius, consultant;
and James Young, General Electric
Co.
Other FRC members in 1996 -97 are
Victor Brown, George Mason University; Mitchell Danaher, General Electric Co.; Jerry DeFoor, Protective Life
Corp.; Nelson Dittmar, Coopers & Ly-

risks associated with derivatives.
• If enacted, the proposal will release an excessive amount of disclosure into an already overburdened system of financial
reporting. The risks associated
with derivatives do not warrant
this proposal.
• Financial reporting disclosures cannot make disclosures comparable
among companies when portfolios
and positions are vastly different.
• For companies that are not derivative traders or financial institutions, we believe current disclosure
requirements are adequate. Regulation S -K Item 303 currently requires registrants to inform investors as to the consequences of
holding material derivative positions. FASB Statement 119 requires disclosure of accounting
policies for derivatives and requires disclosure of objectives and
strategies for holding derivatives.
If the SEC decides to proceed with
enhanced disclosures, only financial institutions and derivatives
traders should be required to provide the disclosures of SFAS 119
that now are only encouraged.

he Financial Reporting Committee
recently commented to the Securities
& Exchange Commission regarding
the SEC's Proposed Amendments to
Require Disclosure of Accounting Policies and Qualitative and Quantitative
Market Risk Information Inherent in
Financial Instruments. Highlights of
the letter include the following:
■ The proposal singles out derivatives and requires that investors be
fully informed as to the details of
such transactions. We believe this
to be an overreaction to a relatively few, outlying instances of derivative abuse. We believe that businesses face many other risks that
presently must be discussed in the
Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) or footnotes; the proposal puts too much emphasis on

T he Financial and Management Accounting Committee of the International Federation of Accountants has
published two new Statements on International Management Accounting
Practices. One is a revision to IMAP
3, "Currency Exposure and Risk Management." The revision supersedes a
February 1987 Statement and reflects
a growing concern with the issue of
currency exposure and its management. The volatility of exchange rates
is continuing, exerting a significant
impact on corporate profits. The revised Statement recognizes the indispensable role of the accountant in
identifying foreign currency exposure
and managing it.
The other Statement, IMAP 7,
"Strategic Planning for Information
Resource Management," describes a
JULY 1996
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recommended approach to information
resource management (IRM) for an
organization to ensure that it uses its
information resources and systems effectively to help meet its objectives.
IRM is particularly important to
management accountants, whose role
includes identifying information needs
and opportunities as well as working
with information specialists to develop production systems and manage
computer services and facilities.
Another IFAC Statement comes
from its International Auditing Practices Committee. Titled "Comparatives," the new standard acknowledges
that differences in financial reporting
frameworks between countries result
in comparative financial information
being presented differently in each
framework.
Copies of IFAC Statements are
available from the IFAC Secretariat,
114 West 47th St., Suite 2410, New
York, NY 10036. Tel: (212) 302 -5952,
Fax: (212) 302 -5964. ■

RESEARCH
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, Editor

SOLECONFERENCESCHEDULED

T he International Society of Logistics (SOLE) plans to hold its lst Annual International Reverse Logistics
Management Congress: Profitably
Re- engineering the Supply Chain,
September 16 -20, 1996, in New Orleans. The IMA is a co- sponsor of the
conference, which will show how some
of the leading global corporations are
addressing the need to design products for renewal (disassembleability,
reusability, upgradeability, serviceability, demateriality, etc.), and market
and support second- generation/reman ufactured products.
One of the four keynote speakers
will be Marc Epstein, author of Measuring Corporate Environmental Performance, published by IMA's Foundation for Applied Research (FAR). Dr.
Epstein will provide a brief view of
the major elements of reverse logistics management (eco- efficiency). He
will show how new links in the supply chain are integrating product design and development with product
disposition, product costing with product utility, and asset management
64
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Shingo award ceremony, I. to r., back row: James Brackner, CMA, IMA 1996 -97 Area VP;
Jim Sabo, IMA national director; Tom Newberg, CMA, manager, IMA Corporate & Academic Development; Julian Freedman, CMA, senior director of research, FAR; Ross Robson,
executive director of the Shingo program; Ray Metsch, Ford; George Koenigsaecher, The
Hon Co. and chair of the Shingo Prize Committee; John Gruher, Merix Corp.; Richard Jenson, U.S.U., principal researcher. Front row: Tom McPhee, Johnson Controls, Orangeville;
Douglas F. Carlberg, Harris Corp.; Debi Coleman, Merix Co.; Bob Smillie, Ford Cleveland
Engine Plant No. 2; George Middleton, Johnson Controls, FoaMech; Tony Kerwin, Eaton
Yale, Ltd.
with full cost accounting. He will focus on the measurable economic and
environmental performance improvements to be gained through reverse
logistics management.
For information about the conference or to register for it, call Katherine O'Dea at (301) 459 -8446. ■

FARSTUDYFEATURED
ATAWARDCEREMONY

A t the 1996 annual Shingo Prize for
Excellence in Manufacturing Conference, held May 23 in Rosemont, Ill.,
Jim Sabo, IMA national director and
Mid- America Council president -elect
1996 -97, on behalf of the IMA presented copies of Management Accounting in Support of Manufacturing Excellence to the Shingo executive
director and this year's prize winners.
The Shingo Prize was established in
1988 to recognize North American
companies that have demonstrated
excellence in productivity and process
improvement, quality enhancement,
and customer satisfaction. It was
named for the late Japanese industrial engineer, international consultant,
and author, Dr. Shigeo Shingo. The
IMA book, which contains case studies of eight companies that previously
won the Shingo Prize, is the first research done on such companies.
Shown holding the book (above) are

representatives from the winning
companies; two of the researchers,
Richard Jenson (principal researcher)
and James Brackner; and several representatives of the IMA. ■

FERFPUBLICATIONSAVAILABLE

T wo new titles of interest to IMA
members recently have been published by the Financial Executives
Research Foundation (FERF), the research affiliate of the Financial Executives Institute:
Relationship Investing: What Active
Institutional Investors Want from
Management (096 -03 -M) explores the
growing activism of some institutional
investors and the impact that this activism has had on companies targeted
for such involvement. The researchers
documented the investment practices
and policies of the leading activist institutions. Also included in the study
are comments and suggestions from
executives at several leading companies that have been involved with active institutional investors.
Information Technology and Innovation: Strategies for Success (096 -01 -M)
focuses on visionary applications of
information technology (IT)— applications that help managers make decisions, introduce new products and

services more quickly and frequently,
improve customer relations, and enhance the manufacturing process. Executives at seven companies that
have been recognized by their peers
for their visionary use of IT revealed
to the researchers the strategies they
used to justify and develop IT within
their organizations.
The books can be ordered for $35
each plus postage and handling. To
place orders, call (800) 680 -FERF or
fax to (770) 442 -9742. ■

NOTICETORPSSUBSCRIBERS
Mince the beginning of this year
RPS subscribers should have received
the following books: Management Accounting Issues in Cellular Manufacturing, Dhavale; Management Accounting in Support of Manufacturing
Excellence,Jenson, Brackner Skouseh;
and Statement on Management Accounting 5D, "Developing Comprehensive Competitive Intelligence."
If you are a subscriber and did not
receive these books, please call (800)
638 -4427, ext. 278, to request them. ■

CICNEWS
1MA's Continuous Improvement Center (CIC) has released a Windows based software application, Global
Benchmarking System (GBS), with a
manual, as an integral part of its
benchmarking process. The mission of
IMA's CIC is to provide a cost- effective, independent, and objective
framework for the continuous improvement of financial management
organizations in their quest for
world -class performance. The GBS
software will go a long way in fulfilling this mission and CIC's objective —
to support financial reengineering
initiatives.
"GBS has allowed CIC to unbundle
CIC products and services and make
CIC affordable to small and medium sized companies," says the chair of
CIC's managing committee, Lex Roulston. "Now, for less than $400 a
process, an organization can benefit
from a CIC benchmark study."
IMA's CIC offers four packages:
(1) a full- service, two -year package;
(2) a standalone benchmark study for
one or up to 24 finance and accounting processes; (3) a year -end results

Make the call if you
want to pass. GUARANTEED.
Want instant relief from sweaty palms, stomach cramps, and other
symptoms of CMA Exam anxiety?
Choose our interactive MicroMash CMA Review — it pinpoints your
weak areas and creates a custom - tailored computerized study program
just for you. It's like having your own personal instructor. Or, choose
the OC3 CMA Review on videotape which teaches the materials most
likely to be covered on the Exam.
Complete either one and we guarantee you'll pass your CMA Exam.
Or we'll refund your purchase price".
Study where and when you want. At your own pace. Both are highly
disciplined study systems available by part.
Don't wait another agonizing minute. Stop worrying about whether y,)u
might pass. Be guaranteed you will pass. Make the call.

1- 800 - 272 -PASS, Ext. 2224.

MicroMash.
The M idl inr ed,s Pub lisher for N o Aamwals

6402 South Troy Circle Englewood, CO 80111 -0424
'Ceriam resinctlons appply, call fnr compkm derails
® l 6 M -Mesh, Inc. hejZrswred irademarks: MicroMash, M- Mach, Inc

report; and (4) CIC one -day workshops. (See table at right.)
CIC demonstrated its new benchmarking tool, GBS, at IMAs 77th Annual Conference in Las Vegas. Bob
Gunn of Gunn Partners, Inc., spoke
about working with CIC's GBS.
To learn more about CIC, call Julian Freedman, CIC's general manager, (800) 638 -4427, ext. 212, and/or dial IM.Xs Fax on Demand, (800) 6384427, ext. 242, for the complete price
list. ■

Full-service CIC package for two years
Companies with $1 billion
or more in revenue:
Companies with less than
$1 billion in revenue:
Benchmark studyofall 24 processes'
Benchmark studyof up to
13 transaction processes:
Benchmark results report:
One-dayContinuous Improvement
Workshop with proceedings:
it 1.1' 1996

$15,000

$10,000
$7,500
$5,000
$3,000
$495
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Robert Ri=itello, CMA, Editor

ACCOUNTN
I GPROGRAM
STAKEHOLDERS
Accounting programs must review the
needs and concerns of the three major
stakeholders when reacting to the 150 hour requirement and corporate accounting demands. Each of the three
stakeholders has issues and concerns
that may conflict. Our experience at
John Carroll University, a private university in Cleveland, Ohio, will be used
to illustrate some of the issues and alternatives in evaluating what changes
should be considered in a quality review of an accounting program.
Students — including current, future,
and past (alumni) --can influence
changes in accounting programs in several ways. Current students may wish
to take advantage of changes that increase their knowledge and skills and
make them more marketable. On the
other hand, colleges are obligated to
provide the curriculum that is in place
when students matriculate. Therefore,
at a minimum, schools must plan transition periods carefully to meet the
needs of current and future students.
Accounting students. Future students
can be keenly aware of the reputation
and placement statistics of accounting
programs. Program changes must be
made with a view to building on
strengths while recognizing the changing needs of the marketplace.
Past students, the alumni, also can
influence changes in programs. Accounting alumni often are an impor66
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tant source of financial contributions to
schools and accounting programs. Because John Carroll is recognized as a
quality provider of accounting students
in the geographic area, alumni would
not tolerate complacency or changes
that would diminish the stature of the
program. Therefore, alumni were consulted actively, formally and informally, about the changes to be made to our
accounting program.

Current and future employers. Current
and future employers are major stakeholders who should be consulted when
developing and implementing accounting program changes. About two- thirds
of accounting graduates now begin
their careers in corporate, rather than
public, accounting. When considering
program changes, one cannot assume
that the current employers will be the
future employers of an accounting program's graduates.
At John Carroll, well over 50% of
our accounting graduates traditionally
go into public accounting. All of the Big
6, as well as national, regional, and local public accounting firms, actively recruit our students. In planning our
150 -hour program, one objective was to
maintain our relationship with all current public accounting recruiters.
Therefore, we talked about the 150 hour program with representatives of
virtually every public accounting firm
that recruits on campus.

PROGRAMALTERNATIVES
Some larger schools have the luxury of
offering numerous options and degrees.
But because public and private colleges
and universities alike are under budget pressures, difficult tradeoffs may
be required. So that we can offer the
most to our students and to the current and future employers of our students, we plan to have as much flexibility in programs and degrees as a
school of our size permits.
Undergraduate degrees. For accounting programs that offer only a four year undergraduate program, a decision must be made concerning the
future direction the program
take.
There are numerous issues to consider,
will

ontinuing
Education

As a response to the IMAIFEI report
and the uncertainty surrounding the
future hiring patterns of public accounting firms, we carefully contemplated the retention or expansion of
the traditional undergraduate accounting program. Our objective is to meet
the needs of the students who do not
plan to go into public accounting and
the corporate recruiters who might
hire them.
First, we have added a management
accounting track to our curriculum.
Second, we have taken steps to
strengthen our relationship with local
corporations, specifically through increased interaction with their accountants and recruiters. For example, we
have increased corporate representation on our Accounting Advisory Board.
Also, we instituted a "nonpublic" accounting career night for our students.
Our traditional accounting career
night had become dominated by public
accounting firms. This past year, the
two separate accounting career nights
attracted a similar student turnout
and heightened the awareness of students about different career paths.
Finally, in conjunction with our Cooperative Education and Internships
Department, we pursued corporate involvement in our successful internship
program. Although this activity resulted in a large increase in the number of
corporate recruiters visiting our campus, there has been only a modest increase in students actually placed in
corporate internships. We realize it will
take time and effort to cultivate these
corporate working relationships.

many of which are overlapping. Some
smaller schools may be unable to provide an expanded curriculum and/or a
master's degree for the 150 -hour public
accounting requirement. Such programs may find a comparative advantage in strengthening their management accounting curriculum. The
program thus can continue to attract
students and corporate employers.
150 -hour program options. Those
schools that plan to offer a 150 -hour
program to meet CPA requirements
still have several options related to
those students who will enter corporate accounting after their education is
completed. One option is to provide only an undergraduate program for corporate accounting students. Ideally,
this option would include a specific
track with increased emphasis on the
areas identified in the IMA/FEI study.
A second option is to run a parallel
150 -hour management accounting program. Such a curriculum would provide an appropriate graduate degree
for each track.
Graduate degrees. Those schools that
plan to offer a 150 -hour program culminating in a master's degree must
consider whether the degree should be
accounting specific or more generalized. The two most obvious options are
a Master's in Business Administration
(MBA) or a Master's in Accounting
(M.S.).
A possible solution. Our solution at
John Carroll was to provide several
new options for students while maintaining the strengths of our current
undergraduate and graduate programs, The four -year undergraduate
degree has been changed in several
ways. First, a revised auditing course
will decrease emphasis on external auditing and increase focus on internal
auditing. This course will be useful to
both corporate and public accounting
students. An advanced graduate course
in auditing will include external auditing topics left out of the undergraduate
course, plus advanced computer auditing topics. Second, a set of four courses,
with two to be required for an undergraduate degree, will offer the opportunity to emp hasize managemen t accounting. Consistent with the IMA/FEI
recommendations, these courses will

Pro-formas
For
Professionals'

Cash Forecasts You Can
Take To The Bank.

PFP is a fully- integrated, flexible financial forecasting model designed for
accou nting professionals in companies and public practice. Preparing a
complete fo recast, including a full set of supporting schedules, is a simple,
quick & easy task.
PFP was developed after extensive consultation with key individuals in
major banks — the people who need to see and understand the numbers.
Almost every type and size of company is supported; on -screen data entry
guides, easy -to- follow documentation, free telephone support, and a host of
features make Pro-formas For Professionals absolutely unique.

"Well- organized statements; powerfid, flexible, easy to use."
— Gerald Herter, CPA, Accounting Technology
ce
er+ti
Express $99
o� ected
comae Staten`
© Maxima II $199
ArCOlected
1n n jecUOo
Corporate Edition $399 l 0 VCT1ead iv A e c

(net after discount) +$6 s/h

Cash F10 �

1(800)567-4500
Pendock MallomLtd., 245 8th Ave., #340, NY10011
include Controllership and Corporate
Taxes.
The grad uate degree that will be offered to our students will be the MBA.
We already had a part -time MBA program in place, so no significant new resources or approvals were required.
Our recently revised MBA curriculum
provides for an optional emphasis in
accounting, allowing students to tailor
the MBA to their career paths through
certain electives.
We believe the broader MBA curriculum will serve both management accounting and public accounting students well. Evidence already suggests
that an MBA is the more useful degree
for corp orate accountants. The fact that
public accounting is becoming increasingly orien ted to understanding business processes, and that many public
acco untants later enter corporate accounting, suggests that the MBA degree is an appropriate degree for all
accounting students.
Because our MBA is a part -time degree, all students bring work experi-

stank'
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ence to the classroom to enrich the educational environm ent. We also have
provided an accelerated option, primarily designed for students entering public accounting to expedite their completion of the 150 -hour requirement to sit
for the CPA examination.
Under this option, students can complete the MBA degree within a 15month period after completing their
undergraduate degree by taking a
heavier load of MBA courses during
the summ ers. — Lawrence A Kalbers, CPA;
Gerald P. Weinstein, CPA, and Roland L.
Madison, CPA

Lawrence P. Kalbers, CPA, Ph.D., is KPMG
Peat Marwick LLP Accounting Professor in International Business; Gerald P. Weinstein,
CPA, Ph.D., is assistant professor; and Roland
L. Madison, CPA, Ph.D., is professor, Department of Accountancy, John Carrell University.
Robert Rizzitello is a senior manager with
the management c ons ulting gro up o f Erns t &
Yo ung LLP. He c an b e reached b y p ho ne: (215)
448 -5988; Fax: (215) 448 -4070, o r Internet:
boh. rizzitelloG ey.eom.
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A Classified Section

$300 million division ofa leading media/pub lishin g/specialized advertising
organization seeks a highly skilled
leader possessing a m inimum ofeigh t
years of progressive accounting experience. Duties includ e supervision of
staff processing tran saction s for a
multi -unit center. Responsibilities include in tern al control monitoring,
multi -unit gen eral led ger main tenance inclu din g finan cial statemen ts,
consolidation s and reporting package.
Requirem ents in clud e a CPA, BS/BA
in Accounting or Finance, at least five
years as a corp orate controller or in a
similar capacity, and initial experience in a "Big 6" o r a Nation al CPA
firm. Stro ng PC sp readsh eet skills a
plus. Com p en satio n to $70,000 with
excellent benefits.

Video eq uip ment man ufacturer with
an eye to the futu re. Diverse array of
cost accoun tin g issues will make th is
a challenging an d exciting po sition.
Your cred entials should include a
CMA with n o less th an fou r years of
manufacturing experience. If you also
have a backgrou nd in cost with ASK
MANMAN, th is migh t make yo u th e
"right answer" for this vision ary firm.
Salary to $60,000 with great benefits.

Well- positioned environm ental products man ufacturer and distributor.
Responsibilities include managing the
accou nting and reporting function.
Po sitio n reports directly to the Division President and provides valuable
finan cial insight into accounting issu es. Req uirem ents include an organized go- getter with eight plus years'
ex perien ce and a solid knowledge of
GAAP, cost accounting, budgeting and
man agem ent information system s.
CMA preferred. Salary to $70,000
with excellent benefits.

Railcar leasing company with revenu es at $19 m illion seeks an experienced analyst. The qualified candidate
will p rovide analytical and research
sup po rt to the Marketing and Portfolio Management Departments. Specific tasks include strategic planning,
market and com petitive research and
portfolio managem ent. Position requ ires an understanding of r ailcar
leasing or related industry experience. Stro ng analytical and presentation skills in addition to a BS/BA
degree are required. Master's degree
preferred . Salary to $50,000 with
great benefits.

Chicago -based food manufacturer seeks
experienced professional to head up t he
Accounting Departm ent. Recently purchased by Chicago investors, this company
needs a strong financial manager to develop and build the accounting departm ent.
Salary to $50,000 with good benefits.
Rapidly growing industrial products manufacturer seeks m otivated leader with a
strong background in cost accounting. This
fast - paced, dynamic environment requires
a results oriented person. Responsibilities
include departm ent liaison to Research
and Developm ent, Operations, Sales and
Distribution Departments as well as the
daily management of the Accounting area.
Preferred qualifications include an exposure to BPCS systems, an MBA/CMA and
a desire to grow professionally. Salary to
$75,000 with great benefits.
Major trade association seeks an experienced hands -on professional to manage
three separate subsidiaries and supervise
three staff. The successful candidate must
be detail oriented with attention to accuracy and tim eliness. Duties include monthly
financial statements, fixed assets, depreciation, cash management, annual audit,
budgets, accounts payable and receivable,
financial analysis, tax reporting and various other projects, BA/BS in Accounting
and PC literacy (Microsoft Word, Excel, PC
DOS -based Windows) desired. Excellent
management and comm unication interpersonal skills must. Great bonus and benefits package including a salary to $66,000.
a

Diversified in tern atio n al consumer
services comp an y seeks a motivated,
prom otable professio nal. This entrepreneurial company requ ires a "big
picture" p erson to assist with the accountin g cycle for two of the in ternational operations. Prior exposure to financial statem en t preparation an d
reconciliations is essential with at
least two years' p rior ex perience and
an in depend en t can -do attitu d e.
Salary to $35,000 with good benefits.

Help create the future for a growing
high -tech m anufacturer. Support the
CFO of this leading -edge organization
by implementing a sophisticated budget an d forecast process. Requirements include five plus years of solid
accounting, finance, and planning in a
manufacturing or electronics environment. Salary to $48,000 with great
benefits.

Major import and distribution company
seeks eight plus years' professional to supervise an accounting staff o f ten. The
qualified candidate will be responsible for
banking relations, cash m anagement, operations interface and special projects.
Requirements include familiarization with
foreign currency exchange and asset -based
loans. Additionally, candidates should
possess computer proficiency with various Windows -based packages. BS/BA in
Accounting is mandatory, CMA/CPA/MBA
a plus. Salary to $100,000 and discretionary year -end bonus.

A Classified Section

A new production facility for a billion dollar food company seeks a hands -on
manager to provide cost accounting for
a new product line. The position reports
to the Plant Co n tro ller in ad d itio n to
overseeing budget preparation, raw material and direct lab or variance an alysis
and product cost developm ent. Excellent advancem en t opp ortu nities are
available if you possess a BS/BA in Accounting, at least five years of standard
costing and excellent communication/
interpersonal skills. CMA a plus. Salary
to $60,000 with benefits including a
401(K) plan and tuition reimbursement.

NASDAC- traded biotech pharmaceutical company with a proven past and excellent growth prospects has a position
for a hands -on, four plus years' profession al. Po sitio n manages the accounting and m anagement reporting, resolution of complex accounting issues in
addition to interfacing with venture
capitalists. Position provides fast track
to th e controllership. Desired background includes a CMA or MBA, strong
sy stem s skills and the ability to work
independently. Salary to $50,000 with a
401(K) and stock options.

INTERNAL
Multi- billion dollar telephone company
seeks three plus years' experien ced auditors for their year - and -a -half rotational program. Qualified cand idates
will work on n ew clien ts to assess th e
company's risk and value. Can d id ates
must be a CPA, from public accounting
(preferably "Big 6 "). Position requ ires
light travel with o utstan d in g op p ortu nities into man agem en t. Ex cellen t
benefits includ ing 100% tuitio n reim bursem ent and a salary to $47,000 plus
a year -end bonus.

Publicly traded multi - billion dollar consumer products com pan y is seekin g a
five plus years' experienced professional. Responsibilities include coordinating data from th e op eratin g subsidiaries, datab ase upd ate, monthly
closing, consolidations, SEC reporting
and special pro jects. Can d id ates m ust
be confident, with excellent interp ersonal skills to m eet th e ch allenges o f
this highly visible and demanding environment. A strong systems background
is a must. Hyperion experience is a
plus. Excellent benefits, growth into
managem ent and a salary to $60,000.

Fortune 300 high -tech manufacturer
currently ex panding product lines and
operations seeks an experienced profession al to su pp ort the growth. Position
respo nsibilities include maintenance
and upgrade o f the current cost system
wh ile su pp orting managem ent with
vario us an aly sis reports. If you are indepen dent, creative and have programm in g skills, th is position m ay be the
key to y ou r future! Salary to $50,000
including excellent benefits.

$128 million company specializing in
the manufacturing of children's leisure
products seeks a degreed accounting
professional with no less than two years
of pu b lic accounting. Responsibilities
include finan cial statem ent preparation, repo rting and analysis in addition
to sp ecial p ro jects. Great exposure! If
you are r ead y for the challenge and
have strong analytical and organizational skills, this position might be
right for you! CPA or CMA a plus.
Salary to $45,000 with good benefits.

Fast - growing bio -tech firm seeks an
experienced professional to spearhead
the international tax function. Candidates with expertise in international
compliance, planning/research with a
desire to be in on the ground floor
should pursue this opportunity! MBT/
CPA preferred. Salary to $80,000 in
addition to good benefits.

Chicago business systems consulting
firm seeks a senior level professional to
provide system solutions to small to
medium -sized businesses. Responsibilities will also include technical outsourcing, system implementation and
installation. Salary to $50,000 plus
great benefits.

A thirty - two - year -old, $30 million manufacturing company seeks a hands -on,
team - oriented individual. This professional must have at lea st f ive years
of industry experience. Responsible for
managing accounts receivable and
payable, credit and collections, billing,
general ledger m aintenance and financial statem ent preparation. Salar y to
$42,000 with benefits.
Rapidly growing $600 million publicly
held manufacturer seeks an aggressive
individual to manage three supervisors
for the external financial reporting, accounting services and cost accounting
areas. This new position requires three
years' m inimum experience with a "Big
6" and equal num ber of years with a
manufacturing firm of a sim ilar size
with heavy exposure to external financial reporting. Base salary $120,000,
including a relocation package and
solid benefits.
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support. And show you proven
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In -house publications Archives Public Relations
As seen monthly on the cover of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®magazine
Corporate Photography Direct (212) 242 -2000
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IMA STOREFRONT
Polo shirt embroidered with IMA Seal and CMA Logo
from famous manufacturer Outer Banks. High - quality
100% combed cotton. A full, generous fit for all -day
comfort. Rib -knit collar, 2 -button placket, short
sleeves with loose- fitting rib -knit cuffs, hemmed bottom with tennis tail. Made in the USA. Machine washable and dryable. Minimal shrinkage.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, and XXL. Colors: Black, Maroon,
Teal- Green, Red, or Navy, embroidered with IMA Seal
and CMA Logo in Gold. White shirt embroidered with
IMA Seal and CMA Logo in Black.
Price: $39.95 $3.00 Shipping and handling per shirt.
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4S% PREMIU
DISCOUNT AN
IMPROVED
BENEFITS!
Institute of Management
Accountants Group Term
Life Plan Goes the Distance
GOOD NEWS! — Based on favorable past experience, the
Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) has cut premiums by 45% for the Term Life Plan for the period July I,
1996 through June 30, 1997.
These new rates cut the cost of IMATerm Life coverage by
almost half The IMA Group Term Life Plan boasts an unbroken 22 -year history of granting premium discounts to Plan
participants. Wh i le future discounts cannot be guaranteed,
these annual discounts have averaged over 40 % —an impressive track record that's hard to beat.
SPOUSE MAXIMUM COVERAGE TO $300,000 —
Members can purchase up to $300,000 of Term Life coverage, and spouses are also eligible for up to $300,000 of coverage. Both member and spouse coverage is available in
multiples of $6,000. Members may renew their coverage until age 80 as long as they remain members of IMA, pay premiums when due and the Plan and Trust remain in force.
TERMINAL ILLNESS BENEFIT — The Terminal Illness
Benefit is designed to provide terminally ill insureds the
option to have a portion of their life insurance benefit paid
while they are still alive.To qualify, you must be insured
under the IMATerm Life Insurance Plan and diagnosed as
having a life expectancy of 12 months or less. If eligible,
you may request a lump sum payment from 25 percent
to 75 percent of the current benefit in force.

NO EXCLUSIONS — Another important feature: Many
insurance plans tack on additional exclusions, limitations and
fine print.
The IMA Plan contains no exclusions! Insured members and
dependents are covered for death from any cause, 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, anywhere in the world.
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY'S FINANCIAL STABILITY
— Remember, the most important reason for buying life insurance is to insure your family's dreams — children's education... mortgage payments... your family's qualify of life —
against financial uncertainty no matter what the circumstances may be.The IMATerm Life Plan gives you this
chance and saves you money.You can join nearly 10,000
IMA members and their families, who value this important
membership benefit by applying for Term Life coverage.
To find out more about the IMA Group Term Life Plan,
call 1- 800-225 -6758. For information about other available
plans in the IMA Group Insurance Program, call 1- 800 -4249883. In the Washington, DC area, call (202) 457 -6820.
These plans include:
■ Disability Income

■ Excess Major Medical

■ In- Hospital

■ High -Limit Accident

■ Medicare Supplement Insurance

■ Small Business Plan

■ Cancer Expense Insurance

■ Long Term Care

DE CI SI ONS A RE TOUGHER.
TI M E I S CRI TI CA L .
RESOURCES ARE LEANER.
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AND THE B UCK STOPS W ITH YOU.
...HYPE JUST W ON'T CUT IT ANYMORE.

Stop crunching and start analyzing. With
CFO Vision you can visualize your business
inter-actively ... and gain control of information to spot opportunities and risks faster
than ever before. Reengineer the entire
process of financial consolidation, reporting,
and analysis ... as you accelerate the flow
of information to decision makers at every
level of your organization.
With the click of a mouse:
• Understand the facts beyond the figures.
.v

• Improve timeliness and availability of
business reporting.
• Analyze every "slice" of your business —
from branch profitability to product cost
analysis —in any currency.
Powerful, award- winning data warehousing,
OLAP, graphics, and EIS capabilities are all
included in one fully integrated, easy -to -use
solution. It's all yours from one vendor:
SAS Institute, with a proven track record
for continuous innovation and reliable
support at more than 29,000 organizations
worldwide... including the Fortune100.
For a free preview of CFO Vision, just
give us a call or send us E-mail at

ima @sas.com

919.677.8200 Fax 919.677.4444 In Canada 1.800.363.8397 www.sas.com /vision/
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SAS Is a registered trademark, and CFO Vision a trademark,
of SAS Institute Inc. Copyright 0 1996 by SAS Institute Inc.

